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p D Your enemies to Mush! FRY him ' til he's CRISP! CRT D villains to Pieces! 

SM .'Ii 'e m while FreefaUing! FEED the beast some Meat! 

MOW I em down on Your Jetbike! 





Spike--ji1/e.d pits. Falling boulders. Rolling f°.'Js, Youtl he amazed how they can ruin the most routine assassination. Even for a cunnin3 and ruthless ni'!Ja /,'ke .!fOurself Fortunatei.!J, .!fOur arsenal of weapons, ma3ic and 
moves help .!fOU do whauver it takes to fo':Je accros.s 10 levels of treacherous wilderness. To assist .!fOU in destro.!fin3 evC"!f demon and warlord in all ancient Japan. To survive - ufhether it he ft or partiall.!J maimed. 
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Great games, crap games ... 
Don't worry, PSM will sort 'em all outl 

1::1 kay, okay-be hon-
1::.1 est with me here: 

have you been naughty or nice? 
C'mon now, there's no need to lie tool ' Santa 

Chris; I'll still keep those issues of PSM coming. But 
old Saint Nick, he's another story. He can get a little 
hung up on this whole naughty or nice thing, and if you 
get on his bad side, watch out-it's crap games under 
the tree. That makes your own buying decisions all the 
more important, because if you can't count on Santa to 
deliver the goods, then your Happy Holiday lies in the 
hands of family, friends, and anyone else you can con
vince to take a copy of your shopping list. That's where 

.I. Naughty or nice? Who-? I.ma and Claire alwayl got what 
lhey - from good old Saint Nield 

E very issue, we match exciting 
new games with today's hottest 

illustrators to create the PSM cover. 
We take pride in creating quality 
original artwarlc:, to present our maga
zine at the highest possible level. 

This month, we worked with 
Adam Hughes, who has worked on 
many, many comics, including JLA, 
Gen 13, and Ghost. If you're a comics 
fan, then you know that Adam 
is s n rn,ous with great girl art, 
which made him the perfect choice 
to illustrate two of PlayStation's 
loveliest ladies. 

we come in. We're gonna help you put together a list 
of the most kick-ass games out there. while steering 
clear of all the duds released this year. All you have to 
do is turn to our Holiday Feature, and read on. 

Last month. in this space, I hinted that a new 
member would be added to the PSM team this issue. 
Well, as it turns out, I've got TWO new folks to intro
duce to you: Francesca Reyes and Bill Donohue! Many 
of you should know Fran and Bill from their work on 
the past Imagine gaming mags Ultra Game Players and 
Game Buyer. We're lucky to have 'em. so please join 
us in giving them a big PSM-style welcome! 

Unfortunately, there's some sad news. too. Our 
longtime Managing Editor Charles Frohman (yes. "He 
Who Wields the Bat") has left the to pursue a new 
career in website development. Yeah, I know, that's 
two PSM staffers gone in two issues! Well don't 
worry, the rest of us are staying put. We wish Charles 
success with his new job. Good luck. buddy! 

►C+t-RlS SL~TE, 
EOlTO-R-1 N-CHlEF 
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OUT THERE•• 
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CHRlS SL~TE 
Editor-In-Chief 
Likes: All types of games 
Hobbies: Comics, hoops 
Naughty or Nice? 
Yeah, I was naughty! Put coal in 
my stocking-I LOVE IT! I'll 
take all the crap you got! No, 
wait-not that! Not... 32X! ! ! 

Na-RH rYI-RSSEY 
Strategy Editor 
Likes: Racing, Simulations 
Hobbies: DJ~ng, Sleeping 
Naughty or Nice? 
I suppose it would really 
depend on who you talk to and 
your own definition of naughty 
and nice. On the one hand ... 

r-Rf'INCESCf'I -REYES 
Editor 
Likes: RPG, Adventure, Platform 
Hobbies: Writing, Anime 
Naughty or Nice? 
I am just so nice! In fact, I'm so 
nice that Santa is letting me copi
lot the sled this year. Remember 
to leave out some extra cookies! 

-- .. lc.nff: 

STE.PHEN -FROST 
Reviews/Previews Editor 
Likes: Fighting, RPG, Racing 
Hobbies: Anime, Movies, Comics 
Naughty or Nice? 
Mommy! Mommy! ! ! I hurt my 
thumb playing in the snow. 
Please kiss it all better, Mommy, 
Owweee! It hurts! 

BLflf<E r15CH£R 
News Editor 
Likes: Shooters, Classics 
Hobbies: Screenwriting 
Naughty or Nice? 
I've been real nice this year. 
Hear that, Santa? I'll be looking 
forward to that PlayStation 2 in 
my stocking, alright. 

BflNZfll CHlBl-CHflN 
Japanese Correspondent 
Likes: Games, games, games 
Hobbies: GAMES!!! 
Naughty or Nice? 
Hey, what's the big deal either 
way? I don't need Santa as long 
as I live in Akihabara, the video 
game capital of the world! 

EUGENE 
IAJf'ING 
Art Director 
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Gf'I-RY LlELIJ 
Graphic Designer 

What he does: 
What he does: What he does: Creates beautiful 

Fixes stuff, like typos 
and ball games. Keeps insisting he's 
•connected", whatever that means. 

Naughty or Nice? 
What the hell do you think. you 
moron!?! Hey, Santa "owes" me ... 

Bill's Quote of the Month: 
"Go to www.polish-pope.com and 
check out my record company!" 

Directs art. Has ulcers. 
Ignores you. Nothing personal. 

Naughty or Nice? 
Santa doesn't exist... but if he does, 
and is reading this, I'm nice, Santa! 
Milk and cookies await you I 

Eug's Quote of the Month: 
"Get me some cool stuff from Japan I" 

pages. Covers for 
Eugene when Eug is "sick". 

Naughty or Nice? 
What did you say? I can't hear you I 
My hands are over my ears and I'm 
singing "La, la, la" really loud! 

Gary's Quote of the Month: 
" You are not going to press charges, 
are you?" 

This is our promise to you, the hard-c 
PlayStation mer, who deserves nothing I 
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fllnvStntlon nnd the PlavStation logos are registered trademarks of Sonv Computer Enterta inment Inc. CRASH BANDICDDT: WARPED TM & © 1998 Universal Interactive Studios, Inc. All rights reserved. Find us • ~I www univorsalstudios.com. Dovoloped bv Naughty Dog, Inc. All rights reserved. Visit us at www.naughtydog.com 

After some hard-core training, he's ready to 
warp through time and take on all-new worlds. 
Ride down Route 66 on a bike. Dogfight in a 
biplane. Swim through Atlantis. Or run through 
theJurassicera. You upforlt?Crashls.He's 
got an all-new, supercharged body-slam, a 
double Jump, a death tornado spin and a 
bazooka. You can even play as Crash's kid si&
ter, Coco. CRASH BANDICOOT: WARPED'" is 
hare. And It's his most insane adventure ever. 

IH YEII .. .IE'I IEIIY. 



Brave Fencer 
Musashi 
The next batch of Squaresoft titles have 

arrived and we've got the full scoop 
on Brave Fencer Musashi! Need to 
know how to find all the Minkus to 
improve your maximum HP? Can't find 

each and every Palace member? Or 
maybe you can't seem to figure out how 

to beat the Queen Ant in Chapter Five? Fear 
not! We here at PSM break down the boss strategies and complete secrets 
so that you'll have a handy guide for getting you out of a rough spot. Check 
out our strategy for Brave Fencer on page 152. 

Metal Gear Solid 

Test Drive 5 
Road Rage 
► pg.156 ...... 

Part Twol 
► pg.126 ...... 

Last issue, we showed you how to 
get through the first half of Metal Gear Solid 
without being detected. This time around, 

we finish up the walkthrough to this fabu
lous game. We also delve deep into the 
gam and bring you the most compre
hensive lists of game secrets you will 

find anywhere. There's something for 
everybody this month, and only here, in 

the pag s of PSM. Solid! 

Tired of sitting behind that 
S.O.B. who's going 40 in the 
fast lane? Downshift 
into third, read our 
Test Drive 5 strat
egy that gives 
you the lowdown 
on winning all the 
cups and unlock
ing secret cars, not 
to mention the spe
cial section on the constructive (or was that destructive?) 
uses of road rage, and zoom by that old fart! We start driving 
on page 156. Remember, creative finger gestures are not only allowed, 
but ncouraged! 

ISSUE NUMBER 1G 
December 1898 

,.... . ..., 

_' .... J ' • ; .,.. + -

Guilty Gear 
Be the Bossi 
► pg.148 ...... 

' J -

Why just go up against the three bosses in 
this hot fighting game, when you can play 
AS the bosses? We give you not just one, 
but TWO ways to play as any one of the 
three bosses you want. How? Well, you 
have to read our strategy on page 148 to 
find out. Why? Because here at PSM, we 
believe there's two ways to do anything: the 
hard way, and the PSM way! 

► 
The latest PlayStation news and ui;r-to-the-minute info 

► Sony's PDA ............................................ ......... ... .. ......... ► ~. 20 ..... 
► Gossip ......................... ............................................... .. . ► PG. 22 ..... 
► O&A: Ted Woolsey of Crave Entertainment.. ......... ► ~. 26 ..... 
► Checkpoint! Game Release Schedule ..................... ► ~.32 ..... 

► 
This month's new games, thoroughly tested by PSM experts 

► 
II the best dirt on tomorrow's hottest games 
► Asteroids ................................. ...... .. .... ......................... ► pg. 115 ..... 
► Bust A Move 4 ...................... .... .. ....... .. ........................ ► pg.110 ..... 
► Jackie Chan: Stuntmaster ........... .. ............................ ► pg. 115 ..... 
► Jeff Gordon XS Racing .. .... .... .. ... ........... ........ ........ ..... ► pg.104 ..... 
► Monkey Hero ........................... ...... .............................. ► pg. 114 ..... 
► NBA Live '99 .......... ..................... .................................. ► pg. lD5 ..... 
► Nectaris: Military Madness .. ...... ..... ........................... ► pg.82 ..... 
► Quake 11 ......................................................................... ► pg. 84 ..... 
► Shadow Madness ................................. ... ...... ............. ► pg.1 aa ◄ 
► Shao Lin ........................................................................ ► pg. llD ..... 
► Suikoden II ...... .. ...... ............... ... .............................. ... .. .... pg. 87 ..... 
► Tiger Woods '99: PGA Tour Golf ..................... .. .. ...... ► pg. 90 ..... 
► Tomb Raider 111 .................. .. .. .. .... .... ............................. ► pg. 85 ..... 
► Twisted Metal 3 ............................ ........... .. .. ... .. ..... ... ... ► pg. 98 ..... 
► Uprising X ..... .. .......... ................. .. ..... .... ... .. .. ... ... .... ... ... ► pg. llD ..... 
► X-Men ......................... ... ............. ............................ .. .... ► pg. 84 ..... 

► PG.168 ...,.. 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• Activision Classics ............ pg. 42 NHL '99 ................................ pg. 54 

Assault ................ ............. ... pg. 59 NHL FaceOff '99 ................ pg. 54 

Asteroids ................. ........... pg.115 Ninja .................................... pg. 42 

Backstreet Billiards .......... pg. 49 Pool Hustler ....... .. ............ ... pg. 49 

Bomberman World ............ pg. 58 

Brave Fencer Musashi ...... pg. 41 

Bust A Move 4 .................. pg. 104 

Crash Bancficoot 3 ............ pg. 41 

Dragonseeds ...................... pg. 52 

Duke Nukem: TTK ............ pg. 60 
Rfth Element ..... ................. pg. 46 

Guilty Gear ........................ pg. 60 

Jackie Chan ........................ pg. 115 

Jeff Gordon XS Racing .... pg. 104 

Monkey Hero ...................... pg. 114 

NBA Live '99 ...................... pg. 105 

Nectaris .............................. pg. 82 

Dtaku Station 
► pg.172 ◄ 
Welcome to Otaku Station, the official 
PSM gift shop-the only place on 
earth to buy cool official PSM shirts. 
hats, and other special collectibles. 
Check it out! 

Quake II .............................. pg. 84 

Shadow Madness .............. pg. 100 

Shao Lin .............................. pg. 110 

Streak ......................... ......... pg. 46 

Suikoden 11 .... ........ .............. pg. 87 

Test Drive 5 ........................ pg. 52 
liger Woods '99 ................ pg. 90 

Tomb Raider Ill .................. pg. 85 

Twisted Metal 3 ................ pg. 98 
Uprising X .................... ...... pg. 110 

Wild 9 .................................. pg. 58 

Xenogears .......................... pg. 40 

X-Men .................................. pg. 84 

~H.JlllljjJ___ _ _ ~►...niJI~...... PDA Becomes 
1 he latest codes for all you addicts 

► 
u've got questions, we've got answers 
Link-Up .. ...................... ........ .. .. ............................ .. ....... . ► pg.166 ..... 
Pause ......... ......................... ........ ....... .... ......... ..... .... .. .... ► pg.167-
Fan Art ............... ... ............................. .. .. .............. .. ........ ► pg. 171-
Top This! .................................. ......... ........... .... ... ..... .. ... ► pg. 175 ..... 
PS .... ............ ..... ..... .. ............ .................... ............... ... ... .. ► pg. 175 ..... 
Marketplace ... ... ... ... ...... ..... .......................................... ►pg. 176 ..... 

• ► 

PocketStation 
► pg.2□ ...... 
After months of speculation 
after the PDA (renamed the 
PocketStation) was 
announced at E3, we·ve finally 
got some screenshots and hard 
facts about the first games that 
are PDA compatible. Check it all 
out on page 20. 
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ource f o r all the la te st in 
ws, to pics, and ::12 -bit culture 

These days, daily news is only a click away 
on the Internet But what you can't get online 
is PSM's exclusive in-depth coverage, with 
more details and extra info. We dig deep to 
find the real story behind the headlines. 

PDA becomes Pocketstation 
e info ati n on 

so y's bot n peripheral 
D okyo Game Show was a wealth of informa

tion on Sony's new memory card peripheral. 
Since our last report in issue 12, the PDA has been 
renamed the PocketStation and we've found out sev
eral games that will be released using this exciting 
technology. The PocketStation is a small memory 
card-sized peripheral with its own LCD screen and set 
of controls. The advantage to this is that you can not 
only use the PocketStation as a memory card, but 
information can be downloaded to it and you can play 
games on it while you are away from the PlayStation. 

Artdink was the first company to announce a 
PocketStation compatible game in Japan. The game is 
called Go! Pirates and is a pirate simulation. At the 
beginning, you inherit your father's pirate ship and 
then must roam the seas looking for treasure. Using 
the PocketStation, you can fight your other friends 
who also have PocketStations. 

Final Fantasy VIII is also now confirmed to be using 
the PocketStation for some function (as was previ
ously rumored), but nobody knows what it is. We do 
know, however, that since the American release of FF 
VIII is after the domestic release of the PocketStation, 
we will get the same functionality here in the States. 

We have also recieved reports that Capcom's 
Street Fighter Alpha 3 will use the PocktStation. You 
will be able to download characters to the system and 
then train them in new special moves. With the 
infrared link you can fight against other players with 
PocketStations and trade special moves. 

Finally, the weekly Japanese gaming magazine 
Famitsu reported that the following developers are 
working on games that support the PocketStation 
right now. If we know (or suspect) which game the 
PocketStation will be for, it is in parentheses. 

• ◄ Artdink's 
game Gol Pirates 
was the first 
game we saw 
announced for the 
PocketStation and 
will allow you to 
train your pirates 
away from you 
PloyStation, You 
can even battle 
your friends. 

CON-F1RME□ 

SquareSoft (FF VIII) 
Enix (Dragon Quest VII) 
Koei 
Jaleco 
Taite 
Tomy 

· RiverhillSoft 

Ascii 
Konami 

RUMORE□ 

Tecmo (Monster Rancher 2) 
Namco 
Hudson 

his month we have screenshots of a whole new char
acter in Final Fantasy VIII. Her name is Edea and she 

looks to be both evil and powerful. She supposedly possesses 
magical power and she opposes SquaR in his overall quest It is 
rumored, however, that her opposition to Squall is not of her 
choosing and she is somehow being coerced. Evidently Siefer 
also has something to do with her involvement. as you can see 
1n the screenshots. Finally, we also have a shot of Squall and 
Sieler fighting each other in a duel-this looks intense. 

. .... i. .... 

=:':.':.:r _ • ...., ... :e-
talNillt_.. ... _., ....... ....,._ ..... 

Street fighter Alpha 
3 Comes Homel 
N 
D ust last issue we told you that Capcom would be doing 

Street Fighter Alpha 3 for the PlayStation. We've finally 
been able to grab some screenshots of this awesome fighting 
game. As you can see, both Honda and Blanka are already in the 
game and playable, as well as the new character, Arin. 
Unfortunately, we still don't know the date of the US release for 
this hot title, but we're already excited. 

• 1he characters from Alpha 2 
are also in this game. Birdie's 
ganno hove some trouble getting 
close to Dhalsim, though, 

• It would be impo11ible to have 
a Street Fighter game without 
the presence of Ken and Ryu, 

21 



Sneak Attack? 
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umors are mounting concerning Sony's secret 
plans for foiling the launch of Saga's new 

Dreamcast console on both sides of the Pacific. The latest 
buzz places PlayStation 2 on Japanese shelves as soon as 
next April-a mere five months after Dreamcast is 
released-- and in US gamers' hands by next fall. Developers 
still haven't received their PlayStation 2 hardware, so they'd 
have to hustle in order to get games ready for what could be 
the most covert attack in the history of system wars. 

Obi son I yes The future 
~ rench developer Ubi Soft is reported to be planning 
"J:"'"'. · three titles for PlayStation 2, two of which feature a 

familiar face from PlayStation 's earliest days. Rayman 3, 4, and 
ction-platformer [).Jump! are all on the company's drawing 

board for Sony's next machine. Ubi Soft has taken a strict vow 
of silence in regards to its developer status for the hardware and, 
as such, can 't comment officially on its plans. 

Royman makes a beeline for PlaySlation 2, What olhe< Ubi Saft characten 
are '-ding that w<1'(I Only lime will tell ... 

Namco Pulls up Stakes 
amco is rumored to be abandoning 
PI yStation development after its current 

I 11t h of rmounced games hits stores sometime in 
I I' I' I Not to f ar word has it that the company will 

11 t 11• 11 •,prl to gear up for PlayStation 2 develop-
'" Ill /KIii till ro ft r ,,,-:::: ,,--

...... wale OIi lhe l'laySlalion, but 
-~ 11,ey'N jutl ...... down lM black lo ,.,,. ........ , ... 
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Thrill Not Killed 
hrill Kill may be cancelled, but 
it's evidently not dead. Despite 

reports to the contrary, Paradox 
Development's risque fighter is said to 
be alive and kicking, although it won't be 
coming from EA. Word has it that the 
game is currently being eyed by none 
other than Acclaim. 

Ga1e 
Show 
Shocker • 
~ orry is said to have a special sur-
11:::::.f prise in store for attendees of 
Tokyo Game Show Autumn '98. Sources 
indicate that a previously1)1anned 
PlayStation 2 demonstration was 
scrapped due to time constraints, forc
ing Sony to fall back on debuting some 
of its most hush-hush •killer apps• 
instead. We'll have more in our full show 
report next issue. 

Welcome to the newest edition in the Armored Core series; Armored 
Core: Project Phantasma. Blaze a path of destruction and devastation 
through enemy lines, take out secret installations, and pit yourself 
against the biggest and baddest ACs you've ever seen. Fully customize 
your AC with monster weapons and insane parts. Choose options such 
as missions, shop, e-mail, garage, and multi-player compatibility. 

s can be outfitted wi 

One or two player death match mode available 

Single player lad 

Data from original Armored Core can be utilized and downloaded 

Strategy guide available at participating retail stores 
For more information: www.asciient.com 
Customer Service: (650)-780-0166 

C 1997, 1998 From Software, Inc. All rights reserved. ASCII Entertainment and Project Pha 
of ASCII Entertainment Software, Inc. Armored Core is a trademark of Sony Computer Ente 
PlayStation and the PlayStatlon logos are registered trademarks of Sony Computer Entertainm 
is a trademark of the Interactive Digital Software Association . All other brand and product n 
registered trademarks of their respective holders. 
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PSM: How do you plan to have 
Shadow Madness distinguish itself 
from other RPGs right now? 

TW: In some ways that's easy and in 
some ways, that's tough. I guess there 
are two answers. There is the 
technological side of things, and then 
there is the style of the game. I think 
that both of them are unique enough to 
stand on their own. We're pushing the 
story a lot and that in itself is so different 
that I hope people just dive in and really 
enjoy it. As far as the technology goes, 
we are using prerendered backgrounds 
and poly characters similar to Final 
Fantasy, but the idea was simply to use 
that technology to create a whole dif
ferent look and feel to our world, and I 
think we've done that. 

PSM: How hard is it to write a story 
the size of Shadow Madness? 

TW: You know, it's funny. It's really easy 
to come up with story ideas. There are 
probably an infinite number of good 
stories floating around the universe and 
the toughest thing is to figure out which 
one and how to tell it. Our game starts 
out with a huge disaster. So part of the 
fun of this was really trying to pitch this 
in a way that was, well, how would you 
react to something awful happening to 
you personally, and what would you do? 
How numb would you be and how long 
would it take for you to get over that? I 
guess the final thing is what sort of 
common link would you have to other 
people, people who have either been 
through the same experience or 
who haven't. 

PSM: What do you think is the most 
important part, the story, the 
graphics, or the sound? 

TW: I think it all kind of works together. 
Unlike games which really focus on a 
corridor or that use the environment as 
the main thing, this one blends an idea, 
a sense of the universe. We really had 
to work hard to build this world. One of 
the really daunting things about making 
a role playing game is that you have to 
r ally make sure that everything is 
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SquareUSA APO 810rtt Of Evermore. Now ht 
hndl up the d1vtlopm1nt of Crave~ premltrt 
FIPQ, Shadow M1dnH1, Ht took a quick brtlthtr 
from hl1 dtvtlopmtnt achtdult to IPHk about 
the future of FIP01. 

consistent. So the story building was 
tough, but I think it all works together. 

PSM: FFV/1 ended on a mysterious 
note and left the player hanging. 
How important do you think the 
ending is to the game? 

• Shodow MadMts does bring some innoYa· 
lions lo the genre including a twitthy type of 
gameplay for the combat bits that the playw 
can take adwnlago of ii they wish. 

TW: With stories, there are any number 
of ways of closing them, but I always 
like to have a resolution to things. 
Ending anything is tough. We've put 
a lot of thought into how the game 
ends, and we hope there is more of 
a circular ending to this that ties up 
more than it opens up. I guess we don't 
want to leave people dangling with an 
"okay folks, keep your wallet handy for 
the sequel". 

PSM: Shadow Madne s definitely 
takes a step toward mor interactive 
combat in RPG. Do you see this 
progressing in future games or is the 
RPG audience even ready for twitch 
oriented gameplay7 

TW: The nice thing is it's kind of an elec
tive. There are some battles where you 
really do have the time to twitch with 
your hand to hand fighters to get 
through them, but we're trying to do it in 
such a way that it's fun. A traditional role 
playing fanatic can sit back and just bat
tle every time and enjoy it and use 
magic, use spells and commands and 
not really worry about focusing on the 
twitch, and those that really love that 
more dynamic kind of game play can do 
that as well. 

PSM: Well, do you see RPGs ever 
going mainstream? 

TW: Slowly, but surely, they are. The 
RPG enthusiast is kind of a different per
son. It's somebody who is more of a 
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reader. It's somebody who often has 
more discretionary income. They'll buy 
not only the game, but also a strategy 
guide book and the three-CD 
soundtrack for the game music. So it's a 
pretty savvy customer in many ways 
and I'm not sure if that gamer is really 
ever going to be the mass market 
gamer. I think several companies have 
done really well with stories, you know, 
Disney and Spielberg and others. I think 
people just love stories and as long as 
there is some compelling reason for 
somebody to play a game, there is 
some cross over there. 

PSM: Why do you think they're so 
much more popular in Japan? 

TW: I think partly because they were 
established earlier and they were more 
of a mass market item earlier. I still 
sometimes suspect that the Japanese 
audience is more of a reading audience 
in general. I remember a few years ago, 
a 747 airplane crashed into a mountain 
and afterwards, they just found thou
sands of these poems that had been 
written down, scattered all over the 
place. Kind of a morbid thought, but I 
imagine that in the West, people would 
be screaming for that length of time, 
shouting and stuff. Japan imports more 

literature than any other country. You go 
over there and look in the bookshops 
and every major writer in the US and 
also in Europe is represented in transla
tion. They really are consuming Western 
ideas and words, and reading and read
ing. I think that may be part of it, just the 
inclination toward reading. 

PSM: Do you think that American 
gamers have just come to accept 
Japanese RPGs from the beginning 
and it's hard for American games to 
break into that market? 

TW: I think the biggest problem simply 
is that there is an expectation on the US 
RPG player, and that expectation has 
been built through a decade or so of 
Japanese conceived and built RPGs. I 
think people here pick up a lot of 
quirkiness in those games, which was 
not intended to be that way because the 
culture for which those games were 
designed knows the iconography. They 
know the characters. They know certain 
mythological creatures that aren't as 
quirky to them as they are to us. I don't 
really know exactly how this game will 
be received. What I hope, simply, is that 
when people play it, they will still get a 
sense of the fun that we had in putting 
the game together. There is a very 
quirky side to this, but it's not necessar
ily based on cultural differences. 

PSM: Do you ever dream of a day 
where they will have to close 
down all of the schools in Seattle 
so kids can wait in line for 
Shadow Madness? 

TW: [laughter] That would be fun. That's 
an amazing phenomenon. I don't know 
if that would happen for any game here. 
I know that a part of it has to do with 
population and concentrations and 
where people live and stuff. I think peo
ple here are still picking up their baseball 
bats and mitts and sports and stuff in a 
way that may preclude that from ever 
happening. It's an amazing phenome
non. I'd love it if that happened. 

PSM: We're seeing sort of a 
revolution in a lot of RPGs. What do 
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PSM: How do you plan to have 
Shadow Madness distinguish itself 
from other RPGs right now? 

TW: In some ways that's easy and in 
some ways, that's tough. I guess there 
are two answers. There is the 
technological side of things, and then 
there is the style of the game. I think 
that both of them are unique enough to 
stand on their own. We're pushing the 
story a lot and that in itself is so different 
that I hope people 
just dive in and 
really enjoy it. As 
far as the technol
ogy goes, we are 
using pre ren-
dered back-
grounds and poly 
characters similar 
to Final Fantasy, 
but the idea was 
simply to use that 
technology to cre
ate a whole different look and feel to our 
world, and I think we've done that. 

PSM: How hard is it to write a story 
the size of Shadow Madness? 

TW: You know, it's funny. It's really easy 
to come up with story ideas. There are 
probably an infinite number of good 
stories floating around the universe and 
the toughest thing is to figure out which 
one and how to tell it. Our game starts 
out with a huge disaster. So part of the 
fun of this was really trying to pitch this 
in a way that was, well, how would you 
react to something awful happening to 
you personally, and what would you do? 
How numb would you be and how long 
would it take for you to get over that? I 
guess the final thing is what sort of 
common link would you have to other 
people, people who have either been 
through the same experience or 
who haven't. 

PSM: What do you think is the most 
important part, the story, the 
graphics, or the sound? 

TW: I think it all kind of works together. 
Unlike games which really focus on a 
corridor or that use the environment as 
the main thing, this one blends an idea, 
a sense of the universe. We really had 
to work hard to build this world. One of 
the really daunting things about making 
a role playing game is that you have to 
really make sure that everything is 
consistent. So the story building was 
tough, but I think it all works together. 

PSM: FFV/1 ended on a mysterious 
note and left the player hanging. 
How important do you think the 

nding is to the game? 

TW: With stories, there are any number 
of ways of closing them, but I always 
like to have a resolution to things. 
Ending anything is tough. We've put 
a lot of thought into how the game 
ends, and we hope there is more of 
a circular ending to this that ties up 
more than it opens up. I guess we don't 
want to leave people dangling with an 
"okay folks, keep your wallet handy for 
the sequel " . 

& Al in many of the latest RPGs, full ,_ 
video is used throughout the game and does 
-,II lo Ml the Kone. 

PSM: Shadow Madness definitely 
takes a step toward more interactive 
combat in RPG. Do you see this 
progressing in future games or is the 
RPG audience even ready for twitch 
oriented gameplay7 

TW: The nice thing is it's kind of an elec
tive. There are some battles where you 
really do have the time to twitch with 
your hand to hand fighters to get 
through them, but we're trying to do it in 
such a way that it's fun. A traditional role 
playing fanatic can sit back and just bat
tle every time and enjoy it and use 
magic, use spells and commands and 

not really worry about focusing on the 
twitch, and those that really love that 
more dynamic kind of game play can do 
that as well. 

PSM: Well, do you see RPGs ever 
going mainstream 7 

TW: Slowly, but surely, they are. The 
RPG enthusiast is kind of a different per
son. It's somebody who is more of a 
reader. It's somebody who often has 
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more discretionary income. They'll buy 
not only the game, but also a strategy 
guide book and the three-CD 
soundtrack for the game music. So it's a 
pretty savvy customer in many ways 
and I'm not sure if that gamer is really 
ever going to be the mass market 
gamer. I think several companies have 
done really well with stories, you know, 
Disney and Spielberg and others. I think 
people just love stories and as long as 
there is some compelling reason for 
somebody to play a game, there is 
some cross over there. 

PSM: Why do you think they're so 
much more popular in Japan? 

TW: I think partly because they were 
established earlier and they were more 
of a mass market item earlier. I still 
sometimes suspect that the Japanese 
audience is more of a reading audience 
in general. I remember a few years ago, 
a 747 airplane crashed into a mountain 
and afterwards, they just found thou
sands of these poems that had been 
written down, scattered all over the 
place. Kind of a morbid thought, but I 
·magine that in the West, people would 
be screaming for that length of time, 
shouting and stuff. Japan imports more 
literature than any other country. You go 
over there and look in the bookshops 
and every major writer in the US and 
also in Europe is represented in transla
tion. They really are consuming Western 
ideas and words, and reading and read
ing. I think that may be part of it, just the 
inclination toward reading. 

PSM: Do you think that American 
gamers have just come to accept 
Japanese RPGs from the beginning 
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and it's hard for American games to 
break into that market? 

TW: I think the biggest problem simply 
is that there is an expectation on the US 
RPG player, and that expectation has 
been built through a decade or so of 
Japanese conceived and built RPGs. I 
think people here pick up a lot of 
quirkiness in those games, which was 
not intended to be that way because the 
culture for which those games were 
designed knows the iconography. They 
know the characters. They know certain 
mythological creatures that aren't as 
quirky to them as they are to us. I don't 
really know exactly how this game will 
be received. What I hope, simply, is that 
when people play it, they will still get a 
sense of the fun that we had in putting 
the game together. There is a very 
quirky side to this, but it's not necessar
ily based on cultural differences. 

PSM: Do you ever dream of a day 
where they will have to close 
down all of the schools in Seattle 
so kids can wait in line for 
Shadow Madness? 

TW: [laughter] That would be fun. That's 
an amazing phenomenon. I don't know 
if that would happen for any game here. 
I know that a part of it has to do with 
population and concentrations and 
where people live and stuff. I think peo
ple here are still picking up their baseball 
bats and mitts and sports and stuff in a 
way that may preclude that from ever 
happening. It's an amazing phenome
non. I'd love it if that happened. 

PSM: We're seeing sort of a 
revolution in a lot of RPGs. What do 
you think is the main focus of devel
opers right now? 

TW: In some ways, there seems to be 
two. One is a cinematic approach with 
tons of gorgeous FMVs, very much like 
a James Cameron approach to movies, 
where it's just a stunning blockbuster. 
And certainly that's one very valid way 
of doing it. Then there are more indy 

• All the backgrounds for ~ Shodow MadMss are prwen· ..,._ 
clered in -' dela~ and give the 
game its own uniquely dark feel, 







W 've listed every upcoming 
PlayStation game we can think 
of. However, keep in mind that 
these dates often change. It's still 
fun to look forward, though! 

(For September) 
◄ wi- this beautiful RPG 
finaffy came out, fans 
quickly snapped up 
copies by the tonl 

Square/EA's premiere release under their new banner took the gam
ing world by storm, managing to unseat the Madden '99 juggernaut 
which is still going strong. Meanwhile, Gameday forged ahead a 
spol up to number 3 and WWF Wa,wne plummeted to number 7. 

1 ► Parasite Eve 
2 Madden '99 - staying in its goal line defense 

3 NFL Gameday '99 - looking to drive through the line 

4 Tenchu - ninja game debuts respectably high 

5 NFL Blitz - this game rocks. deserves to be higher 

G NHL '99 - early release brought some extra sales 

7 WWF Warzone - sales are finally slowing 

8 Spyro The Dragon - not as hot as sports games 

9 Gran Turismo - drops dramatically for second month 

10 NASCAR '99 - the series gets upcated once again 

NPD 
Chart 
(For August) 
◄ Playing this game makes 
us want to pound a few 
brews with Slone Cold. 

I vmy 111011Ih NPO la market research company) surveys a host of 
1,,1 1111111 t~ !Ind out which games are selling well. For August, the 
l1rnl 111 1h1111119 wos still Acclaim's Wl4'F Wa1Wne, which was also 
,1 11111111p l11sI111011th. Can anything slow this game down? 

► "JW Warzone 
NCAA Football '99 • College football beat the pros 

I 111 11 h1tl1mo This game just stays dominant 

M"1 l,l1111 '00 I xIltltt lh1s one to sell all season long 

NI I X It 111111 Mov111n up a spot from last month 

NI I n11111Dny '99 Holt,ng onto the list at the 6-spot 

t kk•11 I 1111111,1,1 spot, hut still tho top-selling fighter 

I ,wt, lt11ilh11 Wl,111111 l111:1ud1ble success story 

M ,, I ,,I 1<11 111111,1 • ll111pp11~I oil big uma from 13 
1 11111, 11~111111111,1 lh 1.l.1 sIr.s 111st konp on selling 

JOO/Cyclone Studios .. Action/Strategy ......................... Army Men 30 
JOO/Cyclone Studios ............... Shooter/Strategy ................ Uprising X 
989 Studios ......................... Sports ......................... NBA ShootOut '99 
989 Studios ........ Football ............... NCAA GameBreaker ·99 
989 Studios ........................ Racing .................................. Rally Cross 2 
989 Studios ...................... Action ............................. Twisted Metal 3 
Accolade ........... .. ........... Racing ....... ...Big Air Snowboarding 
Accolade ............... Racing ...... .. ............... Test Drive 5 
Accolade .. . .Racing Test Drive Off-~oad 2 
Activision . .. ....... Action/Shooter . .. ...... Apocalypse 
Activision ... .. ............ Shooter....... .. ........... Asteroids 
Activision ........... Action .......... .. ............ .T'ai Fu 
ASC ........................ Action/Shooter..... ..Dead in the Water 
ASC ....................... Racing... .. ..... Jeff Gordon Racing 
Ascii ......... Billiards ... Backstreet Billiards 
Ascii ... .Horror .Clocktower 2 
Atlus .......... Racing ........ Bomberman Phantasy Racing 
Atlus. . ... Action ......................... Bomberman World 
Atlus..... .. .. Adventure ............................... Eggs of Steel 
Atlus ....... Fighting . .. ............ Guilty Gear 
Berkeley Systems ............... Trivia.... .. .. ..... You Don't Know Jack 
Capcom ..... Classics ........... Street Fighter II Collection 
Eidos ................................... Action ........... Ninja: Shadow of Darkness 
Eidos ............................... Action/Adv ............................. Tomb Raider 3 
Electronic Arts ................. Basketball ............................... NBA Live '99 
Electronic Arts .................... Boxing .......... .. ........ Knockout Kings 
Fox lnteractive .................... Racing ....................... Team Losi AC Racer 
GT Interactive ..... Action/Adventure .Duke Nukem: A Time to Kill 
GT lnteractive .................... Platform ............ Oddworld: Abe's Exoddus 
GT Interactive .................... Racing ................. Streak 
Hasbro...... .. ............. Action ....... .. ........ Centipede 
Hasbro .... Game Show. .. .... Jeopardy 
Hasbro ..... .. .......... Board Game... .. ...................... .Life 
Hasbro ............ Game Show .................... .Wheel of Fortune 
Hot 8........ .. ..... Fishing ........ Black Bass with Blue Marlin 
lnfogrames ..... ... .. .... Action . . ... . Luckv Luke 
Interplay ..................... Action / Platform .. ............ Earthworm Jim 30 
Konami..... .. ... Action/Adv. .. .... G-Shock 
Konami........ . ............. .Fighting ..................... Kensai - Sacred Fist 
MGM Interactive ............... Action .. ......... Tiny Tank: Up Your Arsenal 
Midway .......................... Simulation ....................... AC Stunt Copter 
Mindscape ..... Action .... . ..... Rat Attack 
Mindscape ......................... Racing ... .. ... .Wrecking Crew 
Psygnosis. . .......... Space Combat. ...... Colony Wars: Vengeance 
Psygnosis...... .. ..... Strategy ...................... Global Domination 
Psygnosis ..... .. .... Strategy/Puzzle ............ .Lemmings Collection 
Radical Entertainment ...... Hockey ..... ESPN Digital Games: National 

Hockey Night 
Sony CEA .................. Action/Adventure ........................... A Bug's Life 
Sony CEA ....... 3-D Action/Platform .. . Crash Bandicoot: Warped 
Sony CEA . .. ...... 1 st Person Shooter ... .. .................... Legion 
Square/EA ...................... Action/RPG ..... Brave Fencer Musashi 
Square/EA ........ Fighting .......... Bushido Blade 2 
Square/EA ........ RPG ........ . .... Xenogears 
Tecmo................. ..Action/RPG .................. Kagero Deception II 
THO ..... .. ............. Action/Adv.... .. .... Rugrats 
Titus ....... .. ...... Action/Adv .............................. .. ... Superman 
Ubi Soft ... . .. Car Combat.. ................................ S.C.A.R.S. 
Interplay.. .. ....... Football ......... VA Football ·99 
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............ Simulation ................................ Constructor 
Activision. .. .. lst Person Shooter... .. ..... Quake II 
Crystal Dunamics .3-0 Action/Platform .... Akuj1 the Heart1ess 
Electronic Arts .Soccer .. ..FIFA 99 
Electronic Arts ...................... Golf. .. ..... Tiger Woods 99 
Fox Interactive .... .. ... 3-0 Action ......... Grae II 
GT Interactive ............. Action/Shooter ........... .Invasion From Beyond 
Konami .. .. .. .. ..................... Party .. .. ....... Pay Pay 2 

..... Action/Adv ........ Contract, The 
...... Racing..... .. ..... Slipgroove 

............... Action .... . ................. Dark Guns 
...... .Wrestling ....... .WCW/NWO Thunder 

RPG Lumir· Silver Star Story• Complete 

..... Music /Dance ......................... Bust A Groove 
Accolade ........................... Action ............ StarCon 
Bandai .............................. .Fighting ... .. ..................... Critical Blow 
Bandai ........... Platform .... .. .......... Tail Concerto 
Electronic Arts .. Action/RPG . ................... Dungeon Keeper 2 
Electronic Arts .... Strategy ........ Populous: In The Beginning 
lnfogrames ......................... Racing ............. Snow Racer 
Interplay .... Gambling .Caesars Palace II 
Midway .............................. Action ...................... . .. ....... Assault 

...... Sentinel 2 
............ Kingdom II: Shadoan 

Psygnosis ............ Strategy 
TIG Publishing ................... .Fantasy 

IHST QUARTER GAMES 

989 Studios ...................... Basketball . .. ........ NCAA Final Four 
Crystal Dynamics ....... 3-0 Action/Adv ... Legacy of Kain: Soul Reaver 
Electronic Arts ................ Basketball ........ NCAA March Madness '99 
GT Interactive .Al;tionBeavis ",, Bun-heaa Do Hollywood 
Interplay .. Car Combat . • ... Carmageddon 2 
Interplay . .Action/l'latforn, . .Messiah 
Koei.......... .. ... Fighting ...................... ..... .. ........ Destrega 
Konami ..... Hockey ............................. Blades of Steel 
Psygnosis ................... Space Shooter .... .. ......... .... .... Blast Radius 
Psygnosis ... .. ............. Action .... .. ......... Eliminator 
Psygnosis ............................ Golf.. ................. Pro 18 World Tour Golf 
Psygnosis .. .. .. Action ........................ Psybadek 

: Take 2. Action/RPG ........ . . ...... .Monkey Hero 
Working Designs ......... 2-0 Platform •. _ ............. Silhouette Mirage 

................... Action/Adv... .. ............ Syphon Filter 
........... Action/Adventure ........ Xena: Warrior Princess 

.................. Action/Adv .................................. Silent Hill 
........... 3-0 Platform............ .. ...... Pac-Man 30 

Racing . .Monaco Grand Prix Simulation 2 

....................... Sports ................ .. .. ... .Xtreme 30 
.X-Men 

.. .. Rainbow 6 
.Shao Un 

... . Fighting 
nteractive ......... Action ............ .. 

Fighting ... ..... ......... . 

I I . 

_ 989 Studios or Sony CEA .... RPG 
: ASC. .. .... Action/Platform 
. Capcom ... ................ .......... Fighting .. .. 
. Crave ....................... .. .. ... RPG 

Gamewatch: 

..... Star Ocean 2 
.. Tommy Thunder 

.. ........ Darkstalkers 3 
........... Shadow Madness 

Bad news. Electronic Arts got Thrill Kill when it 
bought Virgin, and has since cancelled the game! The 
company won't let anyone else release it, either! EA 
spokespeople have said Thrill Kill is 'Not the kind of 
title we want to be associated with' and '!The 
Game's] subject matter didn't meet our standards." 
Hey, isn't it the gamer's right to choose? If you want 
to make your voice heard, check out this site: 
www.angelfire.com/sc/thrillkill1/. 
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Fox Interactive ................... Action ........................ Alien Resurrection 
GT Interactive ................... Action ........... . .. Rebel Moon Rising 
KOEI ...... .. .......... Strategy........ .. .. .... .......... Stlldnerschild 
Konami ........................... Basketball ....... .. ...... NBA: In the Zone '99 
Konami .... .. ..................... RPG ... .. ......... Suikoden II 
Midway....... .. ................... Action .......... Jackie Chan's Stunt Master 
Namco .................. .. .. ........ Light Gun .................. ... ........... Time Crisis II 
Psygnosis ................... ........ Shooter ............ Attack of the Saucerman! 
Titus .................................... Action ...................... Blues Brothers 2000 
Virgin ........ .. ...... Racing .... Superbike World Championship 
Westwood Studios .......... Strategy .... ..... .. ... C&C: Commando 

Eidos ........ Action ........................................ Saboteur 
Eidos ...... .. ........ Action ...... .. ..... Urban Chaos 
MGM Interactive .............. Action .................... Tomorrow Never Dies 

>l9 S\u, ,os . ... ... ... Actioo. Diaoolical Advontur• - of T b 

Acclaim ................... . ..... Racing ..... McGrath Super Motorcross ·99 
lnfogrames Adventure ........... Bugs Bunny: lost In Time 

D UARTfR G IS 

Square/EA ........................... RPG .. .. .. ......... Final Fantasy VIII 

Eidos .... . ................ Action .............. .. ..... ... Omikron 
Natsume ............ ... .. ... . ...Fishing ............ .. ......... Reel Fishing 2 
Natsume ....... RPG .... ................ lufia Ill: Ruins Chasers 

Activision ........ ...... Car Combat... ................... ... Vigilante 12 

GT Interactive ................ 3·0 Platform .. .. .. ....................... .Forty Winks 

?? ... . .......... Adventure . .. ............. Dark Earth 
?? . ........ .. ................ ........... Racing .. .......................................... Driver 
11 ....... .... .... Basketball .. ................ ... . ............... 1 On 1 
300 ................................... Baseball .... .. ..................... High Heat 2000 
989 Studios.... .. .. ......... Racing .. .... Jet Mato 2: Champion Edition 
Accolade ... .. ...... Golf.. ................... Jack Nicklaus Golf '98 
Activision ... .. ............. ??? ............ ............................ Spiderman 
Ascii. .... Sim/Adv .............................. Aqua Prophecy 
Ascii .................................. Horror .............. ...Clocktower 3 
Ascii ............ ....................... Fighing ........ .. .... Fighter Maker 
Ascii........ .. ........ RPG ............... .. .... RPG Maker 
Atlus ............. ................ Strategy/RPG ......................... Thousand Arms 
Capcom....... ...Classics .Capcom Generation Vol. 1: 1942 
Capcom............ ...Classics .. .. .. Capcom Generation Volume 2 

Ghost & Goblins 
Capcom ............ .. ......... Classics .... .. Capcom Generation Volume 3 
Capcom .. .. ......................... Classics ...... Capcom Generation Volume 4 
Capcom ............. .. ... Fighting ........... Street Fighter Alpha 3 
Capcom ............................. .Fighting .......................... Star Gladiators II 
Capcom ...... .. ..................... .Fighting .... .. .. .. .... ......... Street Fighter EX 2 
Crystal Dynamics .......... .3-0 Platform ......................................... Gex 3 

Eidos ................................. Action ................ .Witchblade 
Electronic Arts .. ................. Racing .. .. ........................ Mato Racer 3 
Fox Interactive .............. Action/Puzzle .. .................................... X-Files 
Grolier Interactive .......... Action ..... . ......................... Asghan 
Grolier Interactive ........... Adventure ............................. Dragonflight 
Grolier Interactive ... Action .. . .............. Virus 2000 
GT Interactive ......... .. ... Hunting .. .. ............ Deer Hunter 
Jaleco... .. ...... Strategy ...... .. .. Nectaris: Military Madness 
Konami ..... Action/RPG ....................... Ganbare Goeman 
Lionhead . .. .. Strategy .. ........................ Black And White 
lucasArts ........................... Action Indiana Jones & Infernal Machine 
lucasArts ........... Action ........ Star Wars: Phantom Menace 
MGM Interactive ........... Action/RPG ... Maximum Gauge 
Midway ...... Action ... .. . ... . . .Gauntlet legends 
Namco .... . ....... Fighting ......................................... Ergheiz 
Namco ... .. ....... Racing ........ R4: Ridge Racer Type 4 
Namr.o .Fighting .... Soul Calibur 
Playmates ... Strategy/Action ........................... Covert Wars 
Playmates .................. ......... ActionTeenage Mutant Ninja Turtles 3-0 
Psygnosis ........................... Shooter ........... .. ...... ...... lander 
Sunsoft.. ......................... Action/Ack........ .. .. Hard Edge 
Sunsoft ..... Action/Adv . .. ........... Monster Seed 
Tecmo ......................... Horse Racing .... .. ....... Gallop Racer II 
Tecmo ........ .. .... Simulation ..................... Monster Rancher 2 
Ubisoft ........................ Action/Platform....... . .......... Rayman 2 

First there was good news, then there was bad news 
and now there's good news again. After announcing 
that they had acquired this funky dancing game from 
Enix and even presenting us with a reviewable localized 
copy, 989 Studios announced that the game had been 
canceled from its roster. Then, two days later, we got 
another letter saying that the game was back on. The 
only thing we don't know is when it will come out. 
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4 ► 

3 ► 

_..,., -_..,,......., 
have a pnlly ...... 

, IO check bacld 

Wo'N iiiiilly-..-..- and -
pumped ID play - ol this ...... A 
clomavwlian had..,,,,,,....IDl,e 
shipped with a lpecial .....,... 
....,.. • .,_ Gear, but no IUCh 

luck. 5111ft and Chrio llhauld ., .... ful 
--r•theloky,aGame sa- ........ 

We didn't get a s-.t Hill demo with 
the Japanese Melo/ Gem', but it did 
- packed with a small - of 
Suikoclen lft From the liltle bit - cauld 
play, it loaks ,,_.., bit as ...... as the 
lirst game, sa fans should be stoked. 

5 ► 1 
Wo know thii game _.... ....... 

- but afw ..-..- lint ...... on play wilh.., ~ ..ty _. 
lionfllthel!"!"!,-'Ntalal\' ..... 
Wo clldn, think Olialre lcauld be clane 

this ...a on the Play5lalian. 

9 ► • 
'INsgameis jillt - liiltijj ilii,wnln 
....... but_. ... .....,_.. lhat It 
clollnWy WILl llllllia It ID OIW ........ Hawww,a,....,_._,,..,..., 
_, Ja, IO_.N ... walllota lD'-a 

............ lut .. leGlllil'I ..... 
--- -aotthe NS---. 
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Finally, you c:a'l create the racing 

experience trat fits your personality. 

Build shock crumpli'1g Jumps ard 

tire-bending hairpins. Race spc:,rt 

bikes or motocross. On Sahara sand 

or Amazon mud. It all depe"lds -:in 

whether yot. personality is unstable. 

Or just plain whacked 

51ckenmg 5peec/? Or death-defy,ng air• 

E LECTRONIC ARTS " 

www . motoracer2.com 

II 
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-REV1EWS 
Yes, the PlayStation is incredible-but that 
doesn't mean all of its games are going to 
knock your socks off. Our reviews give you 
the total breakdown on all the latest titles, 
so you know when to buy and when to cry. 

the most honest, depend a ble, unbiased 
playsrarion reviews on the planet-period 

e here at PSM want you to know that we take 
our reviews very seriously. Just like you, 

we've been burnt before by bad games (and these 
days, it ain't so easy to get the store to take 'em 
back !). So when we sit down to review a new title, 
we look at it like this: if we had just shelled out fifty 
or so hard-earned bucks for the game, how satisfied 
would we be? 

To summarize a game's overall worth, we use the 
traditional "five-star" ratings scale. If we give a game a 
full five stars, it's our guarantee that you can't go wrong 
with it, so go out there and pick it up! 

MEANI 

A PlayStation classic that no fan should be without 
A can't-miss game, no matter who you are! 

A really well-done game. If you're a fan of the genre, 
you should definitely check this one out 

A pretty good game. It has its share of rough spols, 
but it has some redeeming qualities, as well. 

Maybe wollh a quick look if you're a diehanl fan 
of the genre or license, othe!wise, don't bother. 

Don't even make eye-contact with this one
it's not wollh one second of '{OIi' time. 

B~£fl+<1NG 1T ALL DOLUN1 .P5M 5TYL£ 

1his is the 
Game 

~It's 

• Cliff's 
Nalws" for 
al you lmy 
typeowho 
won'tr.ad 
the whole 
review. 

11-. en the cat,,gorieo lhat we lhink ant mast 
.._iam wt.. rating a game. Each is rated an 
a Kale fram I to 5. 

With our Replay Chart, you can see the palenlial li!Npan cl a game at 
a glance! Some games ant grNI fun at lint, but quickly wear thin. 
0tJw. ant ""J9h to get into, but realy lake off if you stick with 'em. A 
5 ,,_,,. lhat you will be playing ~ nan-stop, while a 1 ,,_,,. its pn,c· 
ticaHy in the daset. 

T hese are our ratings for 
some of the games released 

over the past several months. 
Check 'em out for any titles you 
may have missed! 

AC: Project Phantasma 000 
Azure Dreams 0001/2 
Batman and Robin 001/2 
Bottom of the 9th '99 001/2 
Breath of Fire 11 100001/2 
Bushido Blade 2 000 
C&C Red Alert Retaliation 0000 
Colony Wars: Vengeance 00000 
Cool Boarders 3 0000 
C: The Contra Adventure 00 
Curcuit Breakers 0000 
Dead or Alive 00001/2 
Devil Dice 00000 
Einhander 00001/2 
Elemental Gearbolt 000 

Fox Sports Soccer '99 0 1/2 
Future Cop: L.A.P.D. 000 
G. Darius 000 
Granstream Saga, The 0001/2 
Gran Turismo 00000 
Heart of Darkness 00001/2 
lnt'l Superstar Soccer '98 0000 
Jersey Devil 0001/2 
Kagero: Deception 2 0000 
Kartia 0000 
Madden NFL '99 0000 
Master of Monsters: DoG 0 1/2 
MediEvil 000 
Mega Man Legends 0000 
Metal Gear Solid 00000 
MLB '99 000 
Mortal Kombat 4 0001/2 
Moto Racer 2 000 
Motorhead 000 
N20 001/2 
NASCAR '99 001/2 
NCAA Football '99 0000 
NFL Blitz 00001/2 
NFL GameDay '99 00000 
O.D.T. 00 

Parasite Eve 000 
Pocket Fighter 0001/2 
Rival Schools: United Fate 0000 
Road Rash 3-D 000 
Rogue Trip 0001/2 
Roll Away 0001/2 
Running Wild 001/2 
S.C.A.R.S. 000 
Sentinel Returns 0 1/2 
Spice World 00 
Spyro The Dragon 0000 
Street Fighter 2 Collection 0000 
Tales of Destiny 0000 
Team Losi RC Racer 001/2 
Tenchu 00001/2 
The Unholy War 0000 
Thunder Force V 0001/2 
TOCA Touring Car Champ. 0000 
Trap Gunner 0000 
Triple Play '99 000 
Turbo Prop Racing 0000 
Wargames: Deleon 1 000 
World Cup '98 0001/2 
WWF Warzone 0000 
X-Men Vs. Street Fighter 000 
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Xenogears 

A Figh~ng can take place inside ar autsicle ol your Gear. n,. dynamics ol battle wiH definitely 
change depending an which choice you make. 

SOUARE PUTS ITS ABSOLUTE BEST FOOT FORWARD 
~ fter a short string of mediocre titles (SaGa Frontier, Parasite Eve/, Square 
...., has come back in miraculous form with a double whammy. In addition to 
the simplistic, but incredibly charming Brave Fencer Musashiden, Square completes 
its '98 lineup with the outstanding Xenogears. Rumored earlier this year as a con
troversial title that might never see the light of day in the U.S., Xenogears encom
passes a spectacular storyline that tells the tale of young hero named Fei. Suffering 
from a complete memory loss and cloaked in bloody mystery, Fei struggles to under
stand the complex world around him as he experiences life-changing events and 
meets up with a host of characters. 

In any RPG, the story and characters are key to building a unique and memorable 
gaming experience, and Xenogears does not disappoint in the least. With a very 
involving story, countless surprising plot twists and a large cast of characters that 
have been superbly developed, the entire game seems cleverly and intricately writ
ten to completely immerse the player in a universe populated with towering mechs 
and complex characters. To tell readers any more about the story would take away 
the amazement of watching it slowly unravel. Xenogears is exactly the type of game 
that role-playing fanatics were first converted by ... packed with those unique "gam
ing moments" that forever stick in the mind. 

But beyond the storyline, Xenogears also features countless unique gameplay 
laments. The opportunity for characters to fight in or outside of a personalized 

"Gear" or mech, 
changes the scope of 
battle, depending on 
which you choose. 
Battles also incorporate 
an interesting edge 
over many traditional 
RPGs in that you have 
the ability to pull off 
combos and string 
together different 
moves using the sym
bol buttons on your 
controller. Each button 
will represent a differ

,..,,. ore mauive, requiring O 1on o1 explon,tion ent attack and depend-
I and nuon<e, In fact, this game is so huge that ing on your level and 
and dlscl AP allowance, you'll be 

able to enter in a series 
1,1 ,l,lf ,11,111 11111vt 10 p rform powerful combos. But, never fear - magic is also 
,,, r 1111111111 J,11111, with c .11 eh r cter utilizing different types of spells that span 
I Iii I h '"" ,v, '" ' 0111 11 IV b,11 11 

, 11 lly 111< ~1, 11· 1 11<>1 11 rn1. I Ii hly d t iled, 3D-type environments are pop-

0£C£ M B£R 19 98 
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◄ Opting for animated cinemas 
over CG, Xenogears' characters 
are much more expressive and 
their designs are ~h. 

ulated by nicely defined characters made up of sprites instead of polygons, which 
makes for a distinct visual impression, unlike many current PlayStation titles. The 
result is a blend of both old and new generation RPGs that doesn't cause the char
acters to lose any expressiveness or detail. Add in brilliant designs and numerous 
striking anime-style cinemas, and you 've got a classic mix that's more polished than 
most current RPGs on the market. 

Overall, there's nothing negative that we can really say about Xenogears. But if 
we had to, it would be that the four equipment slots for weapons and armor on each 

character seems a little 
too limited and the 
camera can sometimes 
gets a little wacky. 
Okay, so we're 

.. grabbing for straws ... 

A What RPG would be complete without some s«t ol lawn celebration 
ta attend? 

◄ Fei's skill and kn«k for 
controlling Gears 
may paint ta a 

violent past. 

this game is just THAT 
good and if you pride 
yourself on being any
thing near a hardcore 
gamer, then buy this 
masterpiece as soon as 
possible. These types 
of RPGs don't come out 
nearly often enough. 

- - - ! -~ 
DBEY THE vmcE □F PSM! Go am AN□ BUY THIS N □w! -~ , ( 
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rave Fencer Musashi 

OUARE'S LATEST LIVES UP m THE LEGEND 
quare has taken a historical legend from Japanese textbooks and turned 
him into a videogame hero. Brave Fencer Musashi is one of the first 30 

polygonal action RPGs to hit the PlayStation and Square handles the job incredibly 
ell. Loosely based on events and characters from the real Musashi's life history, 

the game follows the adventures of the revived samurai as he joum6ys across the 
kingdom of Allucaneet in order to restore peace and save the Princess. Along the 
way, he must collect all five of the elemental Scrolls that aerve to give him special 
powers needed to defeat different enemies and complete certain objectives. Much 
like in Alundra or Zelda, different abilities are required in order to access new areas. 

In fact, an the action within Brave Fencertakes place on a 24-hour clock that the 
gamer must adhere to in order to solve certain puzzles, buy items from certain mer
chants and track down different objectives. Add to this feature Musashi's ability to 
"assimilate· highly useful skills from enemies by using one of his two swords 
and you have a complex, very deep action RPG. 

Split into six chapters. the game isn't as long as a traditional RPG, but 
packs in countless side stories, missions, and challenging bosses. With a big 
variety in objectives, Brave Fencer never gets boring. The game makes 
smooth transitions from 30 adventuring to arcade-like segments in which you'H 
find yourself whizzing through an underground tunnel on a mine cart, scram
bling up a steam reactor tlying to keep it from exploding. and tracking 
down over 35 kidnapped palace members. In fact, what Brave Fencer 
does so well is to immerse the player in the world of the game by 
implementing not only great gameplay, but a high level of interaction 
with the surroundings and characters within the game. 

After the high end graphic fast of Parasite Eve that some fans 
found ultimately disappointing, Brave Fencer delivers the excellent gam
ing experience that Square is known for. Intricate gameplay, a solid sto
ryline, and beautiful presentation make this title an absolute must have 
for the holidays. 

- - . 
' ~ 

S11u~RE □Euvrns AN 1MPREss1vE ACTION RPG □ N 1Ts FIRST rnY 1'. '.. 

Crash Bandicoot 3: Warped 
CRASH SHOWS WHAT THE PLAYSTATION CAN DO 

Ltl 

rn. ell, Crash 3 once again puts you in charge of that wily bandicoot, Crash. 
L:.:I This time we learn that it is really an evil counterpart of the Aku-Aku mask 
that has been controlling things the whole time and now it has finally escaped to 
take a more personal hand in getting the crystals. Crash and his sister must travel 
through 25 different levels to grab the crystals before the bad guys. 

The same platforming style from the first two titles is the dominant mode of play 
here, so you'll pretty much know what to expect. There are quite a few new moves, 
however, that may be earned when you beat bosses, like the double jump and the 
handy fruit bazooka. Each of the new moves has been placed into the gameplay so 
that they are necessary to pass certain situations. So, despite the fact that we've 
seen similar levels before, there are some new play mechanics to keep them fresh. 
There are also three new types of levels: jet skiing, biplane flying, and motorcycle 

riding. Each of these allow the player to experience some new modes of 
gameplay, but none of them are very lasting fun, despite the 
astounding technical excellence demonstrated in the execu

tion of each one. The water in the jet ski levels is worth note for the 
fact that it actually looks better than the water in any dedicated 
boat game we've seen yet on the PlayStation. 

Once you beat a level, you will unlock a time trial mode 
which will allow you to try and find your best times through 
a level and then save them to the memory card. This adds 
quite a bit of life to the game, as you can always look for 

ways to optimize your performance and then compare them against 
your friends or even the best times the Naughty Dog staff can come 
up with. Unfortunately, the meat of the game itself is rather thin and 

platform experts can burn through the game, sans secrets, in under 
three hours. Sure, you can go back and look for the other stuff and 
there's also the time trial mode, but it's still short. 

Overall, it's more Crash Bandicoot and if you liked the first 
two, you're sure to dig this one. 

- - - . 
~ 

lr's A llUALITY GAME, BUT IT IS JUST M□RE CRASH J '._ .1 
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Ninja 

CORE TRIES TD oa SOMETHING A LITTLE DIFFERENT. 
n,i. inja is a game that is out of place on a 32-bit system. In a time where 

..._, games are aiming to be more realistic and immersive, Ninja takes a sharp 

turn in the opposite direction and is pretty much a generic-style action title. In fact, 

you can almost see Ninja's heritage being the old 8- and 16-bit titles that had some 

Ninja in them. Back then all you could do was shoot (usually stars, but in this case 

daggers), kick, punch, and jump over a variety of obstacles, like floating platforms. 

Ninja is this type of game, just in 30. 
It makes the transition to 30 with mixed results. The graphics are nice in places, 

but sometimes suffer from being generic. The action is fre-
netic as well, with lots of baddies jumping out from all sides. 
In the grand "Ninja action game" tradition, you luckily 

have some "Ninja magic" to deal with cases when you 

are simply overwhelmed by enemies. The simplistic 

action approach works moderately well and the game
play is mostly fun (with some moments of 
extreme frustration) . Problems, however, occur 
because of the third person isometric perspec

tive chosen for the game. When you throw dag
gers, it's always left up to chance whether 
you're aiming correctly and, honestly, jumping 
puzzles are a serious pain when it's so hard to 
judge distances. There are also a number of cheap 
hits that you will incur, which will set your blood 
to boiling and tempt you to turn off the system. 

Overall, Ninja succeeds as a pure action 
title, but fails a bit in execution. There is some 
fun to be found within, but it's not really 
enough to stand against the heavy hitters 
this Christmas. 

- S ' ·: . -: -· 9/;.~ 
AN AVERAGE ACTION GAME WITH A NINJA U / iJ; 

Activision Classics 
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ACTIVISION TRIES TD CASH IN DN THE RETRO CRAZE 
In\ hen we started looking at how to review the Activision Classics pack, we 

a.:.:J realized that only way we could do it was to compare the games to their 

Atari 2600 originals in terms of graphics, sound, and control, and then judge how fun 

the games are today. Unfortunately, by these criteria, this compilation pack is noth

ing but a lost opportunity. 
Many in the PSM office were actually looking forward to this compilation, which 

features 30 of Activision's old Atari 2600 games on one CD. The games are all emu

lated so they should be, in theory, perfect replicas of their Atari 2600 counterparts. 

This is not true, however. Many of the games are running at much slower speeds 

than they did on the Atari (we tested them against the 

originals) and are actually skipping every other frame of 

animation to keep the speed up. This is unacceptable, 

because it not only makes the games look choppy, but it changes 

the actual flow of the gameplay. Some of the games even fea-

ture incorrect colors (Keystone Kapers) or sounds that aren't 

quite the correct pitch (Pitfall/. 
Finally, to add insult to injury, all of the games, the emulator, 

and the rather pretentious front end only take up 1(7 the of the 

disc. Other things that could have been included would be art-
work or developer interviews (we would have especially 
liked to see all of the shoulder patches Activision used to 

give away to high scorers on these games). 
Overall, many of these games had trouble living 

up to the high gameplay standards we have today 
before they were crippled by bad frame rates and 
incorrect colors. It's sad, because with just a little 

work, Activision could have made this a disc that retro 
fans would appreciate. It's a shame that kids are going to 

play these and think they are what the 2600 games were like. 

- - -

Poofl EMULATION MAKES rn1s JUST A □u1cK flErn □ KICK /'a 
·-___ . 

Ubi Soft . " 

s.o.A.R.S. (Super OOJIIPllt•r An1ma1. Racine SimD.lat1on), the post
apooalypt1o raoinc thriller, offers the coolest oars to dr1ve 
and f ight over the roqheat terra1ns. These oom.pu.ter-cenerated 
u1wl-sodele4 cars purr, growl, roar to 11f e, and crush the 
OOJQetition. ill they require is you beh1nd the wheel. 

NINTEND064 

wtvLV t1!J1solt ru111 

v,v,d lmaga. Graphics and 111111d lffltc1a Ubl Soft Enllnlinlnlnt/ Vivid Image. Ubl Solt O & GD 1• Ubl Soft Encartainnlenl. Inc. All righla rnamd. AH Ollllr trademarb are Iha property of their raapectivl holders. 

I , 11,on and the PlayStation 10Q01 are regiallnd 11'14-rb of Sony Campumr Enlertainment Inc. Multi-tap raquirad for 3 or 4 pllYffl on Iha PlaySlallonGD Game Console. Nintendo, Nlntlndo 84 end Iha 3-0 "N" logo 

• , 1r •rtemerks of Nintendo of America Inc. 01a Ninllndo of America Inc. ~d by Ninllndo. 



PART ONE 

Be warned: this is technology with 
a real "punch-you-in-the-

g ut-wh i le-you're-n ot-1 ooki ng" 
brand of sensitivity. 

There's never been anything like lntensor. So feedback. It's being able to see, hear and feel 

in order to survive it, you need to understand the game you're playing like never before. All 

a few things. Like to begin with, you need to you have to do is hook it up to the audio jack 

know what a Sensory Gaming Experience is. of any system, play any game and hold on. 

It's complete immersion. It's intense tactile You may also want to say a little prayer. 

# IT E M "" 
1 Left 2" Mid-Range Directional 

2 Right 2" Mid-Range Directional 

3 5.25" Center Mid-Range 

4 5.25" Low Frequency Tactile Driver 

5 High-Range Tweeter 

6 Sound Volume 

7 Tactile Intensity 

8 Electronics Uni t 

9 Heavy-Duty Single Cord Connector 

10 Optional Office Chair Base 

11 Optional Subwoofer 

12 Headphone Jack 

Fig . 1. A breakdown of what you're up against . 

PART TWO 

Remember, in this chair 
noonecanhearyouscream. 

J1t f nglne 
11(1,/// 

College Frat Party 
IOI dB 

Not everyone will have what it takes to loud. So for the neighbors' sake, you may 

handle lntensor's patented audio system. want to use the headphone jack- which you 

After all, we're talking 5 high-performance can do without losing any tactile feedback. 

built-in speakers with 108dB output. Butkeepinmind-ifyourearsstartbleeding, 

Technically speaking, that means it's really you should probably turn the thing down. 

Punk Band 
105 dB 

lntensor 
l 08dB 

Fig. 2. At 19 pounds, lntensor is designed 
for quick evacuation in the event things 

get ugly. (Shaky hands will appreciate the 
built-in molded carrying handle.) 

I: PART THREE 

Ducking, dodging, whimpering 
and other useful gaming skills 

you might want to perfect. 

Fig. 3a. Fig. 3b. 
The Dodge The Weave 

Fig. 3c. 
The Duck 

• PART FOUR 

Any game. Any system. 
Any medium. After this, nothing 

will ever be the same. 

Be advised. With lntensor, you'll not only engine rev, every explosion, every kick will 

hear your games like never before, you'll seem more real than you may want it to. So 

also feel them. In your back. In your legs. it's important to note that under this type of 

You ' ll feel sensations in places you never extreme duress, screaming in high-pitched 

even knew you had. Which means every tones for one's mommy is quite common. 

;: _- ·, TACTILE SENSATION GRAPH 

. ... . . ; ...... . ~·· · ··· ·!.: ·· · · · ·!·· · · ·· ·: ··· · · · ·t 

Kidney Punch Crushed By Falling Piano 

Fig. 4. Artist's conception of Sensory 
Gamings effect on the human heart. 

Those with heart conditions should 
proceed at their own risk. 

Torn Apart By Wild Dogs lntensor 

Fig . 5. Note: Players attempting to 
negotiate lntensor on anything 

less than a good, stiff spine may be 
reduced to a vegetative state. 

From movies and CDs to all your favorite And there's no going back. It's the gaming 

games, lntensor isn't just compatible with version of the thousand-yard stare. You'll 

your current system, it actually transforms recognize it in others who've "been there'.' 

it. It may also do the same to you. Once Seek them out.Talk to them.This therapeutic 

you take a seat, there's a new awareness. approach can help preserve your sanity. 

In the eve/11 of nervous 
breakdown, seek help at 

www.intensor.com 
Fig. 6. In.tensor has been known to induce shock. In 

such cases, place victim flat on back, elevate legs 8 to 12 
inches and call for help. (If victim begins vomiting, 

place him or her on one side to allow fluid drainage.) 

Assuming you've read 
this carefully, proceed to your 

favorite gaming retailer. 
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Streak 

SINGLETRAC'S LATEST RACER COMES IN DEAD LAST 
f::11 nee the golden child of the PlayStation development community, 
1::1 SingleTrac has procuced some of the system's most enduring series, 
namely Twisted Metal and Jet Moto. But you wouldn't know it from playing Streak. 
More of an object lesson in poor game design than a rightful 
successor to Jet Mato, it's one of those games that simply 
screams "what happened?". 

Failing miserably in every category, Streak is perhaps the 
ultimate example of moving one step forward while taking two 
steps back. Coming more than a year after the last Jet Mato, 
you'd expect the game to have expanded upon its predecessor's 
strong points and eliminated any of its shortcomings. Instead, we 
get a game that has done none of the former and has seeming
ly only expanded the latter. 

Control-or a lack thereof-is easily the game's most glaring 
problem. Imagine the most touchy, unforgiving, utterly frustrating 
racing game possible, and you'll have a good idea of what Streak 
has to offer. Learning curves don't come much steeper, and in 
this case, it isn't one that's worthwhile to endure. It's enough 
to make one wonder if the game ever made it into play 
testers' hands. 

Compounding things even further is the game's presenta
tion, which is less than acceptable. The track designs are unap
pealing, the characters even more so, and the game engine is 
simply horrendous. From a game that's intended to imply an over
whelming sensation of speed, we must instead endure a widely incon
sistent framerate and rampant polygon clipping. 

Streak sends a clear message that even the most promising devel
opers can miss the mark, and in this case, they were off by miles. Even 
the most diehard Jet Mato buffs will want to steer clear. 

P (::' I f. i ~ l 1~ :· ·• , · '~ "t), l1i:'. .· .. ,· I._. 
RACING GAMES DON'T GET MUCH WORSE THAN THIS : U. 

Fifth Element 

0 £C£Mtl£R 1998 
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ANOTHER MOVIE LICENSE THAT JUST DOESN1 WORK 
~ emember the days when it seemed every movie was made into a game, 
l.ai1 and it was almost a given the game that was made was just flat-out terri
ble? Who can forget the horror that was Independence Day: The Game? Who has
n't suffered the iniquities of just about any game based on a Batman movie? And 
who hasn't wished for death after playing The Crow: City of Angels? With Fifth 
Element, well, let's just hope this isn't the start of a relapse. We can see where 
designers could see a few game ideas from the film. It had its fair share of action 
sequences, unique settings and intense situations. But following through is another 
matter - so much is wrong with this game, and it has nothing to do with the movie. 

The movie was rich in color and very energetic -the game is bland and slow. 
Fifth Element is simply a Tomb Raider wanna-be featuring two of the lead charac
ters in the movie, Corbin and Leeloo. The action flip-flops between the two in the 

different missions of the game - Corbin 's specially is firepower, Leeloo excels 
at hand-to-hand combat. Most of the action weighs on wandering the halls and 
taking out swarms and swarms of enemy "somethings" . Sometimes it's the 
cops, sometimes robotic drones, and other times it's alien creatures. There 
are a few puzzle elements, like flipping switches to unlock doors deep in the 
level, but there's nothing here that's incredibly taxing. 

Though this game tries like the dickens to be Tomb Raider, neither of 
these two characters feature the expected "climb up on a ledge" maneuver 

- so most things out of reach have to be obtained by a series of awkward 
jumps on staircasing boxes. And since the controls are less than forgiving (as 
well as extremely complex), most of the time you 're with fighting with the char
acters, rather than guiding them. 
On the plus side, the video clips from the movie are quite good - but they've 

been re-edited to accommocate the missions that have absolutely nothing to do 
with the film. The lesson is learned, yet again: A gooc movie doesn't necessarily 
make a good game. 

' - -
~oo~ M□VIL BA.a GAME , · , , ' C 
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All the casino action you crave ... without leaving home. We know how you 

love the Caesars experience. The lights, the sounds, the action. It's all 

captured in the new Caesars Palace 11·· for the PlayStation• game console. 

Roulette, Slots, Video Poker, Mini-Baccarat, Keno 

and Poker Challenge 

• Super fast game play for up to 4 players 

• Chart your performance with statistical analysis 

• Odds and pay-outs authenticated by expert 

statistician William Bertram, Ph.D. 

• Learn expert strategies and tips with the exclusive 

Caesars Palace Guide to Gaming 

Caesars Palace II is the complete casino-lover's dream game. Since you can't take your sofa to 

Caesars Palace, we've brought Caesars Palace to you. Coming soon for the Game Boy' Colar unit 

1-800-INTERPLAY • www.interplaystore.com • www.caesars.com 
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Backstreet Billiards 

◄ A poww gauge wil rMGSUre 

.... -.,gth "'.,...,, shot. 

ASCII POCKETS THE PERFECT POOL SIM 
ith the market for the PlayStation growing bigger every quarter, the variety 
of games gets more and more diverse, making room for niche games like 

ASCll's pool sim, Backstreet Billiards. Boasting a load of different modes and 
games, Backstreet Billiards has virtually everything a pool fan would want in a sim
ulation and delivers them with enough accuracy and realism to make every game a 
contest of skill. Competitions against the various CPU characters pit you against 
different playing styles, while the game's multiplayer options allow the player to 
challenge up to three other friends to a host of different types of pool. 

But along with realistic play and precise handling, Backstreet Billiards also has an 
interesting Story Mode that plays much like an RPG of sorts. As the son of the 
"Legendary Hustler" (okay, we didn't say that it wasn't a little silly), you embark 
upon a quest to track down your father's stolen Legendary Cue. On your journey, 
you must traverse different pool halls and compete against the different denizens 
of each location. The difficulty and types of games that you must play get progres
sively tougher and much more technique-oriented. When you win, you'll be reward
ed with more information, the occasional helpful item and points that you can dis-

ool Hustler 
NOT THE BEST POOL SIM ON THE MARKET 

ith the release of Pool Hustler, Activision joins the fray with its very own 
pool sim. Featuring almost all the modes and styles of gameplay that a vir

tual pool player could possibly want, a story mode is also included that allows 
gamers to bet against a string of 12 progressively more skilled CPU opponents. 
There is some limited interaction with each opponent and each one possesses his 
or her own style of playing. Each opponent also has their own personality when it 
comes to taunts and actual conversation when placing bets or choosing games. 
There are also different types of pool games open to the player in each stage, includ
ing Nine Ball, Eight Ball, Rotation and others, providing a good variety aimed at spe
cializing your game. Controls on your cuestick allow for angle adjustment, spin, and 
different amounts of power in your shot. But even with a two-player mode, tons of 
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tribute to either your power, technique or mentality stats, thus increasing 
your chances against the next opponent. No longer are you simply competing for 
mere money or to win bets and the end result is definitely more immersive 
and atmospheric. 

Running at a smooth 60 frames per second, the motion on the table when play
ing a game enhances the simulation experience, while the actual physics of pool 
play a big part in your success and progress. Backstreet Billiards' definite grasp on 
the realism of playing pool and 
its flair for adding a 
little something dif
ferent to the game 
make it a definite 
must-have for pool 
fans or those looking for 
something fun and out-
side of the norm . 

- - -
' 

THE BEST P□□ L SIM □N THE PLAVSTATl□ N, PERI□□ : 

◄ It's not ,-essorily the graphics 
that kMck PH down a not<h. It's 
the game's slow movement and 
weedy pool physics. 

variety and an interesting story mode, the best feature in the game is the Tutorial. 
which gives you a thorough rundown of trick shots and other subtleties for working 
on your pool playing finesse. 

Unfortunately, the game's major downfall is its awkward controls and weird 
physics. Lining up a shot is easy enough, but the manner in which you provide 
enough power to back up a shot is a little trickier and often very fickle. Pressing and 
holding the X when adjusting the power, while hitting X a second time to actually 
make a shot sounds like a good plan, but in reality, it's very unintuitive. With too 
much lag in response from the table and your targets, the flow of the game is also 
thrown off a little. There doesn't seem to be a good feel for the connection between 
you and the table, because of this lack of response. A combination of these two 
ingredients spells death for any decent pool sim and it tarnishes the overall appeal 
and polish of Pool Hustler. Pass on this and pick up Backstreet Billiards for a better 
representation of the sport. 

- - -. . , .. . .. 
i 

BET □N BACKSTREET BILLIAR□S BEFORE PICKING THIS UP . 



Reject the tyranny of yravity with the power of the CEMBlade! Presentiny the latest 
in hoverhoard technoloyy. The tool hy which you will defy all laws.. . 

includiny the law of yravity! This is raciny in the pursuit of pure adrenaline. 
No authority. No rules. No limits. Just streak. 

:-•~-
www.slnglelrac.com www.glgames.com www.glinleraclive.com 

tt " htftl'! •ntl lht lnQltn.o ~ llrt tradOtna, of SlnoleTrac. 1 GT Interactive studio. GT and the GT games logo are trademarks of GT Interactive Software 
'"" I Ill lnt._.lM IM •onwa11 t<ifp All 1tght1 reltfved. PlavS1atJoo and the PlayStation logos are registered trademarks of Sony Computer Entertainment Inc. 
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Dragonseeds 

A BORING, BUT CURIOUSLY ADDICTIVE GAME 
~ hen it comes to breeding simulations, Jaleco's Dragonseeds is the 
~ Hyundai of the group. If you've just gotta raise and train monsters, you can 
do it, but don't expect it to do much more than that. 

The core gameplay should be familiar to anyone who's ever owned a 
Tamagotchi or played Tecmo's Monster Rancher. Generate a creature (in this case, 
a bioengineered race of dragons) using a series of modifiers, then train it and raise 
enough funds until it can compete in the arena for the championships. 

Sounds simple, and unfortunately, it is. Unlike any of the other virtual pets, your 
dragon is nothing more than a machine. It doesn't eat, doesn't feel, doesn't get 
tired, and it will never, ever, stop until it's dead. Sort of like the Terminator, but not 
nearly as charismatic. Your dragon's activities outside the arena are limited to train
ing, equipping, and participating in the reptilian version of a Mexican cock fight. 
There aren't any random events, or any developments that add any variety to the 
daily grind. 

Test Drive 5 
GOOD SED.IJEL. BUT NOT 
ENOUGH TD COMPETE 
~ ell, it must be said that 
~ Test Drive 5 is better than 
last year's Test Drive 4. A badly 
needed two player mode is now 
included and the graphics run in a higher resolution. 
The basic premise of the series was to take real cars and place them on tracks taken 
from real locations. Police and traffic were thrown in and classic muscle cars are 
now in the mix, providing for the Beauty And The Beast theme. This year, you can 
also play the cop and pull computer or human opponents over. But even with all the 
improvements to TD5, there are several unfortunate flaws. 

Graphics are glorious and they all blaze by at 30 fps. The lighting is very realistic, 
with the shadows of objects like trees or girders being reflected onto the top of your 
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Once actually in a tournament, things get more interesting. Combat takes place 
on a limited polygonal field, where you and an opponent's dragons pummel each 
other to death. Each dragon is both unique in look and Al, considering there are 480 
different dragon types. For example, one breed's a kind of living door, which reveals 
Dragonseeds' slightly whimsical nature. During the match, players can choose two 
commands from a five command set to defend or advance against the other drag-
on. There's a surprising amount of strategy involved, but ultimately, it's still feels 
like a guessing game. 

For all its flaws, though, you'll find yourself playing through the game at least 
once or twice. Because there are so many dragons, and so many different 
matchups, it's very easy to keep going through the train-raise-fight cycle, like a rat 
pressing a lever for food pellets. You many never enjoy the game, but you won't 
regret spending time with it, either. 

~ -- - -

IF ·Y □U JUST NEED TD WASTE TIME. THIS'LL OD THE TRICK ~ 3 

◄ The graphics are simply lus· 
ciaus. clWICk out the castle 
aaass the raad. The campuw 
-'5 are very aggres· 
slve, but aren't always perfect. 

car as you go through a forest or over a bridge. Fans of TD4 will also get to play most 
of the tracks from the first game, only in better resolution. Car selection is extensive, 
with plenty of hidden cars to earn, but some of the hottest are selectable from the 
start. However, all of the cars drive remarkably similar, even when the new simula
tion mode is turned on. The game controls well with the analog pad, but it's an 
entirely arcade experience. Collisions now have 3D physics, which mean that your 
car wi ll flip and roll through the air when hit, but again, this effect is way too floaty 
and feels like it's in slow motion. Finally, some of the tracks don't look finished, with 
holes in the surrounding environment. This is especially apparent during parts of the 
Blue Ridge Parkway track in North Carolina, where it seems that the freeway is float
ing high above the ground. This lack of polish is very surprising, considering the qual
ity development team behind the game. 

TD5 is a great racer, but overall failed to meet the mark set by both Gran Turismo 
and Need For Speed 3. The special courses, tight graphics, new GT-like replay mode 
and the classic cars may be enough to draw the diehard fan, but even they will find 
this sequel a mild disappointment. Maybe next year, Accolade. 

; - - ~ 

9 /. 
IT'S GODO, BUT FAILS IN TDD MANY AREAS TD MAKE IT A BLOCKBUSTER lil/, ,: 

THE FUTURE 
HAS ONE TINY 
HDPEFDR 
SURVIVAi 



NHL FaceDff '99 

◄ FaceOff is for !hose who 
aave a --, fast ar<ade t-k
"'I experience. 

989'S PERSISTENCE FINALLY PAYS OFF 

D his year's FaceOff reminded us suspiciously of NHL '98. This is not a bad 
thing, however, because they couldn't have picked a better game to model 

after. In fact, NHL FaceOff is better this year in some ways than even EA's 
Hockey juggernaut. 

The most obvious difference between the two is that FaceOff runs with a silky 
smooth frame-rate. This doesn't necessarily change much but it makes the game 
feel much more exciting and is a lot easier on the eyes. The player animations are 
definitely not as nice and the control is debatable, but for a sense of speed and the 
rush of being on the ice FaceOff wins hands down. The characters, however, are a 
bit blockier and they also lack a lot of the little animations you will see in NHL '99. 

In fact the whole experience is much more arcade-like than NHL '99. You can 
actually adjust the game speed from a playable level all of the way to insanely fast 
1f you so desire. Violence is there, not so much in the fights as the fact you 
really feel the players smashing into the boards and on to the floor. The 
commentary is fairly weak, however, and you will hear the announcers 
repeat themselves a lot in the space of a single 
game. Al players are fairly smart and will set up for 
plays very nicely. The big difference is that, if you 
have all your players on the attack the defense will 
almost always get out with a breakaway. This takes 
some thinking adjustment. The goalies are also insanely 
good and it's almost as if they have forcefields blocking 
those goals sometimes. You will definitely not have very 
many high scoring games on the higher levels. 

This is the first year that FaceOff has actually had a 
chance against NHL.:99 and we'd have to say the two are 
close. If it comes down to the edge we'd have to say that 
raceOff will appeal to those who want the faster action expe
rience and NHL for the sim experience. 

- .. ii , • A 
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NHL '99 
WHAT HAPPENED HERE, EA? 
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~ fter the amazing NHL '98, we expected some fairly big things from NHL 
..., '99. NHL '98 was probably the best hockey game ever, despite the fact 
that there were a few Al problems and money shots that could score relatively 
often. The good news is that NHL '99 seems to have fixed the Al problems and we 
weren't able to use the same cheap techniques to score over and over. The bad 
news is that the game seems to have slipped quite a bit in terms of playability. 

The main problems with NHL '99 all stem from its sub-par frame rate. It is as bad 
or worse than NHL '97. This not only makes the game very hard to watch, but it 
affects the way the controls feel and, with the analog or digital controllers, the game 
feels very sluggish and imprecise. The characters, however, are much more an~ 
mated than they were before (especially noticeable are the goalies) 

Despite the obvious graphical flaws, there isn't much you can't expect from the 
game. It has all of the required modes, including season and exhibition play. There 

◄ - the goalies lib "' got in 
a h,w licks. This '-<ly -
'-'""'-'life... 

is a new mode that teaches you how to use the coaching options, but for hockey 
game veterans, it's not really necessary. The commentary is still the best in the 

business and the sounds are nice, too, but you don't "feel " the impacts 
between players as much anymore. This version almost seems tame. 
Fighting is even strange, as players will sometimes pick fights against each 
other from halfway across the ring. This is presumably so that goalies can 

sometimes fight, but we have never seen it. The fighting is boring any
ways, and you'll be surprised to find yourself turning the fights off 
fairly quickly because it happens far too often and it's not very fun. 

There is one very notable addition that is fairly nice, which is 
the shot power meter, which allows you to properly gauge how hard 

your shots are, but it's honestly not enough to warrant the purchase of 
this new game. The gameplay, however, is still as refined as before and 
it is very fun to play. We just question whether the sacrifices in this 

update outweigh the improvements. 

: a - A 
... .:....,. -,i.,- -~ 

THIS GAME SH□UL □ HAVE BEEN S□ MUCH M□ RE fj( ~..:. 
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Bomberman World 

◄ While .... alOlric,,... 
givm a 3D loak to Iha muhi
playw II"':!-, .... action iln't QI 

last as "' ~ lomberman 2. 

CUTE? YES, BUT NOT EXACTLY THE LIFE DF THE PARTY 
rift hile his antics have been available on nearly every console out there (NES, 
1.:.:1 SNES, Nintendo 64, Sega Saturn and the PC), this is Bomberman's first trip 
to the Sony PlayStation. With an all new adventure, a unique challenge mode and 
five player bombing action, this title is sure going all out to impress gamers who up 
to now haven't been able to find the little anarchist on a Sony console. Does it suc
ceed? Well, the answer is a qualified yes ... and no. 

The familiar Bomberman character is back, along with seven new characters 
that are playable in the Vs. mode. These guys, and all of the game's characters, for 
that matter, all have a real cute appearance-big eyes, round bodies, colorful cos
tumes. These folks are gonna charm the pants off anyone who's, say ... under eight 
years old. 

The Challenge mode is more enjoyable than the standard game. Pick your 
weapons package and ramble through stages that resemble the interior of a shoot
ing gallery, blowing up enemies and gathering letters. When you're through, 
Bomberman himself informs you of your status. 

Of course, the real meat of any Bomberman game is in the Versus mode, where 

Wild 9 
IT FEELS sa 6000 TD BE sa BAD 
rift ild 9 isn't your typical action game. Sure, the 2D 
1.:.:1 perspective might remind you of games like 
Earthworm Jim. But you've never played a side-scroller 
quite like this. 

You see, you don't just shoot your enemies to get 
rid of them. The fun is discovering all the different ways 
to kill them. The standard means is to simply capture 
them with your energy beam and pcund them into a pulp 
-four or five whacks on the ground should do the trick. 
But some levels are designed in such a way to encourage 
you to slaughter bad guys in the most unflattering (and often 
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you and up to four of your friends can have hours of fun blowing each other to bits. 
Bomberman World almost gets it right, but ultimately fails to satisfy completely. 

The game is played on an isometric field, which gives a convincing pcrtrayal of 
3D environment. All of the usual weapons are available, as well as a few new ones, 
like the Push or the Telepcrt. The enemy Al is very good. These guys will kill you! 
So what's not to like, you ask? 

Well, Bomberman World, in the Versus mode, doesn't have the breaknec 
speed of play that Super Bomberman 2 does. Even with a full load of skates, th 
characters just kind of jog from place to place. The raised walls of the playing fiel 
make it a bit hard to see enemies and pcwerups, or judge angles to throw bombs 
In fact, the Glove is put to a much better use simply by picking up your oppcnent 
and throwing them off the playing field . 

Will PlayStation gamers find much to like in Bomberman World?Well , yes, the 
will, especially the younger ones. Will Bomberman World become the ultimate pa 
game that S82 now is? Not likely, especially among gamers who live to bomb. 

humorous) of ways -drop 'em into fans, pits of fire, live electrical wires, spinning tur 
bines, or grinding rollers, to name a few. The game's not for prudes, that's for sure. 

The game has a very sweet 3D engine that pushes the PlayStation hard, fro 
transparent fire effects to vibrant, neon guts splattering when the aliens bite the bi 
one. But other than the odd bonus levels or two, Wild 9 is strictly a sidescrolling plat 
form game. Some control problems occur when grabbing a guy with your grappl 
weapcn - sometimes you won't be able to swing him to your other side. But oth 
than this little control quirk, torturing bad guys has never been easier. 
But even though the game features a huge variety of ways to take out the op 

nents, the game is the same, over and over. The levels are large and the game i 
long, but Wild 9 ends up being tedious early on, since there's no real change in th 
gameplay other than grab all the pcwer-up icons and kill wave after wave of alie 
baddies. More of those clever bonus levels could have been added to give the gam 
more variety. But as it is, Wild 9 is good fun, but only in small doses. 
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ssault 

ETTER THAN GONTRAI tHATS NOT SAYING MUCH. .. 
his classic shooter formula was perfected in the arcade and at home on the 
NES bf Conua and its numerous sequels. Unfortunately, the transition to 

30 on the PlayStation has not been a glorious one. Aa a matter of fact. the simple, 
twitchy gameplav and contiOI was totally lost in Contta: l-egacy Of lMtt; the first title 
to hit 32-bit. Th&secood, C: 1Jw Contra Adwlnltn, was recently released with little 
improvement. That's what n1akes Assault such a surprise. This is what Contta for 
the Pfav$lation shouldhlMabeln. 

The extl'8ln8t/ tvtt ~ facilitates-the very familiar gameplay e,cperience of 
Assault . The player is ~\Qe llf)9Cif!c path, but like the Crash games, voo can 
move freely within the• Another feetum that seems borrowed from the bandt
coot is the variety of ~ and camera views that change almost every 
stage. Thay range fn:im si:111 ~ action to almost top down to a ai4 view, 
as well as a feN others. lhil!tieatt do a lot to break up the pace and keep things 
fresh. Unf~. the~ wi beCNfJf soon after it is started, as the 
game is easily beaten in •~of hours. To help, there are two different charao
ters to play, a 'PI and a gilt aodtach have four personal weapons that are oool and 
can be powered up three..,_ A ooup1e of differer.rt pick-ups are also scattered 
through the leYels, but In the "4 YoU're left with the thought. "that's all there is". 
It does look great. with lollii of~ enemies and dramatic lighting, especially 
from the explosions. The..-does sbN down quite often and gets to be very 
annoying. ~ :in--•~ game, while the music and sound effects are 
actuaUv some of ~ll fiher lQl'IIS and make blasti)1g aliens very enjoyable. The 
"repel the evil~---Is~. but gives enough of a satisfac
to,y reason to.$ho0t~ 

Overall, Alsliult ~ llke,a Q181t J1Mt for a Cmtntlike game, but is far from 
where it needs to be. Despite same hlddilf.i_..- ..-. 1her9 is no reason to play 
again, although the experience of playing thlouQIJonee was not a waste of time. The 
basic prot,lem here isn't bad oontrol, horrible-~ « shoddy gameplay.There 
simply needs tobe more to it to give ~an_. lMll'IIQ8 score. 

. 9/ 
WELL DONE, BUT SHOULD HAVE BEEN DEVELOPED A LDT FURTHER IJI. iJ. 



Guilty Gear 

◄ Guilty Goar - that fight
Ing - .. far from dead. 

Anus CHALLENGES CAPC□M F□R THE 2□ CR□WN 
rift hen one looks back down the road of quality 2-0 PlayStation fighting 
a.:.:.I games, the only real company that Jumps to mind 1s Cepcom. Things, how
ever, are now about to change, as Atlus has Jumped onto the scene with a rather 
impressive fighting game of its own, Gwlty Gear. 

GuHty Gear impresses most because of its well-designed and smoothly animat
ed characters. Each character plays differently from the others, and responds 
instantly to your commands. The backgrounds are also very nice, featuring plenty of 
parallax scrolling and extra animations. 

Gameplay is a mixed bag of a bunch of different elements. You have the stan
dard combo system found in any regular Street Fighter game, and the chain com
bos from the Alpha series. The air combos from X-Men vs. Street Fighter are even 
here, creating an overall fighting engine that will be hard to surpass. Special moves 
can also be charged up, making them even more powerful, but your character 
becomes extremely vulnerable while doing this. 

Duke Nukem: Time To Kill 
THE DUKE D□ES A LITTLE T□MB RAIDING □F HIS □WN 
~ ven after playing this latest Duke Nukem adventure for only a few minutes, 
~ you get the general idea that the developers, n-Space, must have really 
liked Tomb Raider. 7ime To Kill plays almost exactly like the Eidos game. The only 
problem is that it's not as good. 

Basically, the storyline has Duke traveling from time period to time period, clean
ing up all the alien scum that he comes across. Pretty basic, huh. The only problem 
is that there is not much here to keep players interested for an extended period of 
time. The game's framerate is simply too slow, causing Duke to feel like he's mov
ing through molasses, and the action gets much too repetitive too fast. Sure, the 
game has a lot of places to explore (around 30 levels worth), but lots of dark rooms, 
combined with muddy textures, make finding things a nightmare. 

Still, 7ime To Kill does have one thing up on the Tomb Raider series and that 
would be the split-screen deathmatch mode. Two players can take each other on in 
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There are really only two bad points that we can bring up about Guilty Gear. Th 
first has to do with the difficulty level. While adjustable, the computer-controll 
characters still tend to be a bit hard to beat. It can sometimes get downright fru 
trating, especially for those gamers who are just getting into fighting games. Th 
other mentionable fault is the one-hit death kill. These are moves that, when ex 
cuted successfully, instantly destroy your opponent and allow you to win the entir 
match. Granted, an opponent can escape from these death attacks, but it sti 
shouldn't be in the game. They are simply not necessary. 

Aside from those minor complaints, Guilty Gear personifies what a good fightin 
game should be. It has responsive controls, extremely detailed and animated char 
acters and flashy special moves. Throw in that ultra-cool heavy metal-style soun 
track and you have a game that even Capcom could and probably will learn a fe 
lessons from. 

six different environments and see who truly is the king. What may take some get 
ting used to is the fact that all the action is viewed through a third-person perspe 
tive, rather than the traditional first-person view that previous 
Duke Nukem games have had. This should add some replay 
value to the game, though. 

In the end, 7ime To Kill could have seemed 
like a better game, but only if the Tomb ~ I 
Raider series had never existed. As things 
are, this Duke just ends up looking like a 
weak imitation. Virtually everything in this 
game has been done before and, most 
often, better. Unless you are a huge 
fan of one-liners and unnecessary 
blood, then you probably want to stay clear. 
It is going to take a lot more than some serious attitude 
to save this game. 
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Hordes of monsters will be er 
own twisted hand in the new 
Monsters: Disciples of Gaia™. Tired 
the earth from aliens and think yo 

chance, tough guy. Combining monsters to 
form new ones is just one of the many new 
features in this enhanced Genesis classic 
coming to the PlayStation® game console. 
The Master of Monsters addiction is back 
to keep you up all night. 

Featuring: 

• Over 200 unique attacks, 
items, and weapons for you 
to kick butt 

• Save monsters for 2-4 
player battles 

• Engaging environment and 
evolving storyline 

• New enchanted magics to 
serve in your quest to save 
the world 

For more information: 
www.asciient.com 
Customer Service: 
650-780-0166 

D Entertainment, Inc. Cl EML Cl 998 System Soft 
Disciples If Gala, and the Master of M llsclples of Gaia logo are 
the PlayStation logos are registered trademafls of Sony Computer Ente 
Digital Software Association. All other brand and product names are trade 

rved. ASCD Entertainment, Master of Mons! 
D Entertainment Software, Inc. PlayStation 
rating icon is a trademark of the Internatio 

trademarks of their respective holders. 
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ordinal Syn. Deathtrap Dungeon. C: The Contra 
Adv nture. Those aren't visions of sugarplums dancing 
around in your head, they're bona fide nightmares. Who 

to take games back to the store while your buddies down the street 
are warm at home playing the good stuff. 

To help you out, we've listed our three favorite games in every 
major category, plus one really bad one we want you to steer clear 
of. We've also included a complete list of every game that we 
scored a four or higher this year, and yes, even a list of the ones that 
set new low standards in stinkiness. So read the feature, take our 
advice, and tell old St. Nick that you ain't takin' none of his crap 
this year-and tell him PSM said so. 

know how many gamers have woken up to find crappy games like 
tho und r the tree? It's a real shame. 

W II. we may not be able to stop every gamer out there from 
making a mistake, but we can sure as hell help our loyal PSM 
r ad rs. We've put together this feature to help you make the right 
Holiday buying decisions, and avoid the unpleasantries of having 

C~liI +•• C~liI +• C ~ liI +• C ~liI +•• c 
GAMES 

This was another rock-solid year for PlayStation 
fighters. Fans had lots of quality games to choose 
from, but the number-one spot was never in doubt. 
Once again, Namco's Tekken series comes out on 
top of the heap. 

NICE: Tekken 3 
What can we say? Namco has struck 
fighting game gold three times 
straight. Everything about th is game is top. 
notch, from the beautiful graphics, to 
the smooth motion-<:aptured anima
tions, to the spot-on gameplay. It just 
doesn't get any better than this. If 
you get only one fighting game 
this year, it'd better be Tekken 3. 

NICE: Rival Schools: 
United by Fate 
I hi me Is completely bizarre-but strange-
ly nou h. an awful lot of fun! It's easy for 
111yhody to get into, but there's also a good 
11 11 unt of d pth there for advanced players. 
I 'lu , om r lly put in a lot of extra stuff 
lc,r lh rt ySt tion v rsion, including bonus 
11111!11 • h r et rs, end two different 
11111 t ,11 ul 111 m on two discsi 

NICE: Dead or Alive 
This fighter from Tecmo is a real knockout, and is only 

outclassed by Tekken 3. It plays well, looks good, and 
is very innovative, with a lot of emphasis being put 
on reversals and counters. And as if that wasn 't 

enough to hook ya, the girl characters feature a 
ludicrous "bouncing chest" action, which can 
be truly hypnotic to watch. 

a yn 
the bush: This game bites. It's an 
ish on what was an otherwise 
year for fighting games. Sony 
cided it wanted to put out its own 

hter, so who did they rush out 
d get to make it? The guys who 
"d Criticom and Dark Rift, two 
ames which suck beyon 
elief. So guess what? S 

cks, too 

STDCDli 
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ACTION/PLATFORM GAMES 
What a year for Platform fans! Not only did we get 
new-and-improved versions of established PlayStation 
heavy-hitters like Crash Bandicoot, but 1998 also saw 
the addition of Spyro, Klonoa and other newcomers. 

NICE: Spyro the Dragon 
Sure, the little guy is just a bit too cute 
for our liking, but you can't deny that 
Spyro's got the goods. This game will go 
down as one of the most beautiful 
PlayStation games ever developed. Pius, 
it's just so easy to pick up and play that hours 
will go by without notice. Toss in a Dual Shock 
controller, and you're in Platformer heaven. 

NICE: Crash Bandicoot: Warped 
Once again, the gaming wizards at Naughty Dog have 
one-upped themselves. This is the best Crash yet, and 
sadly, may be the last we see of Crash for a long time. 
Platform fans better savor the magic while they can, 
because from start to finish this game is really a great 
ride, with cool new moves, vehicles, and brand-new 
types of levels. 

This sleeper hit was released earlier in the 
year, so we wanted to make sure that it 
didn't get overlooked. It's an incredibly 
addictive game, combining classic 
Platform-style action with all new fea-

tures and ideas. Even 
though it's 3D, it plays a lot like 

the classic 2D Platformers of 
old, so if you're an old-school fan 

like us, you'll love it. 

NAUGHTY: Punky Skunk 
You'd think that a game about a skunk would 
stink, and boy does it ever. First off, the game 
looks like it was done on a Genesis. Second, 
the gameplay is completely stale-this plat
former would be crappy in any era. What else 
can we say? It's a stinker. Crap. Dung. Feces. Poop. 
Poo-poo. Dookie. Get the picture? It sucks. 

.... en .... ... 
!a a a: 
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GAMES 
In I ye r wher every genre had great games, the 
Actlon/Adv nture category shined the brightest. 
Fir t c me Capcom's masterpiece sequel Resident 
Evil 2, followed by Konami's unbelievable Metal 
Gear Solid. These were the two best videogames 
of 1998, period. The other Action/Adventure 
games weren't slouches, either ... 

NICE: Metal Gear Solid 
We could go on talking about how we feel about this 
game, but one word pretty much sums it up: WOW. 
Metal Gear had an incredible amount of hype to live up 
to, and amazingly, it was even better than we had 
expected. MGS is THE videogame event of 1998, and 
will be long-remembered as a true PlayStation classic. 

NICE: Resident Evil 2: Dual Shock 
Horror fans were shocked to get THREE new Resident 
Evil games this year: Resident Evil 2, Resident Evil 
Director's Cut: Dual Shock, and Resident Evil 2: Dual 

SPORTS GAMES 
As usual, the PlayStation had way more cool sports 
game than any other system this year. Whether you're 
talking football, hockey, baseball or hoops, you've got 
loads of great titles to choose from. Here's our picks: 

NICE: NFL GameDay '99 
Yeah, we heard you: "I'll play GameDaywhen you pry 
my copy of Madden from my cold, dead hand"! And 
hey, who said Madden was a bad game? It's still a 
good choice, just not the top choice. Just like last year, 
NFL GameDayis the premier football title. It's got more 
new stuff, looks better, and just flat-out plays better 
than anything else. 

NICE: NFL Blitz 
We already picked one football game, but what the 
hell- Blitz is just too good to pass up. It's also a com
pletely different type of experience, focusing more on 
outrageous arcade-style play and leaving the simulation 

NICE: Tomb Raider Ill 
Yeah, this game is pretty much more of the same (pull 
the switch, open the door, jump over the pit, blow the 

stuff to games like GameOay and Madden. Other guys 
have tried to imitate it, but take it from us-there's only 
one Blitz. 
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brains out of an alligator). but 
it's still a whole helluva lot of 
fun. Will the world ever get 
tired of Lara? Probably not, 
since Eidos seems to strip 

more and more of her clothes 
away in the rendered artwork that 

accompanies each new game. We 
can't wait for Tomb Raider 6! 

NAUGHTY: Deathtrap Dungeon 
Sniff... What's that stink? Did Rudolf take a dump 
under your tree? No, even worse-Santa left you 
Oeathtrap Dungeon. Sweet mercy, what could you 
have done to deserve such punishment? From choppy 
level to choppy level, OD more resembles a car wreck 
than an actual game. It's so bad you can't wash the 
smell out of your clothes. This game may actually 
qualify as cruel and unusual punishment. 

NICE: International Superstar Soccer '98 
This right here is the one! Although it may not be as 
flashy as its competitors, /SS delivers where it counts. 
Passing, shooting and defending are made so easy and 
intuitive that you can finally focus on the subtleties of 
the game of soccer. This is as close to soccer perfec
tion on the PlayStation as you're going to get, plus the 
dual analog gamepad will relieve your sore thumbs. 

NAUGHTY: Fox Sports Soccer '99 
To begin with, FSS 99 plays nothing like soccer, 
although it may look like it is emulating the sport. The 
feeling is actually more like hockey. There isn't a single 
usable camera angle and any attempt at playing a 
match ends in frustration. It does have some fantastic 
Spanish commentary, though! 
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RACI &GAMES 
Racing gamers had a little bit of everything this year, 
from super-realistic racing simulations to trigger-happy 
arcade-style games. No matter which type you prefer, 
this year it was clear that PlayStation was the place for 
racing fans to be. 

NICE: Gran Turismo 
For racing fans as hardcore as us, this game is the pin
nacle of all we hold dear. It is so incredibly good, it 
deserves our undying respect. In fact, from now on, 
we shall refer to this game as Mr. Gran Turismo. Or per
haps even, Sir Gran Turismo. Anyways, by any name 
this game is the racing king. It's not even a contest. 

NICE: Need for Speed Ill: Hot Pursuit 
Gran Turismo may be the best overall racing game, but 
if you're talking strictly two-player action, then Need 
For Speed Ill can hold its own with anybody. It looks 
great, you get to bolt down back roads at obscene 
speeds, and the Hot Pursuit mode never gets old. We 
just can't get enough of smashing into patrol cars and 
dodging roadblocks! 

NICE: Circuit Breakers 
If you can just pretend that the one-player mode 
doesn't even exist, then you'll have an absolute 
blast with Circuit Breakers. As long as you' re not try
ing to compete against the frustratingly-hard computer 
opponents, you 'll enjoy hours of fun multiplayer may
hem. This is probably the best party game of the year. 

NAUGHTY: San Francisco Rush 
We knew something had to be wrong when Midway 
wouldn't even send us a copy to review. Don't get us 
wrong, we loved Rush in the arcade and even on the 
N64, but this ... thing isn't Rush. It's an atrocity. An 
affront to mankind. It could have been classic, but for 
whatever reason, it blew it. It sucks worse than other 
sucky games. 

eci al 73 

Here's a list of all the great PlayStation games that 
were released this year. We're listing only the titles 
that scored a 4 or better in our reviews, so you can 
be sure that these games won't disappoint on 
Christmas morning. 

TITLE TYPE 
Bloody Roar Fighting 
Brave Fencer Musashi Action/RPG 
Breath of Fire Ill RPG 
C&C : Retaliation Strategy 
Circuit Breakers Racing 
0/1/: Vengeance Space Shooter 
Cool Boarders 3 Snowboarding 
Crash 3: Warped Actior\lPlatform 
Dead or Alive Fighting 
Devil Dice Puzzle 
Diablo RPG 
Einhander Action/Shooter 
Final Fantasy Tactics Strategy/RPG 
Forsaken 1 st Person Shooter 
Gex: Enter the Gecko Actior\lPlatform 
Gran Turismo Racing 
Heart of Darkness Actior\lPlatform 
Hot Shots Golf Sports/Go~ 
ISS '98 Sporst/Soccer 
Kagero: Deception II Action/Strategy 
Kartia ??? 
Klonoa Actior\lPlatform 
Madden NFL '99 Sports/Football 
Mega Man Legends Action/Adventure 
Metal Gear Solid Action/Adventure 
NCAA Football '99 Sports/Football 
NFS Ill: Hot Pursuit Racing 
NFL Blitz Sports/Football 
NFL GameDay '99 Sports/Football 
Resident Evil 2 Action/Adventure 
RE 2: Dual Shock Action/Adventure 
Rival Schools: United Fighting 
Spyro the Dragon Actior\lPlatform 
SF II Collection Fighting/Classics 
Tales of Destiny RPG 
Tekken 3 Fighting 
Tenchu Action/Adventure 
Theme Hospital Simulation 
TOCA Touring Car Racing 
Tomba! Actior\lPlatform 
Trap Gunner Action/Strategy 
Turbo Prop Racing Racing 
Unholy War Action/Strategy 
Vigilante 8 Action/Combat 
WWFWarzone Fighting/Nrestling 
Xenogears RPG 

NAIBffYUst 
Please SaJl1l, have 
theae ... "gllYll!li". 
mu 
AdidlsPowll' 
C: The Cann 
Cllll1lnel 
Crime 

Sel'lliriel,__.. 
Speed Racer 
Spice World Crappy 

RATING 
* * * • 
•• * * 1/2. 
****1/2 
* * * • 
• * * * 
* * * • * 
* •• * 
• * * * 1(2. 
• * •• 1/2. 
* •• * * 
****1(2 

• * • * 1(2 

* •• * 
• * • * .... 
• * •• * 
* ••• 1/2 
* • *. 

.... 
•• * • 

* * * * 1(2. .... 
• * ••• 
• * * • 
•••• 1/2. 
****1/2 
•••• * 
* * •• * 
* ••• * 
• * •• .... 
* * •• 
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* * * * 
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• * •• 
•• * • 

****1f2 .... 
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be few and far between 
o has really come into its 
o nd the really good news 

I 

NICE: c&C Red Alert: Retaliation 
A sequel to last year's sleeper hit, C&C: Red Alert. This 
time the action is just as thought provoking and intense 
at the same time. Plenty of new single and multi
player missions as well as new units insure that there 
is plenty of new stuff to satisfy fans of the original as 
well as people looking for something a little different on 
the PlayStation. 

NICE: Kartia 
Combining elements from Final Fantasy Tactics and 
Vandal Hearts, Kartia is a strategy game fan's dream 

ROLE PLAYING GAMES 
Overall, we'd have to say that this was the best year 
for PlayStation RPG fans so far ... but still, it just doesn't 
feel right without a new Final Fantasy game. Still 
though, there's a lot of quality titles to keep us busy 
while we wait for FFV/11 ... 

NICE: Breath of Fire Ill 
A perfect example of the tra-

ditional RPG, Breath of 
Fire II I used every clas
sic convention from 16-
bit gaming and man-

aged to subtly tweak them 
for the PlayStation. The 
esult is a beautiful, engaging 

game that's simple, but packs in 
nough depth to entertain even the most 

h rdc r RPG fen for hours on end. 

come true. The high-quality FMV segments and rivet
ing storyline will draw you in, while the well-designed 
fighting interface and haunting soundtrack will keep 
you hooked. One could say that it's a Square game, but 
without the Square name. 

NICE: Diablo 
A nice change from the typical RPG, Diablo is a very 
action-oriented game with great graphics, a bevy of dif
ferent quests and subplots, and a very welcome two 
player cooperative mode which allows you to adven
ture with a friend. On top of all this, the levels are ran
domly created every time you start a new game to add 
more replay. 

NICE: Xenogears 
Square's epic RPG mixes the perfect 
blend of futuristic warfare and a fantasy 
setting to create an incredibly diverse 
adventure with a good level of com
plexity. The ability to fight with mechs 
or "Gears" and immerse the player in 
the game with top notch cinemas so 
different from Final Fantasy Vll's is a 
good example of how well 
Squaresoft knows its stuff. 
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NICE: Final Fantasy Tactics 
This is strategy gaming at its most 
harckore. This game is so deep, it 
sometimes boggles our mind just think-
ing about it! The name is a little mis-
leading, since the gameplay really has 
nothing to do with the classic Final 
Fantasy RPG series, but if you're a serious 
strategy fan, you can't afford to pass this 
one up. 

NAUGHTY: Master of Monsters: Disciples 
of Gaia 
Ho-ho-ho ... hum. Take everything you'd expect from a 
modern strategy game and toss it straight into the 
crapper, 'cause this re-hash from the 16-bit days is less 
enticing than having your skin turned inside-out and 
taking a roll in a salt vat. Start to question your relation
ship with Santa if he leaves this one under your tree. 

NAUGHTY: SaGa Frontier 
RPG fans were lucky this year because there weren't 
any complete stinkers on the list... except for SaGa 
Frontier. While it's nowhere near the worst RPG creat
ed, its confusing gameplay, shallow characters and lack 
of balance make it a disappointing experience overall. 
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ACTION & SHOOTING GAMES 
These are the real workhorse games of the industry, 
the ones that leave story and strategy behind and focus 
instead on raw, in-your-face action. You'd better have 
band-aids ready, 'cause your thumb will take a beating. 

NICE: Colony Wars: Vengeance 
How come the first Colony Wars didn't get any 
respect? It was the best space shooter/sim ever! Well, 
Psygnosis is giving everyone a second chance, and we 
highly recommend that you take it. As good as the first 
game was, Vengeance is every bit better, and we're 
telling you, it's one incredibly amazing game. You can't 
go wrong with it. 

If you're more of an old-school 2D shooter fan, we've 
got just the game for you, too. Square's Einhander is 
one of the best side-scrollers ever, and in case you 
refuse to play "20" games, the graphics are done in 
polygons. It's adrenaline-pumping action at its most fur~ 
ous, and its one of the toughest challenges out there. 

NICE: Vigilante 8 
Twisted-who? Nah, we don't mean to disrespect a 
classic series like Twisted Metal, but let's face it
this year, Vigilante 8 put its big, fat boot up the 
tailpipe of every other car-combat game. VB 
brought sharp graphics, killer gameplay and a 
smooth new style to the genre, and left everyone 
else choking in its dust. 

NAUGHTY: C: The Contra Adventure 
We've given up all hope. The series that we loved in 
our youth is gone forever. All that's left is this sham-a 
sick, perverted shell of the classic Contra series. What 
we simply can not understand is, after that dungheap 
Legacy of War, why would Konami let the same guys 
do another Contra game? Pull out your NES or SNES 
versions, instead. 

C 

Beeidee games . thn- .. piny of 01lier 
QOOdfai out there tl stuff " - sock. Wei ... 
most of them wl l'IMI' flt intO. a stocking 1M we 
great 8CC8SSOlies that wil enllllD'P,lt~ 
~ . there ls no dotbt ht a .good c::oillloller 
in ~ 'Kiincl ~ all the clffafll101; Hetn the 
cram of the CRJP, the sane gaming tools we per
sonally use at home and swear by. 

Sony Dual Shock Controller 
Sony CEA • $29.99 
Almost all the games coming out now feature analog 
control and dual shock vibration, so to get the most 
out of your games this is one you cannot do without. 
There are many dual shock vibration controllers, but 
the original Sony Dual Shock is by far the best. 

• lnte,act • 569.99 
This pat f,-g wtal is the 8l9illSt to set up and 
play.dftNwt'W 18Stid. lt'silsothtmost PRIQl'lm
maliii soiwltl work~whhiny110er. NGw it 
had.II;~ .._,1n ... 'whial ilietf and Nils 
betl8r --• ~ ..Jn.; i$. the one to get. 

Ascii Arcade Stick • Ascii • $39.95 
With so many arcade fighters already available or 
coming to the PlayStation you will want to pick up the 
Ascii arcade stick. It brings the joystick feel of the 
arcade home like no other. It has no enhancements 
but features big springy buttons and a unique bat joy
stick with the right feel. Nothing else comes close. 

• Interact • $39.99 
This• a trutv nMllutionllfvproclJct that hooks upto a 
PC and allows Y0\I to- S8Y8S from your memory 
clldi ailcl put tl)ern on yo11 hard drive. You can then 
e-1$i 'jtQl'.,.ar•them toa web site. Youcan 
alao downloid.,. In the aarne manner and.....,.
al websila nanedv pOafii,a saves. A new• of 
exchange has begun. 

Disc Cleaner • Any or All • $7 - $20 
Games get dirty, so it's always a good idea to have 
some disc cleaner around - that way you will never 
be tempted to commit the ultimate naughty act and 
wipe the game with your T-shirt. Any old cleaner will 
do, but avoid those that spin the disc with a crank. 



Check out www.mlholywar.com for product info and free ~tuff. 
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www.eidosinteractive.com 
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Publl1h1r Activision 
D1v1lop1r Hammarhaad 

D h original Quake was one of those 
games that was perpetually rumored to 

coming to the PlayStation, but never actually 
urfacod. The reason that was always given was 

that Quake was too technically advanced to do 
on the PlayStation. Imagine our surprise when 
Act1v1sion came into the office with a playable 
version of the more technically advanced 
sequel, Quake II, running beautifully on the 
PlayStation. We were, in a word, stunned. Even 

Id Software, the creators of the original Quake II were floored by what • It's dying timel Prepare lo 
unleash the fury that is the 
Super Shotgun! So,,. of the 
'--11 were changed lo 
make them ,,_.. playable. 

It 1aaka like the game i1 going 1o 
tolce full advan""'9 of aerial 
combos, lust Hice on X-Men v1. 
"'-Plg'ht.r. 

ng thecropovt 

Hammerhead studios has done so far. 
Essentially, Quake II is a game in which you run 

through a military base, picking up weapons and blasting all 
of the bad guys on the way. Playing this game from a first 
person perspective makes this one of the most intense experiences available in 
videogames today. Even better, Hammerhead Studios have managed to include the 
deathmatch mode for up to four players. With a multitap, this could be the ultimate 
PlayStation party game. 

.:.. n: :.: :.":'/' The graphics are excellent and the frame rate is smooth . 

-,,on• and con go 
through ........ 1 --

mie1 with a single 
shot. Unfortunately, it's 

slow lo reload. 

The light sourcing from the PC has been retained, so you can 
see the flare of your bullets as they travel down a dark hallway. 
In fact, right now this looks to be one of the better conversions 
we've seen and an excellent game in its own right. We can't 
wait to see more in the next few months. 

t this last E3 show, Activision sur
prised us with an early showing of 

its first polygonal fighting game for the 
PlayStation. "What's special about 
that?", you ask. Well, this particular 
fighting game tea- tt 1aa1u 
tures some of the like the 

most popular mutants ~ !:» take 
in comic book history, C"1'ac1van-

1age of --'al 
the X-Men. Now, a cambo1, Just Ilk• 
few months later, In X•Men v1. 

PSM has managed to - f'is,hfer. 
gather some new 
screenshots and information about this potentially hot title. 

It seems that the game will feature all of the standard X
Men members, such as Iceman, Wolverine and the Beast as 
well as some of their worst enemies. 

Surprisingly, even in these early screenshots, the char• 
acters look to be quite detailed thanks to a high polygon 

► Gambit gets ::~ 
with thl1 unex· ===-that Cajuns 
can't fivhr? 

count. The fighting system looks to be a lot like Street Fighter EX+ Alpha, but 
players can expect special moves that more reflect each of the character's 
comic book abilities. 

As soon as Activision provides more info about this game, you can expect 
we will be doing a full-blown preview. Until then, just keep practicing those 
r-astball Specials. 
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► lara's armed to the ••• um, 
,-11, with some fantastic new 
weapons. We pity the fools 
who try lo stop her! 

Publisher Eidos 
Developer Core 

Release Data No vember 
Type Action/Adventure PREV1EWS 85 

ith every month that passes, we here 
at PSM learn more and more about 

Lara's upcoming adventure. Little details, like 
advanced weaponry, new moves and added lev-

els, all seNe to pique our interest in Eidos' latest 
installment in its most popular franchise. 
There have been quite a few new touches added in 

our latest playable version of the game. In our past coverage 
of TRIii, we mentioned that Lara's arsenal had been upgrad
ed to include many new firearms, but now we know exact
ly which ones are making it into her stash: Pistols, Shotgun, 
Uzis, Desert Eagle, Grenade Launcher, Rocket Launcher, 
Heckler & Koch MP5, and the good ol' Harpoon Gun. The 
Desert Eagle is by far the most impressive of the new 
weapons, since it can destroy any enemy with only one 
or two single-shot rounds, but it must be found later on 
in the game. 

We've also been able to view Lara sporting the new 
outfits that Eidos has planned to include, like her cat
suit and camouflage gear. Lara dons the catsuit during 

her nighttime missions through London, making 
her less visible to wandering foes as she treks 
across Thames rooftops or prowls around the 
London tube tunnels. Her camouflage gear 
comes in handy during some of her jaunts 

through the jungles of India and South America. And throughout 
the entire game, Lara is able to utilize different vehicles and 
destroy numerous baddies that come in all shapes and sizes, 
from Bengal tigers to hired thugs and rabid monkeys. 

Visually, the game is a step up from previous Tomb Raider 
games in that water transparencies and backdrops have been 
maximized in high resolution textures, making the experience a 
little more realistic. Lighting effects and level designs also 
promise to make this a truly dramatic journey, with a sparse 
soundtrack to heighten tense moments. Everything seems to be 
in place, including a training mode which takes place in and 
around Lara's newly furnished home. 
From what we've seen thus far, 
TRIii will definitely provide 
fans of the series of more 
of what what made 
Eidos and Tomb Raider 
household names. 

► With ,,_.. puule1, 
more enemiea and 
incredibly ma11iw 
worlds, you'll have lo 
explore ,,_.. areas per 
level in order lo diac..,,... 
each and every secret. 

WlLC 
A-RMS 

Lara's sporting an even more impressive stash of firearms 
this time around. After all, why dance when you can rock 
and roll? 

definitely e 
owedby aome 

environmen 
ly the outdoor le 
Coastal Village. 



84 
Publl1h1r Activision 
D1v1lop1r Hammerhead 

rs h original Quake was one of those 
.. g mes that was perpetually rumored to 

coming to the PlayStation, but never actually 
surf cod. The reason that was always given was 
that Quake was too technically advanced to do 
on the PlayStation. Imagine our surprise when 
Act1v1sion came into the office with a playable 
version of the more technically advanced 
sequel, Quake II, running beautifully on the 
PlayStation. We were, in a word, stunned. Even 

Id Software, the creators of the original Quake II were floored by what • It's dying timel Prwpare to 
unleash the fury that is the 
Super Shotgun! So,,. of the 
'--Is we.. changed to 
make them ,_,. playable. 

It looks like the game is going to 
tolce full adva~ of aerial 
combos, iuat like 1n X-Men vs. 
ltrNIPlg!nr. 

Hammerhead studios has done so far. 
Essentially, Quake II is a game in which you run 

through a military base, picking up weapons and blasting all 
of the bad guys on the way. Playing this game from a first 

person perspective makes this one of the most intense experiences available in 
videogames today. Even better, Hammerhead Studios have managed to include the 
deathmatch mode for up to four players. With a multitap, this could be the ultimate 
PlayStation party game. 

◄ n.. ra~ 9un is 
-of the best 

The graphics are excellent and the frame rate is smooth. 

-,,ons and can ga 

through -· -mies with a single 
shot. Unfortunately, it's 

slaw "' relaacl. 

The light sourcing from the PC has been retained, so you can 
see the flare of your bullets as they travel down a dark hallway. 
In fact, right now this looks to be one of the better conversions 
we've seen and an excellent game in its own right. We can't 
wait to see more in the next few months. 

t this last E3 show, Activision sur
prised us with an early showing of 

its first polygonal fighting game for the 
PlayStation. "What's special about 
that?", you ask. Well, this particular 
fighting game tea- 11 looks 

tures some of the like the 

most popular mutants - is 
in comic book history, til":i::"e 

tage of aerial 
the X-Men. Now, a cambos, just like 
few months later, in x-Men vs. 
PSM has managed to Street flslhtw. 
gather some new 
screenshots and information about this potentially hot title. 

It seems that the game will feature all of the standard X
Men members, such as Iceman, Wolverine and the Beast as 
well as some of their worst enemies. 

Surprisingly, even in these early screenshots, the char
acters look to be quite detailed thanks to a high polygon 

Gambit gets 
the u_,f,ancl 
an Wolverine 
with thls unex
pect.cl sweep. 
wi-versaicl 
that Cajuns 
can'tfislhr? 

count. The fighting system looks to be a lot like Street Fighter EX+ Alpha, but 
players can expect special moves that more reflect each of the character's 
comic book abilities. 

As soon as Activision provides more info about this game, you can expect 
we will be doing a full-blown preview. Until then, just keep practicing those 
Fastball Specials. 
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► Lara's armed to theuo um, 
'-"' with oome fantaotic: new 
weapons. We pity the fools 
who try "' stop her! 

Publlshar Eidos 
Developer Core 

Release Data November 
Type Action/Adventure PREV1EW5 85 

ith every month that passes, we here 
at PSM learn more and more about 

Lara's upcoming adventure. Little details, like 
advanced weaponry, new moves and added lev

els, all serve to pique our interest in Eidos' latest 
installment in its most popular franchise. 
There have been quite a few new touches added in 

our latest playable version of the game. In our past coverage 
of TRIii, we mentioned that Lara's arsenal had been upgrad
ed to include many new firearms, but now we know exact
ly which ones are making it into her stash: Pistols, Shotgun, 
Uzis, Desert Eagle, Grenade Launcher, Rocket Launcher, 
Heckler & Koch MP5, and the good ol' Harpoon Gun. The 
Desert Eagle is by far the most impressive of the new 
weapons, since it can destroy any enemy with only one 
or two single-shot rounds, but it must be found later on 
in the game. 

We've also been able to view Lara sporting the new 
outfits that Eidos has planned to include, like her cat
suit and camouflage gear. Lara dons the catsuit during 

her nighttime missions through London, making 
her less visible to wandering foes as she treks 
across Thames rooftops or prowls around the 
London tube tunnels. Her camouflage gear 
comes in handy during some of her jaunts 

through the jungles of India and South America. And throughout 
the entire game, Lara is able to utilize different vehicles and 
destroy numerous baddies that come in all shapes and sizes, 
from Bengal tigers to hired thugs and rabid monkeys. 

Visually, the game is a step up from previous Tomb Raider 
games in that water transparencies and backdrops have been 
maximized in high resolution textures, making the experience a 
little more realistic. Lighting effects and level designs also 
promise to make this a truly dramatic journey, with a sparse 
soundtrack to heighten tense moments. Everything seems to be 
in place, including a training mode which takes place in and 
around Lara's newly furnished home. 
From what we've seen thus far, 
TRIii will definitely provide 
fans of the series of more 
of what what made 
Eidos and Tomb Raider 
household names. 

► With ,_,. puzzles, 
,_,. enemies and 
incredibly ma11ive 
wortcls, you'll have to 
explore ,_,. areas per 
i.-1 in arder to discover 
each and every s«ret. 

UJlL□ 
-ARMS 

Lara's sporting an even more impressive stash of firearms 
this time around. After all, why dance when you can rock 
and roll? 

You can definitely expect 
to be wowed by oome of 
TRIii 's new e nvironments, 
especially the outdoor lev· 
els, like Coastol Village. 
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Publisher Konaml 
Developer Konami 

Konami's RPG masterpiece 
returns for its second adventure 

11ft hile it was only the first RPG that 
L:.':J Konami released in the U.S., 
Suikoden quickly gained a following because 
of its compelling storyline, beautiful musical 
scores, and large number of playable charac
ters. And even to this day, it is still considered 
one of the best RPGs ever to appear on the 
PlayStation. With Suikoden II, Konami looks 
to continue in that tradition. 

same. Only now, players have 
much more control over their 
characters during fights. You 
can even retreat in different 
ways, if you want. And yes, the 
ever-popular dual-character 
attacks are back as well. 

As current RPGs tend to 
take advantage of polygons and 
full-blown FMV sequences, it will 
be interesting to see how Suikoden 
II fares. If it becomes just as popular 

Release Dete 1st lltr '99 
Type RPG 

For this sequel, players will be taking the 
part of the bad guys instead of the traditional 
heroes, but there are still going to be 108 
characters that you can find and recruit. Also, 
about 1/3 of the characters that were in the 
first game will be making return appearances 
in this one. 

as the first game, then Konami will 
have proven that it is indeed the story
line and gameplay that make or break an 
RPG, and not just the graphics. 

For the most part, Suikoden II is very sim
ilar to the first game in virtually every depart
ment. Graphically, there looks to be some 
slight improvements, but Konami opted to 
still go with the sprite-based characters and 
backgrounds that traditional RPG fans are 
familiar with. Spells have been completely 
redone and are now much flashier and 
impressive to look at. There are also plenty of 
new ones to learn. The battle system has 
also been tweaked but remains basically the 

• Charvchln naw havw a lot mare ltatl then in the fir1t game, 
and gaining experience play, a much mare important role. 

• An important thing 
lo ""'"'"'ber i, that 
you ahould viait every• 
wt.- you can. That 
way, you don't miss 
any important charvc
ters or treasure chests. 

C-F15T -R 
5.PELL 

While most of Suikoden /I's combat sys
tem is basically the same as the first game, 
the developers did improve upon the 
spells. Here are two of them: 

• Casting IINp .....its in a hup pink 
claud that w,11 ..._k aut any 
- this side of a Slane Giant. 

• The fire ..,.U ..,.. aut .-ke-llke 
coils of flame that ......, the enemy and 
clutroy them. 

• The ....._,. of Suikoden H reaHy 
wanted lo havw big battle, , IO malt often 
you will •- acra11 man1ten In graupl 
of four ar mare. 

87 

• It look, like there aN going lo be a 
lot of plac .. in the game where you 
havw lo et-.. which path lo take. Thi, 
forte i1 - example ol thi,. 

• Thi, i, your army'I baM camp and i1 
- of the mare Important lacation1 In the 
game. Yau will meet quite a number of 
charvcterl here. 
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Publisher Electronic Arts 
Developer EA Sports 

Release Date Fell '9B 
Type Goll 

You Really Can Be 1iger Woods 

11ft ell, you've got to figure that a golf game 
~ featuring Tiger Woods was inevitable. He 
probably wasn't very cheap, so it took a major 
money powerhouse like EA to bring this game to 
market. A big name will make a sport more 
appealing to a wider audience, and EA is hoping 
the same thing will happen to its golf game on the 
PlayStation. From the initial simple to navigate 
front end, to the funky soundtrack and the new 
control interface, the title is being geared exactly 
to the audience that Tiger appeals to. 

PGA Tour pros to play as or against. Strides are 
also being made in the general flow of the 
game to make it more action packed. Exciting 
camera angles follow the ball through the 
shot, a first person view helps with aiming, 
and with "Flash Draw", a proprietary technolo
gy, the game will be rendered at a fast speed, 
allowing a player to play through 18 holes in under 
30 minutes. All these refinements will hopefully 
come together to create an experience that does
n't feel like a slide show. Another new, soon to be 
implemented, revolution to the 

• 
When 

you get close lo ,inking a 
putt, the view will ga 1o thl, 
cloH up of the hole. 

Of course, the game's star is Tiger Woods and 
EA is making the most of his valuable license. He's 
been motion captured, including his emotional 
outbursts. His voice has also been sampled, allow
ing for Tiger's to comment on your game as you 
play through as him (Tiger's tips also promise to 
help your real life golf game). The red zone at the 
top of the swing meter is now called the "Tiger 
Zone" . Swinging into this zone gives you a longer 
shot, but it's harder to keep the ball on target. Play 
as Tiger against the computer and get a birdie, 
eagle or better and you will enter "Tiger Charge", 

which essentially gives the momentum of the 
game to Tiger. There are also "Tiger Vision " 
controls, which lets a player choose a safe or 
aggressive shot. 

genre will be an analog swing, 
which utilizes the analog sticks of 
any analog control pad. This inter
esting development has the 
potential to somewhat realistical
ly recreate an actual swing. All the 
normal game modes are planned, 
but a new practice driving range, 
chipping green and putting green 
are good ideas whose time has 
finally come. 

.PL-RV 

The game isn't completely about the 
license, though. There are seven other 

• Throughout the game, 17 diffenont 
"Tiger Tip,• will pop up and give you 
tlp1 on improving your game both from 
the couch and in the outdoor,. 

The potential for Tiger Woods 
'99 is incredible. With all the 
planned features, this game could 

very well surpass 

------ that potential. 

◄ Dynamic 
camera 
angle, will 
follow the 
ball 

through 
flight. We 

believe that 
the lall Control 

incfkator on 
1<reen may allow 

the player lo have an 
effect in tn,jedory after the ball 11 hit. 
Thi, tamelhi"!I that golfwt around the 
world have alway• withed they could do. 

We'll run through the first hole at Saw 
playing a hole in '99 will look. If you do 

from hole to hole. The will als 

0 £ C£MBEfll 1 998 
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Publisher Electronic Arts 
Developer EA Sports 

Release Data Fall '98 
Type Goll 

You Really Can Be Tiger Woods 

11ft ell, you've got to figure that a golf game 
~ featuring Tiger Woods was inevitable. He 
probably wasn't very cheap, so it took a major 
money powerhouse like EA to bring this game to 
market. A big name will make a sport more 
appealing to a wider audience, and EA is hoping 
the same thing will happen to its golf game on the 
PlayStation. From the initial simple to navigate 
front end, to the funky soundtrack and the new 
control interface, the title is being geared exactly 
to the audience that Tiger appeals to. 

PGA Tour pros to play as or against. Strides are 
also being made in the general flow of the 
game to make it more action packed. Exciting 
camera angles follow the ball through the 
shot, a first person view helps with aiming, 
and with "Flash Draw", a proprietary technolo
gy, the game will be rendered at a fast speed, 
allowing a player to play through 18 holes in under 
30 minutes. All these refinements will hopefully 
come together to create an experience that does
n't feel like a slide show. Another new, soon to be 
implemented, revolution to the 

... 
When 

yau get cloM lo sinking a 
putt, the view will ga 1o this 
close up of the hale. 

Of course, the game's star is Tiger Woods and 
EA is making the most of his valuable license. He's 
been motion captured, including his emotional 
outbursts. His voice has also been sampled, allow
ing for Tiger's to comment on your game as you 
play through as him {Tiger's tips also promise to 
help your real life golf game). The red zone at the 
top of the swing meter is now called the "Tiger 
Zone" . Swinging into this zone gives you a longer 
shot, but it's harder to keep the ball on target. Play 
as Tiger against the computer and get a birdie, 
eagle or better and you will enter "Tiger Charge", 

which essentially gives the momentum of the 
game to Tiger. There are also "Tiger Vision " 
controls, which lets a player choose a safe or 
aggressive shot. 

genre will be an analog swing, 
which utilizes the analog sticks of 
any analog control pad. This inter
esting development has the 
potential to somewhat realistical
ly recreate an actual swing. All the 
normal game modes are planned, 
but a new practice driving range, 
chipping green and putting green 
are good ideas whose time has 
finally come. 

.PLAY 

The game isn't completely about the 
license, though. There are seven other 

a Throughout the game, 17 different 
"Tiger Tips" will - up and give yau 
tips on improving yaur game both "-1 
the couch and in the outdoon. 

The potential for Tiger Woods 
'99 is incredible. With all the 
planned features, this game could 

very well surpass 
that potential. 

◄ Dynamic 
camera 
angles will 
follow the 
ball 

through 
flight. w. 

believe that 
the lall Control 

indic-on 
screen may allow 

the player lo have an 
eH.ct in trajectory after the ball 11 hit. 
This something that gatfen around the 
warld have always wished they could da. 

We'll run through the first hole at Sawgra 
playing a hole in '99 will look. If you do w 

from hole to hole. Th will also d 
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Plough through five continents with extreme 

prejudice. And a grenade launcher. 

Annihilate your way through 15 levels 
of high-res mercilessness. 

< . . ..... . .... 

Discover what it takes to send 
shivers down your soul. 

Check your gut in manic, 

eyeball-blistering action . 

Enjoy international diplomatic immunity 
with a set of 9mm's as your passport. 

\ 
... 

.. ·-.. 
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PREV1EW5 
Publisher 989 Studios 
Developer 989 Studios 

Release Date Now Available 
Type Car Combat 

Your insurance rates just went up 

ou know, Twisted Metal's been around since the launch of the PlayStation. That's 
three years, folks, and what better way to kick off the third year with a new 

version of the game? 
As reported last month, Twisted Metal 3 will feature 12 cars, each with its own char-

acter and his/her own reason for entering the race. Each car can pick up weapons strewn , 
about the arena, or utilize its own unique offensive/defensive measure against the pack. 
There's also eight open arenas, ranging from the familiar terrain of Washington D.C. and 
Los Angeles, to the atypical North Pole and Area 51. There will also be a few specific 
multiplayer arenas as well. 

Speaking of which, probably the biggest deal regarding the new sequel is Twisted 
Metal 3's ability to have four players in the fight on one system. 

The screen will be separated into four sections, and each play
er will have his own perspective. As of right now, the two play
er splitscreen mode runs well, but it remains to be seen if 
989 Studios' 30 engine can handle the four-screen load. 

Even so, the game will feature system link-up for four players, 
two on each system. 

We've taken a look at an early 
version of the game, and the most 

obvious feature is the game's outra
geous physics. 989 Studios' has coined it 

TruPhysics, but it's more exaggerated than 
realistic. Stop too quickly in a powerslide and 

you'll find your car fl ipped over and vulnerable to 
attacks. Cars will also bounce and careen off 
hills. Add to this a few grinding music tracks 
from Rob Zombie, and you've got more of 
that insane energy the series is known for. 
989 Studios does have big shoes to fill
after all, Single Trac handled the first two 

◄ Would you buy a 
used ice cream cone 
from this, um, 
clown? We wouldn't! 

versions and 
zoomed out of the 
series with Rogue 
Trip for GT Interactive. 
But from what we've seen 
and played so far, it seems 

the team is capturing the magic that's integral 
to the design of the Twisted Metal series. 

0£C£M8£A 1998 

& Like the previaus versians, Twisted 
3 will have a split screen for furious 
multiplayer action. 



lwry - el the.,_ ha1 ill own .,....=_.. look, mald"I 
every encl environment 
werth•• . 

Can an American-made 
RPG succeed against the 
big boys in Japan? 

hen the US branch of Square 
closed its doors at its 

Washington offices, the internal 
development team (responsible for 
translating some of their great 1 &-bit 
RPGs and developing Secret of 
Evermore) went looking for a new 
home. Some of them landed at Crave 
Entertainment and have been hard at 
work ever since on their first 32-bit 
title, Shadow Madness. 

Much in the same vein as 
Xenogears or Final Fantasy VII, 
Shadow Madness features a tum
based battle system as well as an epic 
story spanning 30-40 hours of game
play. Centered around the journey of a 
young man named Stinger, the story 
of the game unravels like a good 
mystery, beginning with the destruc
tion of Stinger's 
home town. With 
his family gone 
and his home 

destroyed. 
he must set out and find the 
cause of this event, while 
seeking out the root of the 
plague that seems to be taking over 
the entire continent, town by town. 
And this is where the title of the game 
fits in. Shadow Madness is an epi
demic within the game that causes 
insanity in every person that it infects. 

In addition to the deep storyline, 
the game also features prerendered 
backgrounds, much akin to those in 
SaGa Frontier or Final Fantasy VII, fully 
polygonal characters/enemies and a 
completely original battle system. The 
guys at Craveyard have even thrown 
in a beautifully orchestrated sound
track and lots of CG cinemas to get 
the player involved quickly. With all of 
these features, will Shadow 
Madness be the game to 
break through Japan's 
domination of the 
console RPG mar
ket? You· II be able to 
see for yourself 
when the game 
ships this February. 
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• A ..- ..... of the ....,. i1 .,..... try

ing lo piece ............... - "' 
the plague ...t who exoctly ii 

i..t.Tnd al"' .... dutructlon. 

◄ Neatly _,. object in 
.... .,...._,_lo 
be examined ...t i
actwcl with, clown lo .... 
book■ onthe ■helw■ or 
the bollle1 lyine _.... 
a,_,.. 

With a unique and original battle system in 
place, don't expect this game to be just like any 
other RPG! 

• lo • 
.. n.. .... o1.......,m1c1....i1ona ..... ..-i..-,,_ Clllllonl that niplace .... 
typical tum baMc1 1111G ........., 

aH "' .... ;...,._ - into ........... 
J 
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Introducing Video Game Xploder~ -the ultimate video game enhancer for PlayStati 

See everything you've been looking 

for. Hidden levels. Special vehicles 

and weapons. Infinite health. Video 

Game Xploder comes pre-loaded 

with thousands of codes for your 

favorite games. Forget about entering 

dozens of codes-our exclusive MegaCodes make it quick 

and easy to enter even the most complicated cheats. 

Plus, you'll never run out of room-no video game enhancer 

has more memory than Xploder. Get new codes from your 

favorite magazines, our hotline or our website. And with 

our exclusive Xlink software*, you can create codes and 

save your best games right off your memory card onto 

your PC for back-up or e-mail. Oh, and about those 

bathing suit codes? We're working on them. 

www.xgeargames.com 

G l:AR P'OR GAMl:R■"' 

*XLINK Software requires XLINK cable, sold separately. IC)! 998 USA BLAZE Xploder is a trademark of USA Blaze. 

Sony is a trademark of Sony, Inc. Playstation is a trademark of Sony Computer Entertainment America. Nintendo 64 is a trademark of Nintendo of America Inc. 

This product is not sponsored, endorsed or approved by Sony or Nintendo. 





Publisher THD 
Developer Polygon Magic 

Release Oete March '99 
Type Fighting 

octay, 1n the crowded market of fighting games, it is always nice to see a 
company try and do something different. With Shao Lin, THQ is looking 

to te~e some of the traditional game elements, that fighting fans are used to, and 

throw th m straight out the window. 
lnstoad of the standard one-on-one combat, Shao Lin will allow up to four play-

4 The hard part about a four-player fight
ing game i1 trying la keep track of all of 
yaur oppanenll. 
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4 Considering how early these Kreen1ho11 
are, the characters already laak quite 
detailed and lifelike. 

rs to compete against each other. That means special moves and attacks are now 

going to have to cover much more area than they normally would. Perhaps, there 

might even be some team-up moves. The game is also going to include a rather 

unique Quest Mode that allows players to travel all around China, and compete 

against progressively stronger opponents. 

Y Haldi and throws are going la play a very important part in Shaa Lin, sa every 
charocter has Mveral of them. 

The big problem that Polygon Magic has to tackle is to make sure that all the 

characters look detailed and move extremely smooth, especially when there are 

Y Hopefully a sidestep move will be 
Implemented that wauld allaw play· 
era la dodge mast -lu. 

four of them onscreen at once. If the compa
ny can keep that in mind when designing the 
game, then Shao Lin could very well be the 
next step in the evolution of fighting games. 

◄ Aerial attacks, 
like this jumping 
kick are both quick 
and highly damag· 
ing. le sure and 
stay aut of the way. 

ma es 19 c anges to 
sic puzzle game 

ell, it's like clockwork. Every year, Taito releases a new 
Bust a Move game. It doesn't make a lot of changes, 

mind you, but then again, it hasn't needed to, since this is arguably 
one of the best puzzle games of all time. But change it finally did. 
and the fourth version in the series marks a very significant depar
ture from the formula. 

4 Even with the changes, an overwhelming auault i1 still the 
way to win. 

For those not familiar with the series, the concept is simple. 
Each player shoots bubbles from the bottom of the screen to the 
top. Match at least three colors and the bubbles get eliminated, 
and any bubbles attached to the disappearing bubbles drop, toss
ing them onto your opponent's side. Like Bust a Move 3 and 
Super Puzzle Fighter II Turbo, players can choose different char

acters with different patterns, giving different 
strategic advantages when playing an opponent. 

New additions to version 4 include a brand 
new combo system, where additional co/ors can 
be eliminated when dropping bubbles, pulleys, 
where adding or dropping bubbles changes the 
height on one side, and an edit mode, where you 
can create your own diabolical puzzle setups. 

With improved graphics and flashier ani
mation, Natsume's Bust a Move 4 could be a good 
improvement over its original PlayStation version. 

• Player• can choose from ten characters, 
each with a different pattern. Check aut 
Marino'• deadly wild card1I 

0£C£MB £A 1 998 

► TV-style 
.,,...,.tation 
adds realism la 
this hot title. 

1N YOUR 
-F-Rce! 

gam pi y more 
ess1ve moves, and newer player attitude 

1111 hether or not the 1998 NBA 
a.:.:J Season ever gets started, one 
thing is for sure, you'll be able to play it with 

a new realism and panache in EA's upcoming 
NBA Live '99. 

EA's updated game looks to present 
basketball fans with a phenomenal new flair in 

realism-actual photographic facial textures of 
every single player in the league (well, almost) 

that portray a range of emotional responses. 
Slip by an opponent, double-pump, and slam 
the ball, and watch your player holier in tri
umph or pose in the defensive player's face. 

EA Sports went ahead full throttle 
with this year's model. Graphically, it's a whole • NBA Live 99 i• •tacked with mar• fluid mave• and realism. 

The Arcade made i1 especially fun for in·your•foc• dunks and 
new, smooth operation. In addition to improved unearthly mav ... 

animation (80% complete in our version), and high- ---------- - - --- ---

ly-textured, 3D polygonal players, the entire game 
seems to feel much more like real basketball. Players dig down into 

position, and have defensive options to steal and hand-check. When on 

offense, they can pass behind the back, crossover, and own a gaggle of 

dunk options. Hopefully, in the final version, the game will move as smooth
ly as it's intended to. 
Of course, no EA game would be complete without a full license, and this 

year's game includes the full NBA license. 
EA also seems to have learned a few th ings from its arcade competition, 

Midway. This year's version comes full packed with Arcade mode. Supernatural 

spin slams, air-borne moves, and other extended physical abilities (as well as 

funked up sound effects). are all part of this new mode, which lets fun-filled slop 
rule the roost. The Sim mode hasn't been replaced, of course, it's just now part 
of many other options (and you know how EA loves its options). 

Another new mode is Quick Start, which after two button clicks gets you 
instantly on the court and playing. For trading fans and recruit 

junkies, new GM features appear in Season mode, in 
which players can select quick or full draft mode, trade, 

reject or pick up available players. Adding to that is full 
dual shock and analog control, player chatter, and 
coach and audience calls to enhance the game's 
audio realism. 

All in all, NBA Live '99 looks to seriously 
counter any b-ball competition. If the game maintains 

a consistent frame rate, player speed can be maxi
mized, and the moves animate as 

Now you can actually see what crosses a 
player's face after being totally juked out of his 
socks by an opponent. 

smoothly as they're promising to, 
this version will satisfy any 

hoops fans. 

HOT 
HOO.PS! 

Whether you like taking it to the hole 
or shooting from downtown, NBA 

Live '99's got your game! 

4 ln-nt replays give excellent slaw-motian insight inla your 11am or slick mave. 
Check aut the focial expreuian oftarward1. This i1 just - of 30 focial expru1ian1 

faatured in the new players. 
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Publisher 3DD 
Developer Cyclone 

Release Date Now Available 
Type Action/Strategy 

In ·ense acti n wi h a bit of added strategy 

prtsmg X has continued to take on its full form since our last look. Just 
recently, those wily guys at Cyclone dropped off a playable demo with all 

of the features installed. This means that we were able to play through the differ
ent m1ss1ons with all of the different weapons available. Cool. 

Upnsmg X is a hybrid action/strategy game that puts you in control of a high 
power tank. What makes this game different and more exciting than your ordinary 
tank game is the ability to call in support units like bombers, infantry, aircraft. and 
more tanks. Before you can call these units in, however, you must first build and 
defend your citadel and some factories for the units you wish to produce. 

The play mechanics are tough and take some time to get used to, 
but with a dual shock and some practice, they become second 

Y The battlefield becomes quite 
chaotic when bath sides have all of 
their troops summoned. It's up lo 
you lo make the difference for 
your side. 

nature. You'll be calling in 
units to get you out of 
hot spots like a pro. 

There are also a vari
ety of two player 
modes, which include co-
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op, deathmatch, and the perennial favorite, 
squash the soldiers, in which two players try 
to run over as many infantry units as possible 
in a limited amount of time. We have no idea 
who thought of this mode, but they should 
get a raise. 

-----------, & After you take manual 

Overall, the game is looking great 
and features something different in this very 

crowded Christmas season. Look for a review in 

Publisher ASC 
Developer RealSport 

the next issue or two. 

Release Dete March 
Type Racing 

The racing veteran offers more than just his name 

D wo-time Winston Cup Champion Jeff Gordon has 
more than lent his name to ASC's new futuristic rac
ing title. He apparently gets with the design team 

and plays the game in its current state annually. The assump
tion is that this will lead to a racing experience that truly feels 
authentic, as well as wielding some interesting innovations. 

Actual gameplay consists of racing futuristic cars that 
reach 300 m.p.h. against twelve opponent cars on eight dif
ferent tracks. Much of the fun to be had will come from the 
fantasy designs of the courses, which feature steep banks, 

loop turns, jumps and multiple branches. The team is also 
hard at work trying to insure that the physics caused by such 
designs are accurate. To help players cope with the new 
experiences, Jeff Gordon will act as the player's mentor 
through the first stages, but when you're good enough, he 
will become your greatest competition. Competition will also 
come from human opponents with the inclusion of a two
player, split screen mode, but those lucky few with the set up 
will be very happy to know that a link mode is planned. 

Car designs are aerodynamic and are engineered for tight 
handling control at high speed. The car physics will reflect 
this, which implies some degree of sophistication. Hopefully, 
the subtleties that only an expert like Jeff Gordon can bring 
to a game will shine through in the final product, since any 
racing title will need all the 
help it can get in the 
crowded PlayStation 
racing genre. 

◄ Crashes involve lots 
of effects, like smoke 
and sparks, At speeds 
of around 300 m.p.h., 
you're 1ure to see plenty 
of them. 

◄ The 
futuristic 
graphics 
are 
dramatic 
and the 

cool ~t'ring 
enhances 

the look. 

control of the citadel, you 
can place your factories 
around your ~meter, a1 
well as any defensive 
turnts you've deployed. 

◄ Every unit has its uses. 
Even the infantry can be 
goad in the right situcrtions. 
They're also lots of fun lo 
run over in your wraith. 





Release Date January '99 
Type Action/Adventure 

rom our first preview, in 
the July issue, you 

should already know that 
Monkey Hero plays a lot like the 

Super Nintendo version of Zelda. 
And just like in Zelda, the game is 
broken up into two key gameplay 

elements: puzzle solving and fighting. 
Most of the puzzles are of the standard 
"find the key, open the door" variety, but 
there are plenty of them that will require 
some serious thought. Combat is basically 
handled with a single button, but there are 
three different styles of attacks you can 

. Mott oftan, charactan will 
h<tlpful hintt and information. 

► ................. u...ilnalatefplacu ..........,_the ....... ......__...., _ 
INffl 1-fwawith the...........,. 11,ey are 
jult there to provide _...,..,.. •. 

do, which include Basic, Charge-up 
and Projectiles. And, of course, as 
you progress further into the game, 
your attacks become much more 
powerful. You will also be able to 
cast more spells, such as fireballs. 

Graphically, Monkey Hero is very 
clean looking. The environments don't 
necessarily have a lot of detail to them, 
but what's there looks quite good. There is 
also a lot of texture and background vari
ety. This is quite a feat, if you consider that 
some of the stages are 1600 screens in 
size. We just hope that this continues 
throughout the whole game. Lighting 
effects. such as flames and moonlight, are 
also used a lot and help to give the game a 
very distinct look. 

Not surprisingly, Monkey Hero is shai:>
ing up to be a pretty good game. There is 
simply nothing really like it on the 
PlayStation, so we expect it to be pretty 
popular when it gets released this upcom
ing January. And of course, you can expect 
a full review from the PSM crew. 
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ack in the hey-oay of arcade games, one of the 
more original and amazingly popular titles was a 

little shooter called Asteroids. Now. many years later. 
Activision is gearing to release the 
classic to an entirely new genera
tion and in an entirely new form. 

In order to bring Asteroids up to 
date, Syrox Development has made 

► Players can 
select from three 
new ships, each 
with their own 
special-pan. 

some major changes to the game. Obviously, the graphics 
had to be updated, which they are. Now, players find them
selves flying through multicolored Nebulas and Super Novas as 
they attempt to blow up everything in sight. There has also been a simul
taneous two-player mode added. so you no longer have to wait for your 
turn. Other new additions include power-up icons that will randomly appear, 
and a selection of three separate ships to choose from. The original arcade 

a There ant plenty of things to shoot, 
and a lot of them aren't even asteroids. 

version of the game is even 
here. but only the best players 
will discover where it is hidden. 

Considering how popular 
the classic Asteroids was. it 
seems to make sense that nos
talgic gamers will be eagerly 
awaiting this title. We'll just 
have to see if it can still main
tain that true Asteroids feel 
after all the graphic eye-candy 
has been added. 

Publisher Midway 
Developer Radical Entertainment 

Release Dote 4th lltr '98 
Type Action 

The Hong Kong ac 10n ma learns so e unts 

D ruthfully, in the realm of action heroes. very 
few are as impressive as Jackie Chan. His 

death-oefying stunts, combined with his endless wit, 
have won him millions of fans around the world. Now. 
Radical Entertainment is teaming up with Jackie in 
order to bring his personality and martial arts expertise to 
the videogame world - the end product of which will be 
Jackie Chan: Stunt Master. 

" With the addition of Rames and lighting 
effects, this ltmtl ntally looks like a Hong 
Kong alleyway full of thugs. 

Since the last preview of this game, PSM has gotten 
its hands on a playable demo that features two all-new 

levels, the Fish Market and the Subway 
Tracks. The Fish Market throws 

Jackie into unfamiliar settings 
where he must face off against 

several thugs, as well as masked 
ninja. Fortunately, Jackie has some 

cool new moves, such as the roll 
and triple-punch combos, that he can 

use against them. The Subway Tracks pro
vide even more of a challenge, forcing Jackie to 

jump from train to train as he attempts to dodge pipes 
and ventilation ducts. Sounds dangerous, doesn't it? 

Now you know why no insurance companies will 
insure him. 

a Danger doesn't always come in the form 
of men with guns. This manhole provas that. 

a It's gaocl that Jackie's familiar with hang
ing on for dear life. After all, he's gaing to ba 
doing it a lot in this game. 
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Publisher Jaleco 
Developer Hudson 

Release Oete January '99 
Type Strategy 

Mad military strategy makes a 32-bit comeback 

ilitary Madness is a household 
name for many who went 

through the 16-bit era. One of 
the very first games avail
able for NEC's T urbografx-
16 console, the game devel
oped a cult following that 
remains faithful to this very day. 
Now it's re-enlisting for a new tour of duty 
on PlayStation, and is being outfitted with 
new looks and options in the process. 

In their quest for lunar conquest or defense, players control 
one of two intergalactic forces on the ground and in the air. As 
in the original game, all movement occurs on a hex-based ter
rain map, but this time battles are a purely polygonal affair. Just 
like the pencil and paper strategy games of old, players position 
their troops and vehicles one-by-one before entering the 
combat round. 

-RESENT 
-ARms! 

Combat itself is 
non-interactive, 
though cinematic 
effects and giant 
explosions are 

used extensively to convey 
the feeling of being in the heat 
of the battle. Each of the many 
unit types has its own 
strengths, weaknesses, and 
movement radius per turn, and 
each side's effectiveness is 
affected depending on the 
type of terrain they're 
attacking from. 

Beyond the game's flashy new looks and re-recorded audio 
lies another new feature: the construction mode. Via its sim
plistic interface, players can create their own maps and use 
them in either one or two-player battles. Additional modes new 
to the game include Legend Story, which brings back all of the 
16-bit game's scenarios; Campaign, which features scenarios 
chosen by Hudson via a special contest; and a quick start option 
to play through scenarios you've already beaten. 

Combining the same simplistic, yet engrossing gameplay as 
its predecessor and brave new looks, Nectaris might just be the 
ticket for fans of the original and those seeking to add a little 
strategy to their gaming diet. We'll tell you how it shaped up in 

a future issue. 

No strategy game worth its weight in 
depleted uranium is complete with
out a hefty arsenal, although you 

won't see some of them until later in 
the game. Nectaris' map editor lets 

you place 'em anywhere you wish for 
the ultimate custom battle. 

► Nectaris features all manner of military vehicle,, 
-h with diffwent maneuvering 

• oc h \HIit It , hown In full polygonal 
... , durint battle, however ,malt they ....., .... 

capabilitieo and armament. 
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Experience the rush of full-throttle 30 off-road racing as never before with ten all new, fully-customizable 

rally cars and trucks, eight extreme courses, killer sounds from Guttermouth, Wick and One Hit Wonder, plus 
complete compatibility with the Dual Shock"' Analog Controller. Create your own off-road experience or edit 
an existing course with the revolutionary Rally Cross 2 track editor. Think you own the road? You may be right 
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HOT PRODUCT INFO: 
www.psygnosls.com 

More than 200 levels of addictive ~uzzle madness 
provide hours of challenging gameplay 

Innovative 3D platforms allow you to flip the 
playing perspective 360 degrees 

Pick up coins, gems and fruit, and dodge 
countless perilous obstacles 

Test your memor_y a,ainst a friend in the 
2-player "Copy Cat' mode 
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OF MR. DOMINO ADDICTION 
As reported by OFFICIAL PLAVSTATION MAGAZINE 

~□ 

~@~@~~©[E~ fr@~ 
("heh heh. What a silly little game .. .'') 

~□ 

illJ [E[m ~~[ ' 
("I'm only playing until the next level."} 

tD□ 

~[ID[ID~©1J~®~ 
("I'm only playing until I 1et to the next level 

-and this time I mean it. DO YOU HEAR 
ME MR. DOMINO?!? ONLY ONE MORE!!!"} ,., 

lO 1998 ART0INK. All Righls Reserved. C 1997 HAKUH000 Inc. all rights reserved 
PlaySlation and the Playstalion logos are reg1s1ered trademarks of Sony Computer 
Entenainment Inc . Acclaim is a division end registered trademark of Acclaim , 
Entertainment, Inc. «i and lO 1998 Acclaim Entertainment, Inc . All rights reserved. 

\ 
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www.acclaim .net 
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Gul.lty Gear unlocl-l the bosses 
and their moves 

U 
nlike many fighting games, there ters. Because of this, you will definitely f 

happens to be very little in the way want have access to them for your two- / 
of hidden secrets within Guilty Gear. player Vs game sessions. There is a hard / 

There are three playable bosses, however, way and an easy way to open them and 
which raises the amount of characters in the we'll tell you about both. We're also setting \ 
game to 13. All three are effective fighters, but you up with some moves lists, so you can ~ 

_n~~ ~~ ?! ~~~a~~~-~~t~_t~~ ~~~-~f_t~~-c_h_a~~~~. -~~~~ ~~ ~~~ ~~~ ?! ~~~~ _b~~~ ~~~~~~-•• •• ·\ · •••• 

Opening The Boss Characters 

Oc c«MB £~ 19 9 8 
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There are two ways to open the boss characters, the hard (legitimate) way and the On the other hand, who has time to sit down and play through a complete game 
easy (cheat code) way. We, of course, recommend that you put in 
the time to earn them by playing through the game. The experience 
will only make you a better player and since you invested some 
money when you bought it, you should try to get the most out of it. 

these days? For this reason, the cheat to immediately access 
the bosses is also included. Once a boss or all the bosses are 
opened, you will only be able to play as them in the two-play
er Versus mode or in the Training mode, not in Normal Mode. 

THE HARD WAY THE EASY WAY 
To play as Testament, finish the game with any character. Press and hold ♦ + D + L 1 + R2 after the PlayStation logo 

screen and before the Atlus loading screen when you first put 
in the game disc. A loud clanking sound will confirm that the 
code was successful. Testament, Justice, and Baiken will 
then be available through the versus and training modes. 

To play as Justice, finish the game with any character. 

To play as Baiken, defeat her. To fight against Baiken, defeat Justice 
using either Ky or Sol without losing a round. 

... Once the ....._ ""- been 
unlocked In either huhian, you wll 
find them on the cha- ..a.et 
ICl'Mfl ol both the Training Mode 
and ,_player Venus Mode. 

Boss Moves 
Once you've opened the bosses, you will need 
some moves to use the characters effectively 
against a friend in the Versus Mode. But first you can 
select them in the Training Mode to practice their 
moves and combos. 

: TESTAMENT : JUSTICE 
: Height: 185 cm : Profile: 
: Blood Type: : Height: 232 cm 
• unknown : Blood Type: 
: Weight: 73 kg : unknown 
: Nationality: • Weight: 221 kg 
: Switzerland : Nationality: 
: Birthday: May 9 : unknown 
: Eye Coler: Red : Birthday: 
: Hobby: Enjoys : September 2 
: massacres and : Eye Coler: Yellow 
: plays around : Hobby: Sleeping 
! with children ! Treasure: Himself 
• Treasure: His : Dislikes: Humans 
: father • 
: and potatoes : As the comman-

All the following moves are performed when 
your character is facing right. When facing left, sim
ply reverse the directional inputs. We also use the 
default button configuration for all the moves. Some 
moves can be charged for a level two or three exe
cution, while others can be done in the air. Each char
acter also has a super move that can only be done 
when the power gauge is maxed out and the player's 
life bar is solid yellow. Each of these variations are 
noted with the move. 

: Dislikes: Saitoryuu Kojitsu (martial arts style) and : der of all Gears, he once dominated as the "God of 
BAIKEN : old memories : Destruction". Because he was too powerful and too 
Profile: : malevolent, he was sealed five years ago by the 
Height: unknown : Testament is the mastermind behind the tournament. : Sacred Knights after the end of the Crusade. Revived 
Blood Type: unknown : whose only goal is to revive Justice. His memory was : by Testament, his objective is to rid the world of all 
Weight: unknown : altered after being tested under Gear experimenta- : human beings. 
Nationality: Japan : tion. Testament's wish for peace long ago is now bent : 
Birthday: unknown ___ -a; : towards destruction. : MOVES 
Eye Coler: Light-brown • You might say that this is the • : S.B.T.: +, ♦ , " + X 
Hobby: unknown ~i:,t.:::,1c.:::i;: ~'=" : MOVES • Michael Sword: +, • , +, " , • + 0 
Treasure: unknown arm doesn't hamP." lalken'• : Phantom Soul: +. " . • + D : Imperial Ray: • , + , " , ♦ , " , • + 6 
Dislikes: All Gears speed 0

' skills with the sword. : Exe Beast: +. " , ♦ , " , • + 0 : Valkyrie Arc: ♦ , " , • + D while blocking 
: Grave Digger: ♦ , " • • + 6 : Gamma Ray: • . +. • . " . +. " . + + 0 - super move 

Baiken is a survivor from the lost ancient nation of what : Panzer Centipede: • . +. " + 6 : Special Ability: Justice can dash in the air three 
was then known as Japan. Left with one eye and one : Dimension Size: +. " . + + X : times consecutively 
arm, she seeks revenge against the atrocities of what : Nightmare Circula: +. " . • + 0 - super move 
the Gears did to her. 

MOVES • Tatami Gaeshi: +, " . • + X - can be charged to level : 
two or three and can be done in the air 
Kamaitachi: + , " · + , " · • + O 
Yozansen: • . +. " + 6 - can be done in the air 
Sanzuwatari: ♦ , " • • . " , +. " , + + 0 - super move 

_J ' ·:~:t: ~-.·~·,· .. -
·---. 

I~~ - ♦ --."-
~• -~· 

_t,~ ··, _ 
··,.:,,i..~"' ··:-.,~~ --- --.: 

◄ Testament is 
seriously fn,c,ky with 
his mauive acythe • 
and Gothic drag look. • 
He has a unique ~ 
capture move that 
willhold__,is 
in place while he 
1lap1 them silly. 

l ···" . ,,,~ .. ___ ~~,t! · t 

-~ .J " . ~ 

;/ j - ~, 

f ,.. , ' I"""" .,. . 

_ ...,l ,, L 

◄ Justice 's mech 
design 11 sick, to say 
the least, It incorpo· 
rates a tail which he 
uses to slash and 
throw opponents, 
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Brave Fencer Musashi 
boss and 
secrets guide ( 

S 
quare's latest role-playing title isn't quite like what you'd style, they've also included enough secrets and sub-missions to 
expect from the king of RPGs. Using action to tell the keep the experience deep. But in the PSM trademark style, we're 
story of Brave Fencer Musashi will test your skills, as here to help you through the rough spots and give you the tips 

well as your patience, Y!hen you come up against some of the you need to solve 
toughest bossest in 30 gaming yet. And in the Square trademark those secrets. 

TI-IE BOSSES 
Every boss in the game, with the exception of the 
three Force Leaders in Chapter Six, will require you to 
seek out a way to destroy its Crystal Core. The attack 
patterns will vary, but you can only do damage to each 
of them by slashing at these Crystals. The trick is get
ting the boss to expose its Crystal and that's where the 
responsibility lands in your lap. You'll need to use all of 
your resources and elemental abilities to get through. 
Good luck and get playing. 

\TEAM KHIC.HT 

U During the 
third part of the 
fight, wat<h for 
the Steam 
Knil!::;• shadow 
:' avoi~round 

being 1ma1hedl 

Upon confronting Thirstquencher's massive Steam 
Knight. you'll get some extra help from two pointing 
arrows. Your objective in the first part of the fight is to 
swipe at each of its two front legs. When it begins 
swinging the iron ball, jump out of the way (you can't 
run fast enough in most cases) and you'll most likely be 
bi to avoid damage. Use Lumina to whack at its legs 
nd th fight will end more quickly. Once you've 

~nock d out both legs, knock away the red flag on its 
1b<lmn n and hit the green crystal to take off some of 

11· I IP Pick It up and toss it through the wall and it will 
lnrt tlu light over again on its other two legs. Once 

yo11'v1 ~11ock d It through the far stone wall, the fight 
I, ( 1!11' I htll d1ff rent. 

W 111 h lor tll St m Knight's shadow to avoid get-
1I11 1 Itrn11p1 <I 011 111tl wh n It lands, try to swipe at its 

crystal to inflict some damage. Once you've depleted 
its HP meter, this robot's history! 

...._ Protect your 
friends by 
stomping with 
your Earth Scroll 
ability when 
this ba11 Kales 
the wall,. 

This guy can be tough! The trick to keeping him at bay 
is to keep moving and to constantly power up your 
Earth Scroll ability to rain down bombs or stones on 
him. You can avoid his breath sweep by outrunning it; 
dodge its poisonous tail eruptions by running around 
the arena: and it's easy to jt.:mp over its tail spins. If you 
get poisoned, your friends will usually cart across an 
herb to cure you. Shake it down by stomping and you'll 
be back to normal. When it tries to climb the sides of 
the arena to get at your friends on top, simply stomp 
with the Earth Scroll ability to knock him off. 

After knocking him around with the bombs or big 
stones being carted across the top of the arena, look 
for the Skullpion to open its mouth and expose its 
glowing blue core. Only when it's glowing can you 
strike it and do some damage to its HP meter. Hit the 
core three times and you'll win the battle! 

CREIT C.UARDIAH: RELIC KEEPER 
The Relic Keeper can be one tough boss to live 
through, but if you keep your Water Scroll ability con
stantly enabled, the fight will be easier. With a ton of 
attacks, the best way to suNive them intact is to 
always anticipate what the Relic Keeper will do next. 

◄• Alway1 k
yourW
Scroll powered 
up to protect 
you from taking 
damage from 
the flames. 

Avoid its blue flame wave by double-jumping from the 
far edge of the platform to the center; avoid its flame 
sword attack by protecting yourself with the Water 
Scroll bubble and running to the opposite side of the 
platform; you can outrun its floating flame; and its cen
ter flame spiral is easy to live through if you have the 
bubble protecting you and you avoid jumping or mov
ing too much. You can even double jump over its spin
ning blue flame attack by double jumping over its arms. 

But how do you damage it? Shoot its various forms 
with your water bubbles (you can only damage the 
orange flame, not the blue flame form) and once you 
inflict enough damage, the Relic Keeper will break 
down, allowing you to swipe at the Crystal Core in its 
eye. Keep up the fight by shooting at the flames and 
you'll be able to get three strikes at the Crystal Core 
and the Relic Keeper will be history. 

(REIT C.UARDIAH: FROIT DRAC.OH 
At first, the Frost Dragon appear to be a tough foe. It is, 
but there's an incredibly easy way to beat him. First off, 
when you confront it on the skinny platform, take a few 
shots at him with your Flame Scroll ability as it passes 
through, to get it to break the high platform to the right. 
When the arrow begins to blink to the right, GET MOV
ING! Jump on the high walkway and power up your 
Fire Scroll. Melt the icicles along the path to pass 
through (you only really need to melt them about 
halfway to jump over them) and get to the large plat
form at the end. 

When you reach the platform, the dragon will have 
three basic attacks. It will begin with either a neck 
sweep (double jump it) or a neck pound (keep moving 
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► 't" This is the 
only sofe spot in 
the roam when 
the Frost 
Dragon begins 

:::.,,-:i;,, tt: 
ice beam. 

three basic attacks. It will begin with either a neck 
sweep (double jump it) or a neck pound (keep moving 
and you'll be fine). Next, it will begin to shoot icy pro
jectiles at you, which can be easily double-jumped over 
as you move from left to right. Its last attack can be a 
killer if you don't know what to do. Once the dragon 
stops shooting icicles, it will start to power up. Watch 
which side it begins to sweep the room from with its 
ice beam. Run to the opposite side of the room, against 
the icicles along the back wall and you should be able 
to wait it out. While you're waiting, start powering up 
your Fire Scroll and when the ice beam ends, the drag
on will lay its head on the ground to rest. Shoot it with 
fireballs to do some damage and it'll start its attack pat
tern over again. After you do enough damage to it this 
way, it will collapse on the ground, allowing you to 
swipe the crystal core on its neck. Three hits and this 
dragon's a goner. 

◄• After whacking the 
Queen in the eye, make sure 

to watch for the glow on its 
toil to brighten, If it does, hit it 

with your cyclone ability to 
smack the Crystal Care. 

CREST C.UARDIAH: QUEEH AHT 
The Queen Ant is arguably one of the toughest foes in 
the game; even more so than the end bosses, we 
think. Best way to combat her is to double-jump her 
single claw sweep, whack her baby maggots to 
shreds, and run between the acid rain clouds that drop 
from the sky. Her belly spikes are easy enough to avoid 
by watching which part of her stomach twitches, then 
jumping to another section to dodge them. When she 
tries to grab you with both claws, MOVE!! This attack 
can take away up to 300 HP from your HP meter! 

The only way to do any damage to this insect is to 
swipe her eye when she lays her head down on her 
stomach. She'll usually do this after she attempts a sin
gle claw sweep. After you strike her eye, she'll either 
launch her maggots or the acid rain clouds. Once you 
strike her eye enough times, the crystal core in her tail 

will begin to glow. Use the Wind Scroll to spin across, 
clear the poisonous fog and strike the crystal. She may 
counter with a whirlwind of her own. If this happens, 
simply run towards her head. Keep up your 
dodge and attack patterns to swipe the crystal 
three times and finish off the 
Queen Ant! 

FORCE LEADER BEN 
Ben, while not necessarily 
the brightest guy, sure 
does pack a punch. He'll 
begin by throwing 
bombs on the ground. 
Use your Sky ability to 
float and find a safe 
spot to land without 
any bombs near it. Once 
all the bombs explode, 
he'll then throw three 
shuriken at you. Avoid 
them by going around or 
between them. You can 
avoid the spinning axes 
by double jumping, as 
well. Close in when he's 
throwing the axes and 
he'll eventually try to per-

A Ben's not the sharpest 
knife in the drawer. Avoid 
his bamb, and shuriken to 
put a dent in Ben's HP. 

form a lunge on you. Jump and run behind him to per
form your own combo when his back is turned. He'll 
start his pattern over. Keep swiping him when he goes 
for the lunge and you'll be able to 
whittle down his HP in no time. 

► You can usually avoid Ed', 
bauncing bamb1 by Kooting into the 
lower corner. Jump if a flame comes 
your way from the bamb1. 

.. 
FORCE LEADER ED 
Ed is probably one of the easiest 
bosses in the game, simply because 
his attack pattern is very simple to avoid. He'll start off 
the round by chasing you around the room with a large 
fire beam from a shielded spot in the center of the 
room. Double jump over the beam and carefully hop 
closer to where Ed is standing. Once he runs out of 
steam, he'll be vulnerable. Quickly run in for a quick 
combo and he'll regain his composure. Avoid his 
bouncing bombs by running to one of the lower cor
ners of the room. Wait out his bombing spree and he'll 
begin to power up his beam again. Keep up your pat
tern of attacking when he loses power after his fire 
beam and he'll join Ben in the loser's circle. 

FORCE LEADER TOPO 
The "fight" against Topo is more of a novelty than any
thing else. Instead of conventional battle against the 
mouse-eared girl, she'll challenge you to a Rave-Off. 
This segment will resemble Parappa more than any
thing else and involves remembering a pattern of but
tons to press. Topo will start off by showing you the 
pattern, then you'll have to accompany her through the 
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same pattern in 
time to the music. 
If you press the 
wrong button at 
anytime, you'll be 
blown back into an 
electrical current 

You'll have to 
cut a mean rug 
in order to 
defeat Force 
t.ader Topo. 
Start dancing! 

that takes off around 36 HP. 
There are three songs to "rave" to 
in order to beat Topo, and they can 
get pretty tricky. Here are the patterns 
to follow for each song: 
1 st song - □ be. X □ t:,. X O □ .e; 

1 
XD w XO 

2nd song - X ~ CTX 
XX O D 

◄-f Try to stay 
between the open 
eyes during this bost' 

laser attack to avoid 
getting blasted. 

CREIJ C.UARDIAH: TOWER OF DEATH 
The Tower of Death is absolutely no picnic, but with a 
level head and a little skill, it can be a little less difficult. 
Your objective is to strike the blue "eyes" that appear 
on random areas of the Tower. You must navigate the 
Tower by pressing X to move higher and the d-pad to 
control your direction. During the first phase of the 
fight, you must avoid touching the walls that pop out of 
the Tower. Move along in the direction of the level 
you're at to stay between the walls and move up or 
down to search for the blue eyes. 

After a while, electrical beams will begin to emit 
from some of the walls and these are easily avoided by 
simply staying out of the way. When the Tower's walls 
retract and the eyes begin to open, stay out of the way 
by sticking to the sections where the walls were. 
Lasers will be shot from the open eyes, and you'll have 
to avoid them while seeking out the blue eyes. The 
Tower's fourth attack will be to emit red rays from open 
eyes. The rays will confuse you and reverse your con
trols temporarily. Avoid them by staying in front of the 
the closed eyes if you can. Once you knock out enough 
blue eyes, the fight will be over and the Sky Crest will 
be liberated! 

DARK LUMIHA: IECOHD FORM 
Dark Lumina's dragon form isn't nearly as tough as it 
might be if you follow a few simple rules. Your objec
tive in this fight is to smack the crystal in the monster's 
head enough times to get it to glow bright red. To do 
this, you have to avoid a nasty right hand grab and a tail 
sweep. Get some distance between you and the boss. 
It will start to charge. Double jump towards the left s1d 
of its body (you'll be landing near its left foot). If you did 
it correctly, Lumina will grab and pause. Use this respIt 
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◄• Always fly in 
from the left 
aide of Dark 
Lumina'1 body 
in order to 
avoid gettins 
grabbed, then 
whack himl 

to power up your Sky Scroll and float from its left side 
to the right and smacking the crystal in between your 
glide. Run to the opposite side of the platform and start 
the process over again. 

After you hit the crystal four times, the dragon will 
change its attack. It will either jump up and spread two 
fire rings across the platform, or blow out a string of 
floating fireballs . Hide beneath its head to avoid either 
attack and afterwards, smack its lowered head to final
ly do some damage to its HP meter. Repeat this pat
tern, steer clear of its backside and you'll be victorious. 

DARK LUMIHR: FIHRLE 
The final form of Dark Lumina is powerful, indeed. With 
elemental attacks across the board, there is only one 
way to damage this guy. Dark Lumina will change col
ors throughout the fight and between attacks, he'll 
return to his normal white color for a VERY brief 
amount of time. Power up Fusion and throw it into him! 
Assimilate the sucker by rapidly tapping I to fill the 

meter. If you're quick enough, the 
meter will fill and the boss will turn 

into a small orb. Strike the orb and you'll 
do some damage to its HP meter! 

The order of Dark Lumina's attacks 
appear in this pattern: Fire Balls (run 

around and make your way to the 
center for attack), Sword Swipes 

(double jump the first attack, 

◄• Wait until Dark Lumina has 
returned lo its whitw color lo 
abaorb its powwa. 

then run around the second attack). Wind Blast 
(use the Wind Scroll to counter the blast and prepare to 
slow down for attack), Multiple Rush (watch for the line 
of attack from each form of Lumina and double jump 
out the way!), Water Drops (dodge them by running 
around the ringlets), Fire Rings (double jump over the 
three rings making your way to the center). Damage 
from each attack is massive, but they are easy to avoid. 
After every attack, counter with your Fusion assimilate 
ability and Dark Lumina will finally be destroyed! 

the secrets! 
THE B MIHXU LOCRTIOMS 
Hawker Steakwood and 
Shepherd Beefalo at the castle 
will tell you some interesting 
information about these elusive 
nocturnal creatures. They only 
appear after midnight and will dis
appear once daylight dawns. Grab 
one and throw it to obtain the pre
cious Longevity Berry that will 
increase your max HP by 25. 
There are 13 in all, and once 
you've retrieved all of the berries, 
you'll be able to face off with (lit
erally) the Mother of All Minkus. 
And she's pretty ticked. 

#1 . Near the upper 
entrance to Griffin VIiiage to 
the left of the Twlnpeak 
entrance and Gondola Offlca 

#2. In Somnolent Forest, on 
a hidden path through the 
trees. Find it near the bridge 
leading to the path with 
Sleepies on it 

#3. On top of the high cliff 
above the Earth Crest. running 
around near the Wind Crest. 
(You need the L-Brac:e to dimb 
the mountainside and you 
must have beaten the 
Skullplon Crest Guardian.) 

#4. On top of diff above the 

Gondola Offices near the airfan. 
(You need the L-Brace to climb 
the mountainside.I 

#5. At the foot of Twinpeak 
Mountain, on a ledge on the 
left below the first cave open
ing. (Drop to the left of the 
ICl'Nfl from the ledge leading 
into the first cave opening.I 

,e, On small Island in 
Underground Lake near the 
Mlstariaflows, 

'1, In CllVII wel down the 
town Well - the Quch. 
You'I need to aallvlll9 the 
WallrQ-alfllrdlfllllngthe 
RIie K...-llld ... the Wallr 
Scrallblltyw ... theWII 
......... 11. 

.......... you 
fought the Skullplon. ....... 1D 
1h11 .. altar you've ....... 
the Earth Saal. 

'9.lnasmalldNring_., 
the stream that runs throuth 
Somnolent Forest. Use the 
Water Scroll ability to explore 
the area of the stream that runs 
between the bridge leading to 
Steamwood Forest and the 
bridge leading to the path with 
Sleepies on it. 

· #10. Rat ledge on river• 
bank near the foot of Twinpeak 
Mountain, You can only access 

action fiaure collection 
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this area with the Water Scroll 
ability. Find it by crossing under 
the large pipe near the area 
where you had the climbing 
contest with Rootrick in Ch. 2. 

#11. Near the platform 
where you pick up the Wind 
Scroll. You must liberate the 
Are Crest and dimb up the 
CIVIi wall from the church Well. 

112. In Upper Mine, down 
the pa111111 leading to the left 
of the dead GIAnt. 

#13. In Upper Mine, past 
the windy tunnel with the 
Hopper plants in the tall mine
lhaft below the giant inactive 
llrfan. 

114 Mother Minku: Once 
you find and retrieve the 
Longevity Benies from each of 
the 13 Mlnkus in the game, 
hNd to the Palace and talk to 
Shepherd Beefalo. He'll men• 
tlon that there is a Mother 
Mlnku wandering the world. 
Headto MeMdering Forest and 
In the first area, you'll run 
smack dab into the Mother 
Minkul Attack it until it starts 
to fight back. then keep at her 
to eventually take her down. 
Once you do, she11 explode 
into lots of power-ups and 
goodies. It's a sad job, but 
somebody has to do it. 

Once you visit the'1oys! Toys! Toys! shop in Grillin Village, you'll discover that you can buy action figures of 
different enemies and characters in the game. Every time that you assimilate the ability of a new enemy, 1t 
should appear for sale at the store. There are seven sets or "series" in all, with between six and seven figures 
in each one. 

Most of the figures are easy to unlock at the shop, but the characters and enemies in Chapter Six won't 
be available until you finish the game and reload your "Clear" game save from a memory card. You 'll restart 
the game from where you left off in Grillin Village and you should be able to buy all of the figurines for Ch. 6 
at that point. The most difficult figures to unlock are those under the "Special" series label. For each of the 
figures to become available, you must complete certain individual requirements. Below is a list of the figures 
from the Special series and how to get them. 

SI.OT 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 

7 

AGURE 
Princess Fillet 
Jon & Leno 
Mom Minku 
Kojiro 
DLumina 1 
DLumina 2 

DLumina 3 

• loyal loyal loyal i1 only 
open certain times durins 
the clay and carries a limit
ed .-k of each toy that 
will increase in value at the 
game progresses. 

REQUIREMENT 
Rescue all 35 Palace Members 
Random availability 
Find and defeat the Mother Minku 
Talk to Mr. Lacter in Ch. 6 
Finish the game, save, then reload Clear save 
Finish the game a second time, save, then reload 2 d 
Clear save 
Finish the game a third time, save, then reload 

A Yau can look at your toy• 
in your room at the Palace. 
If you plan on selling them 
back to Kurt, leave them 
unopened and -it until he 
offers a gaad amaunt of 
money for them. 

• The action figure aide 
mi11ion in Brave Fencer is 
one of the coolest thins• 
we've ever come acrou in 
a gamel Hope they make 
real ones sometime soonl 

• Every time you begin a 
new chapter, Kurt will open 
up a new series of toys 
available at the shop. 
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.&. After you discover a Bincho Field, use Lumina to crack it open and rescue the person inside. Once they return to the Palace, 
visit them and they might just have something helpful to teach or give you. 

lSS 

the rescue list around the world of the game. It's not neccessary to save each and every Palace 
Member, but doing so will increase your BP meter as well as benefit you with tech
niques, items and services. 

At the beginning of the second chapter, you'll be asked by Steward Ribson to res
cue each of the 35 kidnapped Palace Members from Bincho Fields scattered 

NAME 
Guard Lumpwood 
Seer Bevearly 
Hawker Steakwood 

Maid Loinette 
Musicians (Pianissimeat) 
SoldierA (Lardwick) 
Mercenary C (Meitlofe) 

Carpenter A (Carvey) 

Knight B (Lardwick) 

Shepherd (Beefalo) 
Bailiff (Jerky) 

Taster (Salmonelli) 
Carpenter B (Cubey) 
Weaver (Dineretta) 

Soldier B (Hanky-Flanky) 
Knight A (Brisket) 

Cook A (Mary-Nade) 

Acrobat (Sausages) 

Mercenary B (Stue) 

Janitor (Sloppy-Joe) 
Artisan (Teebone) 
Carpenter C (Dicey) 

Musician C (Al Forte) 
Knitter (Lunchetta) 
Chef (Julienne) 

Mercenary A (Potrowst) 
Chief (Gravie) 
Cook B (Chiffonade) 

Conductor (Scores) 
Butcher (Chops) 
Knight C (Chucks) 

Doctor (Tung) 
Knight D (Rumparoni) 
Alchemist (Leaman) 

Librarian (Brisketta) 

LOCATION 
Somnolent Forest (past the circular stream near the Water Crest) 
Somnolent Forest (on top of large rock, must use Hop to reach her) 
Dead End 

Teaches you Dashing Pierce technique 
Steamwood Forest (near Earth Crest) 
Twinpeak Mountain 
Twinpeak Mountain (at end of dirt path at river's edge) 

Twinpeak Mountain 
(at foot of pole on the way up to the top near the second log) 
Twinpeak Mountain (down pole next to 1 st log) 

Twinpeak Mountain (beneath wooden bridge between caves) 
Restaurant Basement 
(in right hand mall from entrance hall to maze with shifting floors and spikes) 
Restaurant Basement (in maze leading to Relic Keeper) 
Restaurant Basement (in one of the dark "platform" rooms in Wisp maze) 
Twinpeak Mountain 
(double jump from pole near high waterfall to opposite ledge) 
Restaurant Basement (along wooden planks in revolving platform maze) 
Mine (in lower part of the room with conveyor belts, 
near entrance to room leading to Underground Lake) 
Underground Lake (on lowest level of island with the Mistaria flower on it) 

Steamwood Forest (on long rock strip to the right of path) 

Restaurant Basement (behind second zombie bowling pins, 
must use Bowl to break wall) 
Frozen Palace (behind Blue Eye door) 
Island of Dragons (near entrance) 
Mine (in upper part of room with conveyor belts leading to 
Underground Lake) 
Frozen Palace (second ice block maze near Green Eye door) 
Hell's Valley (past first two boulders using the Earth Scroll) 
Frozen Palace (on top of crates in room to the right of 
ice-block pushing penguins) 
Restaurant Basement (in maze with bowling balls) 
Underground Lake (on small island on outer perimeter of lake) 
Upper Mine (at end of path in area to the left of the poisonous fog 
and dead GiAnt) 
Upper Mine (near end of ant-ridden wooden walkway) 
Frozen Palace (on right balcony in main hall) 
Restaurant Basement (on lowest path in fourth darkened 
"ghost" room in maze with Wisps) 
Twinpeak Mountain (down alternate path while riding the raft from top) 
Upper Mine (in room at the end of the ant-ridden wooden walkway) 
Frozen Palace (in first ice block maze) 

Restaurant Basement (in second room on lower level of revolving block maze) 

THEIR FUNCTION AFTER BEING SAVED 
Allows unlimited access to Twinpeak Mountain 
Gives vague clues as to locations of Five Scrolls 
Gives you generic info on Minkus and Longevity 
Berries 

Adds flute to Palace orchestra 
Required to open Hell 's Valley entrance 
Required to open Hell 's Valley entrance; 
gives info on Theives' Hideout 
Required to help open Hell's Valley entrance; 
gives info on Gondola Gizmo 
Required to open Hell's Valley; 
teaches you Crossswise Cut technique 
Tells you about Minkus and Mother Minku 
Needed to unlock Riceballs as item 
at Grocery (requires Cook Mary-Nade to work) 
None 
Gives info on Gondola Gizmo; repairs Gondola 
Will make either L-Ouilt or L-Gloves from L-Cloth 

None 
Teaches you Tenderize technique 

Needed to unlock Riceballs as item at Grocery 
(requires Bailiff Jerky to work) 
Teaches you Shish Kebab technique 
(needs Clown Weinee and an Orange from the 
Grocery) 
Gives info on Theives' Hideout 

None 
Works on Fusion for higher attack power 
Gives info on Gondola Gizmo; fixes Gondola 

Adds drum to Palace orchestra 
Gives info about the L-Cloth 
None 

Gives ino on Theives' Hideout 
None 
Needed to unlock Neatballs as item at Grocery 

Adds violin to Palace orchestra 
None 
Teaches you Desperado technique 

Heals ailments; replenishes HP and BP 
Teaches you the SP-Rumparoni technique 
Hands out unlimited Alchemic Tarts that ~ 
restore BP by 10 ...., 
Translates more text for Scribe Shanks 
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Test Drive 5 
open the secrets and eHplore your road rage 

he instruction manual is pretty vague on how 
to open up Test Drive 5's vast amount of 
secrets and Easter eggs. It does go as far as to 

say that winning the different cups rewards players 
with hidden goodies, but what they are is only 

explained in the following guide. With this information, 

you will know whether you've found everything there is 

to find in the game. We also give you some simple tips 
on dealing with certain courses, as well as the best 

techniques for getting the most out of your road rage. 

The game is as much about taking opponents off the 
road as it is you trying to stay on it. Lastly, you'll 
want to check out the first few codes for the game 
given exclusively to PSM by the development team. 
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Sydney 
Take the left branch 
through the track. It's 
much quicker. 

Edinburgh 
Always take the right 
branch on roads with 
splits. Use a car with 
good turning ability 
and good speed. As 
you drive down the 
extremely steep hills, 
stay as far inside of 

the turns that are at the end of the hills as possible. 

5TRRT 157 

4 

' 
4 

, ; San Francisco 

• Jordan Circuit ; After Checkpoint 4, 

: After racing one lap, • slow down on the 

; when you go through ..,.,"" . ..,.. ,.., ; straightaway as you 

• the town, slow down ! approach the end of 

; as you exit the town. ; the track. There is a 

! There is a wicked ; tight left turn that 

! jump right outside of ; leads into Chinatown. 

; the town. If you take ; Slow down as you 

• 1t too fast you will hit • h h. · · 
; , . . , . , approac t 1s turn, because there 1s a slight jump that 

, your car up against the side barrier, either turning your ; will throw you into the building if you take it too fast 

; car around or fl1pp1ng you over. , · 

" ! Courmayeur Circuit 

; Honolulu -e!i"""'" : As you drive down 

; This is a very bumpy : the extremely steep 

; track, with a lot of ; hills, stay as far 

; small elevation ; inside of the turns 

; changes in the road. ; as possible. 

; If you take a lot of the 
; turns too fast, you will 
; most likely end up 
; running your car into a , 

barrier of sorts and either flipping it over or turning you : 

1n the wrong direction. ! 
4 
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Use Your Road Rage Effectively! 
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These general tips must be taken to heart to really succeed at this game. The competition is out to run you off the road, not to mention that the cops will constantly be on your 

tail. This isn't a mellow Sunday drive. The more aggressive you are, the better you will fare, but remember: simple mistakes can ruin your race. 

Keep An Eye On Your Tail 
Use the rear view mirror (look back button) to find cops 
coming to arrest you and opponents trying to pass you. 
As they approach, try to get in front of them and make 
them crash or push you ahead so you can escape! 

1he ,-r view i1 a crucial tool that needs to be utilized in 
order to perform well in thi1 racer. As a cop or an opponent 
is earning up behind you, position youneff usi"9 the rear 
view so they will ram you from behind, increa111119 your 
speed while slowing them or even making them crash. 

Turning lips 
When driving into turns, instead of using the brakes all 
the time to slow down, try using the shoulder at the side 
of the road to slow you down, making the car a little eas
ier to control around the turns. Also, letting off the gas 
can help you around the corners. Let off the gas until 
your rear end starts to break loose, then hit the gas hard 
for a controlled slide through the turn. 

Mast of the 
shoulders in 
the game will 
slow your car 
and can help 
with same 
camera. 1he 
barrier on the 

I side of the 
road can allO 
help slow you 
even more. 

Be The Cop And Be A Winner 
In Cop Race, try to arrest one car per checkpoint or you 
won't get them all! 

One• you've lacked - a criminal, stay with them and 
kaap ramming, but you will have to quick about it. 
Ramembar to u .. your opponent', whHI, as an aiming 
point, since ramming them from behind will iu■t increme 
their speed and ruin your clayl Besides, if you don't mak• 
your quota of capture,, HQ will probably cut back on your 
doughnut ration! 
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Face it-you're a Code Junkie. You need 

every new PlayStation cheat and password, 

and you want 'em now. Don't worry, our 

sources are the best. Stay connected with 
lest pi n cheats 

PSM and your supply will never 

Megaman Legends 
Unlimited money 
Locate the soda can on the ground near 
the South exit inside the Apple Market. 
Kick the can into the Jetlag Bakery 
and you·II automatically 
receive1.000 Zenny for "recycling" 

Unillersal Interactive. one of the companies 
behind the making of both Spyro and Crash. 
has taken the time to place a hidden teaser 
for Crash 3 in with Spyro. All you need to do 

is press L 1 and • simultaneously at the 

Press Start screen. You'll now be taken to a 
slide show of sorts giving you a sneak peak 
at the game. After the slide show, you'll also 

be able to test play a demo stage where you 

get to play as Coco on a jetskil 

.,...,, .. _ .._ .. .,_ .... ,.,, 
or buy Cnuh 3, but liavii a mpy ol 
SnNMna--,d,.,..., ... --... 

the can. You can exit the market and 
reenter to repeat this trick as many 
times as you need to get as much Zenny 
as you want. ..,..yaurae11 ...... . 

ode fiH 
of the· n,cnth 

Every month there's usually at least one code in Code Junkies that totally blows open a game or 

increases the fun factor of a title to another level. Starting this month we've decided to pull-out those 

exceptional codes and cheat gems and award them with the dubious honor of Code Fix Of The Month. 

Look here for the hottest of the hot codes for the best games each month. 

m:1 Blitz Powerup Speed .. ... . . . ... .. . . .... . . . 4-0-4 + 

M \lup Codes Powerup Teammates .................. 2-3-3 -t 

You can only enter these codes at the loading screen Random Players .... . ........... . ..... 1-1-5 + 

before a game. Much like in the Mortal Kombat series, • Show Field Goal Percentage . . ...... .... 0-0-1 • 

there are three boxes below your team's helmet that · Show More Field . .......... .. . ...... . 0-2-1 + 

can be switched around to show different icons. Smart CPU ... . ... ... ...... . . .. . ..... 3-1-4 ♦ 

Control the first box with R 1, the second box with , • Thick Fog .... . .. ... ...... . .......... 0-4-1 ♦ 

and the third box with O or X. The numbers in the . Tiny Players ......................... 3-1-0 + 

codes refers to how many times you need to press Tournament Mode . . ..... . .......... . . 1-1-1 • 

each button and then press the D-pad in the direction · Turn Off Stadium ......... . .. . . ....... 5-0-0 + 

following the specific code. Unlimited Turbo ...... . . . ............. 5-1-4 -t 

code effect 

Team Big Heads . . . . . . . . . . ••.. .. 2-0-3 + 

Bullet Passes ........................ 2-5-0 + 

Fast Passes ..... .. ......... . . ... .... 2-5-0 + 

◄ If you enter the 
code c-,fy, a 
deKription of it will 
appear abave yaur 
team's code entry 
box. 

• Mike Lynch .... . ... . Mike .. . .. . ...... . 3333 

: ???? . .... ... .... . . . Van . . .. .. . ....... 1234 

: Jim Gentile . . . ..... . Gentil ............ 11 11 

• Robotron Brain ...... Brain ....... . .... . 1111 

• Dan Forden ........ . Forden ........... 1111 

• Skull .... . . . ....... Skull ... . . . ....... 1111 

'. Headless Guy .. .. . . . Carltn .. ... . .. . . .. 1111 

: Demon Shinok ...... Shinok ........... 8337 

• Raiden (MK) ........ Raiden .... . . . . . .. 3691 

· Thug .............. Thug ......... . ... 1111 
" _ . . ... ......... . . David ......... . .. 3456 

: - ... .. . . .... . . ... Bert ............. 8735 

: - .. . . .. . ......... Byron ............ 1969 

0 - •••••• • ••••••••• Azpod .... .. ...... 4777 

: - ...... ... .. ..... Jove .. ... .... .... 6644 

: - ............... . Franz ...... . ..... . 8421 

Fog On ..........•... . .... . .. ... .... 0-3-0 + ------ ; - ................ Franc ....... . .... 1221 

Headless Team . .... . . ... . . . ......... 1-2-3 + 

Hide Name ...... .. .... .. .. .. . . ..... 1-0-2 + 

Huge Ball ................... . ....... 0-5-0 ♦ 

Huge Head ... • ..... .. .. . ... . ....... 040 -t 

Hyper Blitz .............. . .. .. ... . ... 5-5-5 -t 

Invisible ............. . . .. ........... 4-3-3 -t 

Invisible 08 .... . ... . ...... . .. ... .... 3-4-2 + 

Late Hits .. .. ....... .. ....... . ...... 0-1-0 -t 

More Speed .......... . .... . . .. ...... 4-0-4 + 
Night Game .. . ........ . .. . .. . .. . .... 2-2-2 + 

No CPU Assistance ........ . ...... ... . 0-1 -2 + 

No First Downs ....... . ... . ...... . ... 2-1-0 -t 

No Fumbles ......... . . . .. ... ...... .. 4-2-3 + 

No Head ................. . ...... . .. 3-2-1 + 

No Interceptions .......... . . . ........ 3-4-4 -t 

No Out Of Bounds . . ..... .. ........ ... 2-1-1 + 

No Punting .......... . . .. . .. . . . . .. . .. 1-5-1 -t 

No Random Fumbles . ..... . ........... 4-2-3 ♦ 

rower Blockers .... . .... . ............ 3-1-2 + 

Power Detense ......... . .... ... .... 4-2-1 -t 

f'uwor11p Blockers .. . ................. 3-1-2 + 

f'oworup Delense . . . . . . . . ........... 4-2-1 -t 

f'oworup Otfense . ...•............. . . 3-1-2 -t 

· ► l1,e Tiny Team code 
shrink. your team. It's 

. like playing on a 
,-Uy big IMldl Haly 

: Lilliputian league! 

. rt den Players 

: - ......... . ..... . Aubrey .... ... .... 6666 

· ....... . .... .. .. Brian ... . . .. . .. .. . 2221 

. - ........ . . . ..... Juan ............. 6521 

_ : - ................ Allen ............. 7911 

Enter these codes in at the Name Screen that comes : 

· up when you choose to start a game. Enter the num- ; 

" ber at the following screen. Your player will now be the " 

· indicated character. • 

player name number 

• Mark Turmel/ . . . .. Turmel/ ........... 0322 

Sal Divita .. . ... . .. . . Sal .. ........ .. .. 0201 

Haw,_.. 
• playwwil 
• have the 
. brain 

• ~flelcllf 

· Jason Skiles ........ Jason ... . ........ 3141 

: Jennifer Hedrick ... . . Jenifr .. . . .... .... 3333 
. --him 

ta. .. ar nat. 

Dan Thompson ...... Daniel ... . ... . .... 0604 

• Jeff Johnson ........ Japple .... . .. . .... 6660 

• John Root .......... Root ............. 6000 

· Luis Mangubat . .. .. . Luis . . . . ...... ... . 3333 
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You can enter these codes in at the Code Entry 

screen that's available in the main menu. After 

you·ve entered the code. add it to the list in the box 
below and you ·11 have activated the cheat! 

At anytime during a game, press Triangle to access the 

sidebar menu. Then you'll want to move the cursor over 

each of the icons on the tool bar and press Circle· or the 

team code 
NFC Pro Bowl ....... . . . .... BESTNFC 
AFC Pro Bowl . ... . . . ....... AFCBEST 
All-Madden . . ....... . ...... BOOM 
All-Time Stat Leaders .. .. .... IMTHEMAN 

60s Greats ... . .... . ....... PEACELOVE 
70s Greats ...... . ......... BELLBOTTOMS 

80s Greats ...... . ....... . . SPRBWLSHUFL 

90s Greats ................ HEREANDNOW 

All-Time Greats .. . ....... . . . TURKEYLEG 

Real names/classic teams . .. . . MADDENNAMES 

75th Anniversary Team .. . . ... THROWBACK 
NFL Equipment Team .... . ... GEARGUYS 

1999 Cleveland Browns ... . .. WELCOMEBACK 

EA Sports . .. ......... . ... . INTHEGAME 

Tiburon . . .......... . ...... HAMMERHEAD 

H dd 11 di;11 
Enter any of the following codes at the code entry 

screen for the corresponding effect to take place. 

You can choose the hidden stadium that you acti
vate using the Stadium Select option. 

stadium code 

n,., --cliuma that 
you acti
- by ---. 
•'_,_will 
appear at 
the end af 
the &at at 
the 
Sladium 
Select 
K,-,. 

EA Sports ... ................................. . EASTADIUM 

Tiburon ...... ..... .. .... ...... .. ................ OURHOUSE 
Cleveland .. ................................. .DOGPOUND99 
Original Washington ....... ............. THEHOGS 
Original Miami .......................... ... NOTAFISH 

Original Oakland ........ ............ .... .. STICKEM 
Original Tampa .................... ...... ... SOMBRERO 

Astrodome ........................ .... ....... FOR_RENT 

Right Mouse button on each one. If you do it correctly, 

the cheat will appear in the lowest left hand slot for you 
to use. 

code effect 
1. X. . X. . . . .. . .. Invulnerability 

X. X, X. , 1 ••••• . .••• • •• • • • Parabomb 

- , , , X, ...... . . . ... . . .. Chronoshift 
. . . X, X, . . .... . .. .. .. . .. Instant victory 

· . X, r: .. X, . X . . ........ .. . .. . Ore changes 
into civilians 

· . . X, . • L . .. . . . . ..... .. .. Fullmapview 

lad,a,da 
il a -.-time 
... lclnd ., 
trldc lhat 
.... lo ... -iw.d-.ry-
llme yau -repeat lt. 

WWF Warzone 
View all the FMVs 
If you simply won·t be satisfied until you 've seen every 

available FMV In the game. make sure to enter this 

code in at the Press Start screen. Once you get there. 

press -t + <-1, + + . ♦ + X. + + D in this order four 

times. After the fourth time, press L 1 + R1, L2 + R2. 

L 1 + R1. then L2 + R2. If you do everything correctly. 

the word "Movie" will appear where the words 

"Press Start" used to be. Scroll -t or ♦ to select on of 
64 different cinemas found in the game. 

► Yau entered the 
code, naw yau 
t.a... lo live with 
the consequences. 

Far the real WWF 
frwaks aut there, 
here's one ea1y way 
1o wat<h awry cinema 
in wa.,._ without 
having lo play. 

CDDEJ 

onagame? 
n'ISdeit. ForYl)UI' 

ered the following list of tip 
publishers: Most of the 
be ~ wll oost 
you should get P8ITTlission 
phone bill bet9f8 C!'lfing. Also, 
of 1tl8S& fnas <other than 

e Code Junkies' Bible in its 
ry PlayStation game created! 
·st1 PSM's tip line also has the 
s and strategies for the latest 
ry month! 

-900-772-

...... .. .. ......... ......... .............. .. 
Accolade .. ............. ......... .............. .. .. ( 

. .. ······· ·· ···· ............................ ( 
~Teclwlos .................... H .. • =~ ..................................... 12 

Atlus Software ........ ....... .......... ... ... (71 
Bandai ......... .. ............. ....... ...... .. ....... (310) 926-0 
BMG ............. .. ..... .... . ................ (415)33 

Capoa,n ........................................... (90())680, 

Cryatal_Dv1111111ca ........................... (900) 737-4 
Data Elllt ............... - ....................... (900) 
Eidos ............................. .. ...... ........... (900) 773-436 

Eleetronic Arts ................................ (900) 2~ 
Fox Interactive ...... ..... ..... ............... (900) 225-

iCllwe •. -....................... h •••• 1971»~1 
........ , ............ , ........................... (4Hf> 

....., ........................................ ,(11,t 
Jaleco ................................ ... .. .... ...... (847) 215-181 
KOEI ............ .. .................................. (415) 348-05 
Kok i........... .... ........... .... ... ) 370-HI 

.,. 
OJ 

tcrOprOSe ... ..... ... ........ .............. ..... (900) 773-HI 
Midway/Williarns ........ .. .. ......... .. .... (903) 874-
Mindscape .... .. ...................... ........... (900) 737 
................... m 
0..................... -
...,................. 4 
Psygnosis . .. . ... . ... ... . . ..... ......... ........ ) 97 
Ready Soft .......... ...... .. ........ .. .... .... ... (905) 47 

·····························•···············'303) 
················· ...... ................. ....... (900)2 

..................... "",-· .. •• ....... .(71-4> 

l Eil 
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Tenchu 
Cheats Of The Ninja 
Apparently more than just new levels, improved Al and 
an improved camera were added to the American 
version of Tenchu as there are some new cheats here 
that weren't available In the Japanese version. Most 
notable of them being Ayame's sexy armor code. 
Grrrrrrrrr. 

• The first few c'-s will fill up your inventory IC..., 
and make it so you can carry man, items and will 
probably be the moat used out of any of the codes far the 
9C1me. Also, the beat ~ about them is that they won't 
ruin the 9C1me. You still have to make it through without 
being seen. 

Increase Item Capacity to 99 
On the Items Screen, press +, +, + , + , □, □, , □ 
while holding the L 1 button and you will now be able to 
carry 99 items although you will still only be able to 
carry four different types. 

You must have a Game Shark to use these codes. 

Shuriken ......... ... ................................. .3001040d0063 
Caltraps ......... ... .......... .. .... ................... 3001040e0063 
Health Potions .................................... 3001040f0063 
Grenade .............................................. 300104100063 
Smoke Bomb ... .................................. 300104110063 
Mines .................................................. 300104120063 
Poison Rice ........................................ 300104130063 
Colored Rice ......... ! ... .. .......... ...... .... .... 300104140063 
Sleeping Gas ........ ... ........................... 300104150063 
Resurrection Leaf... ............................ 300104160063 
Chameleon Spell ................................ 300104170063 
Protection Amulet ............ .......... ........ 300104180063 
Lightfoot Scroll ................................... 300104190063 
Shadow Decoy ................................... 3001041a0063 
Dog Bones ......................................... 3001041c0063 
Fire Eater Scroll... .................... ........... 3001041d0063 
Decoy Whistle ................................... . 3001041e0063 
Ninja Armor .......................... .. ....... ..... 3001041f0063 
No Carry Limit .................................... d01ffdf80002 

801ffdf80000 

ff llttptttttttii1111i11iti1]11111[!itttf 
ote. o not change weapons unng ttle, or the 

gam will lock up. 
Maximum AT Points .......................... 800b8a30ffff 
lnf1nrt Health .... ............................... 800b8a2c03e7 

800l8a3c03e7 
Quick L vel Gain ................................ 8009cfe8ffff 

rt With MG .. .............................. d00a76bc03e8 

Unlock All Hidden Items 
On the Items Screen press +, +, ♦ , ♦ , □ , □ , b., 

while holding the Rl button. When done correctly all 
the extremely cool ninja toys in the game will be able 
to be selected, even for use in the first mission. 

Increase Item Inventory 
On the Items Screen press +, +, + , + , □, □ , ~. X 
while holding the L2 button. Each time it is entered the 
amount of each weapon will go up by one. Special 
weapons can only have a maximum of three. 

Restore Health 
On the Pause Screen press +, +, ♦ , ♦ , □ , □ , ,, □ . 

Un-pause the game and your health meter will bounce 
right back up to 100. 

Unlock All Levels 
On the Mission Select Screen press +, +, + , ♦ , □ , □ , 

6 , □ while holding the R2 button. Now simply press up 
and down to cycle through the games 10 levels. 

Enable Japanese Voice Over 
On the Mission Select Screen press +, +, + , + , □, □ , 

'c., while holding the L 1 button. This code is for those 
going for the truly Japanese experience and is unique 
to the American version of the game. 

Enable Enemy Layout Selection Screen 
On the Mission Select Screen press +, +, ♦ , ♦ , □ , □ , 

2., X while holding the Rl button. This is also new to 
this version and will allow you to choose from three dif
ferent enemy placements for each level of the game. 

800a>e500067 
Malcimum hem Slots ......................... 800c0e0c0032 
(Select) For All Cures 

In Wayne's Storage ....••.•.............• d009d0f00100 
800cleb8000d 
d009d0f00100 
800c1 ebaOOOe 
~100 
.oblllNlf.il>f 
dOl$\iit06100 

(Select] For AM Chrysler K9'ts 

800clebe0010 
d009d0f001Cl0 
800clec00011 

In Wayne's Stonige ...................... d009d0f00100 
800c1eca0038 
cll09d0f00100 
800clecc0039 
d009d0f00100 
800c1 ece003a 
d009d0r00t00 
800c1«DXJ3b 
d009d0f00100 
800c1 ed2003c 
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◄ The u a" place
ment is the - you 
haveal..-dy-,, 
far the level as it is 
the moat _.... 
while the.other two 

::t:[1y"::,-:: 
third being the 
rarest set up. 

Enable Ayame Sexy Armor 
You must be playing as Ayame. At the item selection 
screen with armor displayed as an option enter +, +, 
+, ♦ , □ , □, 6 , . If the command is entered suc
cessfully the number of available armor will drop from 
1 to 0. Also don't forget to equip her with the armor. 

• You c- ,_. go - with hidden outfits, especially 
wl-, the hidden costume shows off the cha-. butt. 
Then G9C1in if this code were found in say, Duke Nukem: A 
r- To Kill then - probably wouldn't be IO excil9d. 

ISelectl For All Kays 

d009d0f00100 
800c1 ed4003d 
d009d0f00100 
800cled6003e 

In Wayne's Storage (1) ................. d009d0f00100 

1Se1ectJ For All~ 

800c1 ed800ca 
d009d0f00100 
800cleda00d1 
d009d0f001 oo' 
800c1 edcOOd2 
d009d0f00100 
800c1 edeOOd3 
d009d0f00100 
800c1 eeOOOd4 
d009d0f00100 
800clee200d5 
d009d0f00100 
800clee400d6 

In Wayne\ Storage (2) ................. d009d0f00100 

(Select) For All Fuses 

800c1 ee600d7 
d009d0f00100 
SOOcleeEKXlda 
d009d0f00100 
800cleea00db 
d009d0f00100 
800c1 eecOOdc 

In Wfro/Oe's Storage ...................... d009d0f00100 
800c1 eeeOOce 
d009d0f00100 

0 £C£ffl8£R 19 !3 8 
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[Select) For All Charms 

800c1 efOOOcf 
d009d0f00100 
800c1 ef200d0 

In Wayne's Storage ......................... d009d0f00100 

[Select] For All Cards 

800c1 ef400cb 
d009d0f00100 
800c1 ef600cc 
d009d0f00100 
800c1 ef800cd 

In Wayne's Storage (11 .............. ..... d009d0f00100 
800c1 efaOOdd 
d009d0f00100 
800c1 efcOOde 
d009d0f00100 
800clefe00df 
d009d0f00100 
800c1 fOOOOeO 
d009dOfOO 100 
800clf0200e1 

Infinite Lives ... ............ .... .... .... .............. 8007582c0009 
Infinite Health ............ .. ......... .. .............. 80078bbc0003 
Infinite Lives (Crash Demo) ................. 800aaeb06300 

:::·.·;;;;;;;;;;;;:::;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; 
lnf1nrte Money .............................. .. .. ... . 80012d5cffff 

. 80012d5e05ff 
Infinite Health in Battle .................. .. ..... 800834e0ffff 
Quick Level Up .................................... . 800834d0ffff 

11p;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; 
Infinite Funds for Allies ......... ............... d00101240000 

8002a3d4ffff 
Infinite Funds for Soviets ................... .. d00101240000 

8002a 798ffff 

111i 1 iii iii 1 i 1 iii ii 1i11 i 1 i 1 iii i 1 iii iii iii it ii 
1 Round To Win Pl .............................. 801ee69c0001 
0 Rounds Won P2 .................. ... .......... 801 ee6d40000 
Enable Kahn .................... ...................... 801e7b2a0100 

1E3 

Have Big Spears +4 ........... .............. .... 3005c8b20063 
Have Dream Spears +4 ............. ... ....... 3005c8b70063 
Have Vajura +4 ............ .. ....... ........... ..... 3005c8bc0063 
Have Pinaca +4 .. ........................... ... .... 3005c8c10063 
Have Doll Crusher +4 .. .................. ... .... 3005c8c60063 

:::rr:r::::11::111::::::1:1::::::1:11111:1: 
Infinite Lives ................ ....... .. ... .... ... ... ... d0009e100003 

80015b3e2400 
d0009e100004 
80015b562400 
d0009e100006 
80015b0e2400 
d0009e100006 
80015d5a2400 
d0009e100007 
80015b4e2400 

1111 i 1 ii 1 ii 1 it iii i 1 i 11ii1ii1111 it ii t ii t t iii ii 
Home Team Score O ............................ 8006a32eOOOO 
Away Team Score O ............................. 8006cdee0000 

YES! Please enter my charter 
subscription to PSM - 100% 
independent PlayStation Magazine. I'll 
receive 12 issues for only $19.95 - just 
$1.66 an issue - and I'll save over 65% 

NAME (Please Print) 

off the cover price! 

YES! Please enter my charter 
subscription to PS M - 100% 
independent PlayStation Magazine. I'll 
receive 12 issues for only $19.95 - just 
$1.66 an issue - and I'll save over 65 % 
off the cover price! 

ADDRESS 

CITY/STATE/ZIP 4SF22 
□ Bill me later □ Check enclosed 

Offer good in US only. Cover price per issue is $4.99. Canada: US$26 (includes GST]. 

Fore,gn: US$36. Prepaid in US funds.Please allow 6-8 weeks for delivery of first issue. 

NAME (Please Print) 

ADDRESS 

CITY/STATE/ZIP 4SF22 
D Bill me later □ Check enclosed 

Offer good in US only. Cover price per issue is $4.99. Canada: US$26 (includes GST]. 

Foreign: US$36. Prepaid in US funds.Please allow 6-8 weeks for delive,y of first issue. 
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Tenchu 
Cheats Of The Ninja 
Apparently more than just new levels. improved Al and 
an improved camera were added to the American 
version of Tenchu as there are some new cheats here 
that weren't available in the Japanese version. Most 
notable of them being Ayame·s sexy armor code. 
Grrrrrrrrr. 

Unlock All Hidden Items 
On the Items Screen press ♦ • ♦ • ♦ • ♦ • □ . □. '-"· 
while holding the Rl button. When done correctly all 
the extremely cool ninja toys in the game will be able 
to be selected. even for use in the first mission. 

Increase Item Inventory 
On the Items Screen press ♦ • ♦ , ♦ , ♦ • □ , □ . 6 , X 
while holding the L2 button. Each time it is entered the 
amount of each weapon will go up by one. Special 
weapons can only have a maximum of three. 

Restore Health 
On the Pause Screen press ♦ • ♦ • ♦ • ♦ • D. D. 6 . D. 
Un-pause the game and your health meter will bounce 
right back up to 100. 

Unlock All Levels 
On the Mission Select Screen press ♦ • ♦ • ♦ • ♦ • □. □ , 

6 . □ while holding the R2 button. Now simply press up • 
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Enable Ayame Sexy Armor 

◄ The H g # place
ment is ""' - you 
haw, already -
for ""' level ... it is .... ,,__., 
whilelhe'oll- two 

;:c'iy"::.-S: 
third being ""' 
rarest set up. 

You must be playing as Ayame. At the item selection 
screen with armor displayed as an option enter ♦ • ♦ , 

♦ ♦ □ □ 1' If the command is entered suc
c~ssf~lly ·the· nu~b~r of available armor will drop from 
1 to 0. Also don·t forget to equip her with the armor. 
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[Select) For All Charms 

800c1 efOOOcf 
d009d0f00100 
800c1ef200d0 

In Wayne's Storage ......................... d009d0f00100 

[Select) For All Cards 

BOOcl ef400cb 
d009d0f00100 
BOOcl ef600cc 
d009d0f00100 
800c1ef800cd 

In Wayne's Storage (1) .............. ..... d009d0f00100 

[Select) For All Cards 

800c1 efaOOdd 
d009d0f00100 
BOOctefcOOde 
d009d0f00100 
800c1 efeOOdf 
d009d0f00100 
800c1 fOOOOeO 
d009d0f00100 
800clf0200et 

In Wayne's Storage 12) ......... .......... d009d0f()()t 00 
800clf0400e2 
d009d0f00100 
800c1f0600e3 
d009d0f00100 
800ctf00le4 
d009d0f00100 
800c1 fOaOOe5 
d009d0f00100 

[Select) For All Cards 
800c1f0c00e6 

In Wayne's Storage (3) ................... d009d0f00100 

[Select] For All Crates 

BOOcl f0e00e7 
d009d0f00100 
800clf1000e8 
d009d0f00100 
BOOctft 200e9 
d009d0f00100 
800c1f1400ea 
d009d0f00100 
800c1fllmeb 

In Wayne's Storage ..... .................... d009d0f00100 

!Select) For All Ammo 

800c1f18001a 
d009d0f00100 
800c1fta001b 
d009d0f00100 
800c1f1c001c 

In Wayne's Storage ......................... d009d0f00100 

[Select)ForAIIMedicine 

800ctfte0001 
d009d0f00100 
800c1f200002 
d009d0f00100 
800c1f220003 
d009d0f00100 
800ctf240004 
d009d0f00100 
800c1 f260005 

In Wayne's Storage ......................... d009d0f00100 
800c1f280006 
d009d0f00100 
800c1f2a0007 
d009d0f00100 
800c1 f2c0000 
d009d0f00100 
800c1f2e0009 
d009d0f00100 
800clfJOOOOa 

Infinite Lives ......... .. .............................. 8007582c0009 
Infinite Health ........ .............. .. ............ ... 80078bbc0003 
Infinite Lives (Crash Demo) .............. ... 800aaeb06300 

Infinite Money .......... .. .. ............. ...... .. ... 80012d5cffff 
80012d5e05ff 

Infinite Health in Battle .................. ....... 800834e0ffff 
Quick Level Up ............... ........... ........... 800834d0ffff 

Infinite Funds for Allies .. .. .................... d00101240000 
8002a3d4ffff 

Infinite Funds for Soviets .... ................. d00101240000 
8002a798ffff 

;;;; t t t t t t t t t t t t;; t t t t t;; t;; t;;;; t t t t;; t t t t t t 
1 Round To Win Pl .............................. 801ee69c0001 
O Rounds Won P2 .............. ........ ...... .... 801ee6d40000 
Enable Kahn .............................. .. .......... 801e7b2a0100 
Enable Stygian ...................................... 801e7b2e0100 
Enable Redemptor ............................... 801e7b320100 
Enable Juni .......................... ...... ........... 801e7b360100 
Enable Moogwan ................................. 801 e7b3a0100 
Enable Vodu .. ................................. ...... 801e7b3e0100 
Enable Bimorphia ..... ......... ................... 801e7b420100 
Enable Moloch ...................................... 801e7b460100 

Night Tnne Mode .............. ................... 800a6d0c0001 
Race Upside Down .............................. 800a6e280001 

Infinite Ammo .................................. ..... 8006bc782400 
Red Team 999 Points 

in Precinct Assault .......................... 801 fbf6003e7 
Red Team O Points 

in Precinct Assault .......................... 801 fbf600000 
Blue Team 999 Points 

in Precinct Assault .......................... 801fbf6403e7 
Blue Team O Points 

in Precinct Assault .......................... 801fbf640000 

Open All Cinematics ............................. 800a02bcffff 
800a02beffff 
800a02e0ffff 
800a02e2ffff 
800a0304ffff 
800a0306ffff 
800e0328ffff 
800a032affff 

Ouick Level Up in Battle . .................... d005ccf60001 
800c40380063 
d005ccf60001 
800c403a2404 

Infinite Silk Kartia .................................. 8005c78803e7 
Infinite Mithnl Kartia ........... ...... .. .......... 8005c78a03e7 
Infinite World Tree Kartia ...................... 8006c78c03e7 
Have Bamboo Spears +4...... . ......... 3005c87b0063 
Have Stone Speers +4 ........................ 3005c8800063 
Have UntQUe Spears +4 ....................... 3005c8850o63 
Have Iron Speers +4 ............... ........... 3005c88a0063 
Have Novel Speers +4 ......................... 3005c88f0063 
Have Long Spears +4 ............... ........ .. . 3005c8940063 
Have Silver Spears +4 ..................... ... .. 3005c8990063 
Have Long Pike +4 ................. ... ........... 3005c89e0063 
Have Royal Spears +4 .......... ... ............ 3005c8a30063 
Have Diamond Spears +4 .......... .......... 3005c8a80063 
Have Platinum Spears +4 .................... 3005c8ad0063 

1Ei3 

Have Big Spears +4 ................ ... .. ........ 3005c8b20063 
Have Dream Spears +4 ..... .... .... .......... 3005c8b70063 
Have Vajura +4 .................. .. ...... .. .. ..... .. 3005c8bc0063 
Have Pinaca +4 .................................... 3005c8c10063 
Have Doll Crusher +4 .. .................. ... .... 3005c8c60063 

;; t t t t t t t t t;; t t t;;;; t t t t;; t t;; t t t t t;;;; t t t;; 
Infinite Lives ......................................... d0009et 

80015b3e2 
d0009e1 
8001 
d0009e 
8001 

8001 

Home Team Score O ... ......................... 8006a32eOOOO 
Away Team Score O ............................. 8006cdee0000 
Away Team Tlburon ........... ................... 800616ac0069 
Away Team EA Sports ................. ........ 800618ac006a 
Home Team Tlburon ............................ .800616ae0069 
Home Team EA Sports ........................ 800616ae008e 

Infinite Zenny ........................................ 800c1b2o423f 
800c1 b2eOOOf 

Infinite Health ....................................... 800b521fi00o4 

f!2l!U!!!.!.!.!.!.!!.!.!.!.!.!.!.!!!%a 
Infinite Turbo Away ............................... 801720680064 
No Turbo Home ................................... 8017204a0000 
No Turbo Away ..................................... 8017208a0000 
Huge Head ............................................ 80099ct<40001 
Big Ball .............................................. " _.80099be0000t 
Hide Receiver Name ............................ 80099ba40001 
No First Downs ................................... .80099c10(X)01 
Rain ...................................................... .80099ba800o1 
Night Game ..... .................................... .80099bb00001 
Invisible .......................................... M ..... 80099c200001 
Headless ....... .............................. - ... .80099c500001 
Team Headless ..................................... 80099bb4000t 

U:J!lJ![?.?!?!.?.!.?!!!.QfJL 
801088f00000 

kNII( Team Scores O .......................... .80108458000o;; 
801088f40000 

BIG BALLS ............................................ 3010f362000t 
BIG HITS . ........ ..................................... 3010f3660001-

E11'£2!.!?!?!!!.!.!?.;?m 
Quick Level Gain .................................. 8009cfe8ffff 
Maximum Item Slots ........................... 800c0e0c0032 
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To start each of the following levels with the best 
equipment enter the appropriate code from the follow
ing list. 
Area 1 : 7327 
Area 2: 9717 
Area 3 : 5211 
Area 4 : 1814 
Area 5 . 1029 

Simply start a normal game and go ta the password 
Kreen ta - any of the number passwords listed. 

JJ'PT G d v ' o 
r ) 

Just like the Gamedays before it, the latest update of 
the game carries a ton of Easter Eggs for you to mess 
around with. First, go to the Options Menu and scroll 
down to the Easter Eggs option. Enter any of the codes 
below for the corresponding effect. The codes are not 
case sensitive, but make sure to add a space whenev
er it appears in the code. 

code effect 
Big Balls .............. .. .. . .. Large football 
Big Hits ..... . .......... ... .. Louder noises 
Blinders ..................... No penalties 
Bunyan ..................... Big players 
Coffee Break . . . . . . .... Speed juiced 
Con Man . . . . . . . ....... CPU hides 

pass coverage 
CPU Scores .................. CPU players 

are faster 
CPU Stuffs ........... : ....... CPU offensive 

line has super 
strength and speed 

Credits ...... . ............... View credits 
Davis ...... . ................ Running back 

is juiced 
Euro League ....... ..... .... . All players have 

European 
last names 

Even Teams . . . . .... All players 
are equal 

GD Challenge ......... .... ... . Bonus difficulty 
level 

Grudge Match . .......... . . . .. Red red zones, 
checkered 
goal area, 
invisible field goals 

I langt1me ................ . Punts hang in the 
air longer 

I tot Shot .... CPU player 
celebrates on field 

lnv1s1bl . , , , .. , , . . . . ... . Invisible players 

The Battle Rayal Mode allows you lo pick a character 
and pick one of several stages lo compete on. 

II 

To play the bonus modes for the game, enter one of 
the following passwords at the password screen. 
Special VS Mode . . .... ... .. . .. .. . . . . ... 5656 
Special Battle Mode .... .. ... .. .... ... ... 4989 
Battle Royal Mode ......... .... ... .. .... 1616 
Maniac Mode .............. . .. . •. . •.... 4622 

Mind Reader . .. . ......... . ... CPU knows 
your play 

Playing Cards . . .............. Flat players 
Pole axe ..................... Forearm is juiced 
Pop Warner .................. Small, fast players 
Presidents ................... Players named 

after presidents 
Prime Time .................. CPU makes 

big plays 
Puppets . . . . . . . . . ........... Players have red 

strings attached 
to their heads 

Rocket Man .. . ......... . . . ... Ball carrier has 
speed bursts 

Slideshow ........ .... ....... See cheerleaders 
after a game 

Sports ...................... All players have 
last name 
from credits 

Stamina ..................... Juiced endurance 
Steel Leg . ................... Longer field goals 
Stickem . . . . . . . . . . . .. Great hands 

for receivers 
Swimmers . . ......... ........ Swim 

move juiced 
Tele Tummy .................. TVs appear on 

teams' stomachs 
Weak . ... .. .. ............... Quick fatigue 

" .. 
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Skip to any level of the game by entering the appropr~ 
ate code for the level desired. 

Stage 1 
Area 1: 8010 
Area 2: 1180 
Area 3: 8086 
Area 4: 2919 
Area 5: 1021 

Stage 2 
Area 1: 0127 
Area 2: 1220 
Area 3: 1018 
Area 4: 0804 
Area 5: 0714 

Stage3 
Area 1: 1027 

Area 2: 2413 
Area 3: 3009 
Area 4: 6502 
Area 5: 6809 

Stage4 
Area 1: 0627 
Area 2: 8808 
Area 3: 3674 
Area 4: 4891 
Area 5: 0605 

Stages 
Area 1: 0730 
Area 2: 2151 
Area 3: 3562 
Area 4: 3812 
Area 5: 2203 

., Using the level pass-
words you can skip right to 
the lost stage of the gome. 
tt doesn't make the final 
levels any easier however. 

Type in the code you want to activate, or you can string 
in a few if you're really daring. 

The Bunyan code works wonders at giving both -m• 
all of the muKle goin, without the steroids. 

The Easter Eggs menu 
has become a standard 
option in the fantastic 
Gameday series. 

••o• TH■ P'IIODUc■•• OP a-



• 1he new and improved PSM crew get into the holiday spirit by frolicking in the 9'-' 
outdoars ... okay, okay, we weren't outside, but that studio wasn't heated. 

I have just a few questions. Thanks in 
advance for your help. 

1. I am interested in the Game Ice. 
Since the report in issue #5, have you 
gotten any details about when or where 
I can get one? 
2. In issue #11 , I noticed that in 
Einhander, your ammo was at 600 for 
the juno and the flash. Is this some kind 
of code or just a printing error? If it is a 
code, have you ever printed it in an 
issue? 
3. I am a little curious about the PDA. I 
did not completely understand the arti
cle (printed in issue #12) Can you 
explain what exactly it is? Will the PDA 
be worth my money? What new things 
will it bring to the gaming world? 
4. I heard that there is a cordless 

PlayStation controller. Is that true? If so, 
is it any good? 

Joel Blumenstock 
Hampton, SC 

► NOAH: I Have a few answers, 
you're welcome for the help. 

1. The Game Ice should be in stores 
now. They will initially be available in 
Funco Land and Electronics Boutique 
according to Neil McNear of 
Consumer's Benefits MSRP, the 
Game Ice's manufacturer. You can 
also order one online at www.com
putersplus.com and should retail 
everywhere for $39.99. 
2. You have a keen eye, Joel. I did use 
a code to get infinite ammo for the 
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Drop us a line at PSM Letters, care of 
Imagine Media, 150 North Hill Drive, 
Brisbane, CA, 94005. Or even better, if you 
have access to e-mail, you can reach us 
at psm@imaginemedia.com. 

purpose of taking pictures for the 
strategy. The code just happened to 
be for the Game Shark and we actu
ally printed it in issue thirteen's Code 
Junkies Game Shark Codes section. 
Since you missed them, here they are 
again. You will need a Game Shark to 
make these work. 

Infinite Lives 
Super Armor 
Infinite Ammo 

800813c40003 
800857180001 
800848320063 

3. We don't exactly know what it's 
completely about, but we have a 
pretty good idea. Basically it will 
have many of the uses of a typical 
personal digital assistance, but it will 
also provide a way to continue to 
play a game away from the 
PlayStation in a variety of ways. Look 
for FFV/11 to make the first uses of 
this possible gaming elevation. 
4. There are actually several, check 
issue #2 for a complete run down, 
but basically none of them were ter
ribly impressive. Hopefully Ascii's 
new wireless controllers will be 
worthwhile with their ability to work 
with four of them and a multi-tap. 

After the first few issues of PSM I could
n't wait to subscribe and see this maga
zine in the mail every month. Now that I 
got that off my chest, I have a few ques
tions for you: 

1. Will Sony ever make a Robotech 
game for the U.S.? 
2. Do you have any information on the 
Aliens vs. Predator game that I hope is 
due out any time now? 
3. Is there any way I can get my hands 

on your 1 st issue lid sticker? My friend 
robbed me of the first one I had and I 
want to slap him on the back of the head 
every time I see it on his PS! 

Jay Piernas 
Phoenixflare@webtv.net 

► NOAH: 1. Bandai has said that it 
would like to bring its sequel to 
Macross Digital Mission VFX with 
the same title ending in a two. The 
game isn't even out in Japan yet so 
it's impossible to predict a US 
release. 
2. The title's been canned. 
3. The only way to get one at this 
time is to buy two or more items 
from the Otaku Station. Not a bad 
deal when you think about what a 
commodity those first stickers were 
and it's not like there's a ton of them. 

I love all types of games. That's my 
problem. I don't know which games to 
buy this Christmas. I would appreciate 
it so much if you could make me, and 
200,000 other people, a Christmas List 
for games to buy. I am gain' mad at the 
choices I have for this Christmas. I 
know you guys could help because you 
got access to all the games and I have a 
pretty similar taste in games. You did 
something like this last year, and it 
helped out a lot, as I got Test Drive 4-
Tomb Raider 2-Crash 2-Street Fighter EX 
Plus Alpha and several others on the list, 
but it missed something I longed 
for. ... an overall list of 5 games that all 
you guys agree deseNe one of the five 
spots on it. If you answer this question, 
I'll renew my subscription until your 

(Continued on pg. 168) 
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~ ~ M put the conlrollr down for I momn to focus on I ........ " ............ .. 
■mw -• '° pleae drop III yo1.- opinion on tl'a monlh'11oplc1t P8M PAUSE, e/o ........... ,.. 

I ta Drfwl, llrtlbale,CA94006. Or, you can.,,,.. Ullt~ ... be ... tDput.,._. . .. 
~ heaclng). W. wl Ml the bast of yola' l'llpCII-hn In 1HI Nellon. 

THIS MONTH'S TOPIC: 
Is Online Multiplayer the 
Future of Conaoles7 

But does that mean that in the near future, single j world-mostly with regards to RPGs. Example: In 

player gaming will be dead? Don't bet on it. There's i Final Fantasy VIII, maybe you're stuck right before a 
still a lot of satisfaction to be had challenging the 1 boss, and you ca_n't get out, and you have no curative 

computer. But online multiplayer should open up a j or pow~rful magic. Well, just hook up your POA with 

es, it's hard to beat a good multiplayer game. whole new area of console gaming that we've never i a friends and get what you need. 

Fighting games. racing games, even puzzle had before, and that's pretty exciting if you ask me. 1 Also, the PDA would be ideal for working with 

games-they're all much more fun when you play 'm for multiplayer console games, and I'm sure 1 Guardian For_ce creatures. How about pitting your G.F. 

against another person. So it stands ----------- that most of you are, too. What I i Monster against a friend's? Getting experience points, 

to reason that multiplayer games are •.,..._~_.• BTILL. fl LCT really want to hear from you are ! raising _levels, getting new abilities? Sounds good to 

better than single-player games, and OF llfll11&FfllCT1CN TC ideas on how popular types of con- i me. Six 911 short of buying that super-powerful 

that the future of gaming lies on the •• +ffllD CHfilLJ..aNCl1NG sole games can really take advan- 1 weapon? Borrow the cash from a friend! 

internet-right? Um, sort of. THE ~■--'' tage of online play. What new 1 Want to show your friends the power of your AC.? 

I've played console games since types of games would emerge? 1 Give It to them! The PDA has unlimited potential as to 

they were invented. I'm not much of a PC gamer, And do you see any dangers or risks involved in rush- i what 1t will do. 

although I have to admit, going head-to-head against ing towards the net? I'll take your most interesting 1 . 
a room full of friends in Quake II is incredibly fun. In responses and print them in this space. i Jason Mante1 

the near future, all console systems will also be c:~ 15 Surre ,,i Adloj@aol.com 

rigged for online play-that much is fact. 
We may never have internet play on our j About the PDA thing, 

current PlayStations, but you can guaran- 1 1. If the Memory card access rate is fast enough, why 

tee that it will be a major part of Sony's 1 don't they use it for something like a miniijame, or 8 

next machine. But what I'm wondering is. 1 "break game" on the pause menu? What I'm saying 

how exactly will online multiplayer affect i is that for things like long RPGs you could take a break 

the console market, which is so radically j and play a game of Pong or Asteroids or something on 

different from the PC? j the PDA. This could also include Chocobo racing, etc. 

When I think online multiplayer, the i 2. The PDA could be used for ads. It could advertise 

images that come to my mind are of first- ·:! the upcoming games on the LCD screen. 

person shooters and real-time strategy 
games. But what gets me really excited 1 Mystery Importer, aka: Jeremy 

about online console play is the potential 1 PSMfreak@aol.com 

to play games like Street Fighter over the : 

net. We've still yet to see quality online 1 Here are some possible ideas: 

fighters, racers, or other traditionally con- j Ex. 1 : RPGs - You find different herbs throughout the 

sole-type games. This is what gets me j game._ You could take these herbs and cross-pollinate 

excited, that I could play the types of i them In the PDA for different healing effects. Same 

games that I love online, as well as the tra- j type of thing with potions: you mix and match in the 

ditional PC-type stuff. • WII --i.. lake lhe bla ...,. "' lhe .-...n Chria thlnlu sa... j PDA and come up with different types of magic spells 
l and power-up effects. 

One major possibility that I can think of for Sony's new 
PDA is item exchange. With the infrared ports being 
able to send messages betvveen each other, the pos
sibility of data exchange is possible, too. So, with 
games such as Diablo, or just about any RPG, players 
could trade items betvveen each other to develop 
characters. This might take away some of the pur
poses of the games, but it could also be used to cre
ate new and interesting games, as well. 

Another idea with the I R port on the PDA, is to use 
.. it with an IR port on PC. That way, in games such as 
j Gran Turismo, a player could take the image of his 
! favorite car, and all of their modified specs, copy them 
} to their PC, and post them to their web page. You 
"' could also print out pies from the PC, email them to 

.i .. ·· friePnCds (tDoo gl~t, and any thing else you could do with 
} a . n t worry! I'm not saying a PC is better! 

Now, these ideas center around the infra red port j 
on the PDA. To me, the IR port is the key. Combine j Ex. 1: Shooters - At different points in the game 

the data transfer with the storage ability, and you ! you' re able to access your ship for repairs and buy 

could do quite a bit with the PDA! Of course, none of l new parts and weapons. By taking different weapon 

my ideas concern the display on the PDA, but that's ! parts off your ship, doing a little tvveaking of the 

for someone else to think out! ! weapons systems in the PDA, the different types of 

Casey A. Criswell 
gooch@ix.netcom.com 

I think a PDA would ROCK as a 1V remote. 
Two buttons would be for Up\Down 
channel and the other tvvo would 
be Up\Down volume. The final but
ton would be On and Off. It would be 
easy and quick to use. 

Jack Frostbite 
maverick72o@hotmail.com 

I think that the PDA has the 
potential to become something 
really great in the gaming 

► The POA, ar ,_... carrectly, the 
PockelSlatlon, ha1 exc:IIN tl,e imagl
natlona of mm,y of aur readers. 

weapons would have different effects depending on 
the tvveaking of the particular systems. 

Ryan Roettele 
San Francisco, Ca. 

The PDA can be the link betvveen home 
consoles and arcade machines. 
What if you can customize charao
ters at home, and later take them to 
a special arcade fighting game and 

play your creations against other 
players? Or what about riding 
your customized home
designed car on one of those 
huge high-tech arcade 
machines? The possibilities 
are endless with the PDA 

~ The PlayStation is a totally different beast! ) =---------------
Luis G. Moreno 

thewave 13@aol.com 
The Bronx, New York 
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(Continued from pg. 166) 
grandchildren are answering PSM mail. 

Dave Kay 
kevansk@sprynet.com 

Man, there are a ton of games coming 
out this Christmas and I simply don't 
know which ones I should get. Being 
PSM, I thought you guys could help me 
out. Are you going to do any sort of fea
ture for the November or December 
issue that lists the best games to pur
chase? I am sure that all of your readers 
would greatly appreciate it. If you don't 
do a feature, could you send me a list of 
some of the best games? Thanks a lot, 
and keep up the great work. 

Mike Doris 
Miami Beach, FL 

► CHRIS: Mike, you read our 
minds! As you're sure to have 
noticed by now, the information that 
you requested can be found in our 
Holiday Special in this very issue! 
How's that for service? 

Hello everyone, just a few questions i 
need some answers to. Okay, in your 
latest issue in the smart bomb you had 
Kennan from NWO red and black. 
1. Are you guys at PSM big fans of 
wrestling? 
2. Do you watch WCW/NWO NITRO 
and THUNDER? 
3. Did you see Fall Brawl? 
4. Do you think DDP will win the 
heavyweight championship belt 
from Goldberg? 

Aaron Ochoa 
cystex@hotmail.com 

► CHRIS: Yo yo, let me speak on 
this: ODELAY!!! Yeah, a few of us 
make it a point to catch Nitro and 
Thunder every week, mainly myseH 
and Steve. WWF is cool too, but most 
of the guys we grew up watching are 
withWCW. 
► STEVE: You know. if Goldberg is 
ever going to lose, this probably 
going to be it. He has been winning 
far too many matches and I think that 

it is time for a change. Don't get me 
wrong, I love Goldberg. I just feel that 
change is good. Of course, by now 
that match should be old news, so I 
guess we'll already know that 
answer to that question, huh? 

I recently became a subscriber and had 
a few questions: 

1. On the front of the September 98 

issue of PSM, you have the artwork of 
David Finch, which is amazing. How 
could I go about getting posters of the 
PSM covers, such as that one? 
2. Being a new subscriber I've missed a 
year's worth of PSM. How can I go 
about getting some back issues of your 
mag? 

Cleanzy B. Pinkney 
Jacksonville, FL 

► BLAKE: Well, Cleanzy (?) I have 
good news and bad news for you. 
The good news is that you can now 
buy PSM back issues at our Otaku 
Station. Some of the earlier issue 
may not be available, unfortunately. 
The real bad news is that, unless we 
included a poster of the cover art 
with the issue (like in iss. 6), there's 
no way we can give you a poster of 
our cover art. Sorry. 

I just wanted to tell you guys that after I 
subscribed for the second year, your 
magazine kicks total N64 butt! I just 
have a few questions to ask you guys: 

1. In FFV/11, who is the girl you keep talk
ing about? What is her name? 
2. Do you think there will be any mon
ster-type allies like Garr from Breath of 
Fire Ill in FFV/11? 
3. What will the PDA do with FFV/11. 
Does it have anything to do with sum
moning monsters? 
4. Tomb Raider 3 looks awesome, but 
will there be any more new weapons 
like the M-16 or the harpoon gun? 
5. Is it necessary to beat the first 
Armored Core before playing Armored 
Core: Project Phantasma? 
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rpg requests 
ll'=a irst off, congrats on a great 
.. first year! Everything about 
your mag screams success, and I'm 
looking forward to another year of 
PSM as good as this last one. Here 
we go with another list. 

1. With so much hype over Metal 
Gear Solid, it"s a given that it will be a 
success in the US. Could the saga 
possibly continue on the Playstation or 
Playstation 2? 
2. I'd like to pose a question to all the 
gamers out there. Isn't it about time 
for Tomb Raider to die? 
3. With the lack of success that Contra 
has had on the Playstation, there can't 
possibly be another on the way after C, 
can there? (Please say no so that I can 
lower this gun from my head.) 
4. With the release of Final Fantasy 
VIII, can we expect to see RPGs with 
more of a mature feel, and not the car
toony feel that has previously and 
recently been the style? 

Charles R Jarrell 
ryanandseth@compuserve.com 

plays through the game. The most 
endearing and memorable stories are 
the ones that seem more realistic. 
However, there has always been the 
problem of having a realistic story with 
unrealistic characters, that you can't 
normally associate with. As the char
acters look and move more realistical
ly, it is easier for the player to picture 
them as that character. Then the game 
leaves that much more of an impact. 
That is why I feel that FFV/11 will be 
much better than FFV/1. It is easier to 
compare yourself to a real-looking 
Squall than it is a super-deformed 
Cloud or Cid. What do you guys think? 

Aaron Bernard 
Salt Lake City, Utah 

► STEVE: I love the more mature 
and realistic looking characters that 
are appearing in Final Fantasy VIII. 
Like you said, Aaron, they tend to 
help make the story that much bet
ter. Regardless of how good a spe
cific story is, players still feel a sense 
of disassociation if they can't relate 
to the characters that the story 

I own both a PlayStation and a Saturn involves. With this next step in the 

and have played virtually every RPG on evolution and design of characters, 

both systems. The reason I am writing RPGs are heading in an all-new 

is because I think that RPGs are finally direction and I think that this is 

starting to evolve. Just look at Final great. Hopefully, all companies will 

Fantasy VIII. Square has dropped the follow and develop games that fea-

anime-style cartoon-like character and ture non-superdeformed characters. 

background .a.Here's a "narmal" guy laughing Nothing against 
designs of at a super deformed guy with a super-deformed 

p a s t ~,:;du~~ .:J."u!i::i characters, they 

games and -~- can come of this. have just been 
around far too long 
and need to be 

love it. 
It seems to make 

sense that Square 
would be going in this 
direction. After all, the 
whole point of an 
RPG is to convey 
a story across 
to the player 
as he or she 

changed. There is 
room in the genre 
for both kinds of 

opers will find 
that more realis

tic - 1 o o king 
characters 
. will be the 
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America's best selling 

PlayStation magazine is proud to 
present the first annual ... 

The world's FIRST & 
ONLY complete listing 

of every code for 
every PlayStation 

game ever created! 

Don't miss out on the best 
PlayStation Code Book ever! 
Call 1-877-852-6070 today! 

• THE COMPLETE LIBRARY
EVERY CODE, CHEAT, AND 
PASSWORD FOR THE 
PLAYSTATION 

• EVERY GAME SHARK CODE 
IN EXISTENCE BROUGHT 
TO YOU FROM INTERACT 

• COMPLETE LISTING 
FROM A TO Z-NEVER 
HUNT FOR A CODE 
AGAIN! 

• THE ONLY CODE BOOK 
YOU'LL EVER NEED
AND IT'S FROM PSM! 

Available November 25th! 

Order your copy onl ine at 

http:/ /www.ign.com/ psm 
vm liliu: codebook.html 
~ or call toll free ... 

$3.00 shipping & handling for orders in the U.S. $8.50 shipping & handling for international orders. 8% tax may be included on orders in New York. Allow 2-5 days for delivery. 

PlayStation is a registered trademark of Sony Computer Entertainment Inc. 
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his month we're finally doing 
some catching up with all of 

the winners we've had for various 
contests. First of all we have the 
winner of the Mortal Kombat arcade 
game for our Kombat Kontest. We 
literally got thousands of entries 
and Jeff (our intern) still has trouble 
sleeping after helping us with all of 
the sorting. He still known to wan
der the PSM offices in a daze mum
bling strange character names and 

of the season; it was none other than 
Chris Slate! I have proof. Back in issue 
#5, you shot a picture of the cast with 
your superb arsenal of Nerf guns, and 
Chris was holding the same gun as seen 
in the picture of who shot Steve! I rest 
my case. No further questions, your 
Honor. 

Garrett Fox 
(no address provided) 

► STEVE: You seem to have a few 
good questions, Garrett, so let's get 
right to them. 

1. Her name is Rinoa Heartilly. She's a 
seventeen-year-old girl who loves to 
speak her mind. We're just wonder
ing if she is the same girl that is 
found in the FFV/1/ logo. 
2. Aside from the Guardian Force 
monsters, I don't think that Squall 
and his party will have any other 
monsters helping them. To the con-

fatalities. Other than that, we've 
got a long list of Top This winners 
from the last several months. 

Top This Winners 
TOMBA 
Chris Moser 
Houston, TX 

TURBO PROP RACING 
Mike Miller 
Drexel Hill, PA 

trary, I think that there are going to 
be an large number of monsters that 
will try to destroy them. 
3. Square has yet to announce the 
exact use of the Sony PDA with FFVl-
11. We think that it will be one of three 
things. First, players might be able to 
raise and breed Chocobos and then 
use them for battle. Second, players 
may be able to download the 
Guardian Force monsters that they 
have earned and then raise them on 
the PDA. lastly, party members like 
Squall may be downloaded and their 
statistics may be adjustable. Perhaps 
two PDAs can be Hlinked" together 
and then two characters can fight 
against each other. There are simply 
so many possibilities and we are sure 
that Square is going to take advan
tage of the PDA to its fullest. 
4. Core has told us that there are 
going to be plenty of new weapons 
and vehicles for Lara to take advan
tage of. Examples include a grenade 

MORTAL KOMBAT 
Michael Daniels 
Terre Haute, IN 

PARASITE EVE 
Carson Kuo 

Sunnyvale, CA 

NFL EXTREME 
Chris Walter 
Elwood City, PA 

MORTAL KOMBAT CONTEST 
ARSTPRIZE 
Bryan Kendall Bray 
Moore, OK 

SECOND PRIZE 
Bob DePyper 
Harrison Twp, Ml 

THIRD PRIZE 
Devin Marston 
Erwin, TN 

launcher and a new kind of kayak
style boat. 
5. No, you don't have to beat the first 
Armored Core before playing Project 
Phantasma, but we suggest you do. 
The missions in AC:PP are so hard 
that if you don't use your experi
enced mechs from AC, you are pretty 
much screwed. 
CHRIS: Damn! I almost got away 
with it! Good eye, Garrett-you were 
the only one who pointed me out. 

First off, I would like to congratulate you 
on your one-year anniversary. Now on 
with the questions: 

1. When does the PDA come out and 
how much will it cost? 
2. What are some of the better RPGs 
coming out in the next few months? 
3. Parasite Eve was based on a book 
and a movie. Are there any other movie
based games are currently in develop
ment? 
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4. Is the Witchblade game going to be a 
lot like Tomb Raider, or something com
pletely different? 
5. Can you do a preview of Indiana 
Jones and the Infernal Machine? I'm a 
big Indiana Jones fan. 
6. Lastly, are the developers of Jet Moto 
going to make a third title in the series? 

Verbal Kint (aka Kaiser Souze) 
(no address provided) 

► FRAN: Thanks for the congrats, 
Verbal, even though I'm the newbie 
on the team. let me try to answer 
your questions. 

1. The PDA isn't scheduled to hit US 
store shelves for several months. The 
word so far is that it'll be here in the 
Spring of '99 and should retail for 
around $30. 
2. If you're looking for upcoming 
RPGs, then you'll definitely want to 
watch for Lunar: TSSS and Suikoden 
//; both should be out sometime in 
the coming months. But, in the 
meantime, you can keep busy with 
Xenogears and Brave Fencer 
Musashi. 
3. MGM's Tomorrow Never Dies and 
EA's Small Soldiers are both upcom
ing games based on movies of the 
same names. 
4. Core's Witchblade game is still 
deep in development at the moment, 
so not a whole lot is known about it. 
What they have told us is that the 
game won't be using the Tomb 
Raider engine, but it will most likely 
be a 30 action/adventure type of 
game with the main character, Sara, 
using the Wrtchblade weapon. What 
does this mean? Despite what Core 
says, I'm betting it will probably be 
Tomb Raider with magic. 
5. Lucas Arts' Indiana Jones game is 
one of the hottest things down the 
pipeline at the moment and you can 
bet that we'll be covering it in the 
coming months. 
6. Single Trac, the team responsible 
for Jet Mato 1 & 2, was acquired by 
GT Interactive a while back and Sony 
still owns the intellectual properties 
for the game series. What this means 
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is that Single Trac is still able to make 
games using the Jet Mato engine, 
but Sony is the only company able to 
use the name. I'm assuming that 
Sony will continue the Jet Mato line 
and hopefully they'll retain a lot of 
the features and gameplay that 
made the first two so good, even 
without Single Trac behind it. 

I'm a strategy game addict and com
mend the makers of Panzer General, 
Allied General, C&C and X-Com. As I 
know, there is not a huge market for 
these types of games on the 
PlayStation. My questions are: 

1. Is there going to be anymore X-Com 
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Welcome to the Fan Art section! Each month we'll be taking a look at the coolest PlayStation fan art 
from the hottest new talents around. If you've done an illustration that you'd like to see printed here, 
then by all means send us a copy! (We'll take originals too, but we won't be able to return them). 
Address it to PSM Fan Art, c/o Imagine Macia, 150 North Hill Drive, Brisbane, California 94005. 
Even better, if you have the art in a high-resolution digital format, e-mail it to us at 
psm@imaginemedia.com, and label the subject heading "Fan Art." Now get busy making that art! 

games made for the PlayStation? I 
know the PC has at least three versions 
of this game. 
2. Is there any plans for the PC title, 
Steel Panthers, to come out on the 
PlayStation? 

For all the strategy gamers out there, 
please fill us in. 

"Flash" 
Lisbon Falls, ME 

► BLAKE: I'm a big fan of strategy 
games as well, Flash, but unfortu
nately the news isn't good. As far as 
I know there are only a few strategy 
games coming out for the 
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PlayStation in the near future. While 
there is no real planned sequel to X
Com on the PlayStation, we should 
be treated to a conversion of 
Civilization 2 sometime early next 
year. Trust me when I tell you 
Civilization is one of the best strategy 
games ever made and hopefully this 
will be an excellent conversion. 

I am a really big RPG fan, and was 
wondering if you knew anything about 
the following: 

1. Are there any plans for a Secret of 
Mana 4 for the PlayStation? 
2. How is the work on Suikoden 2 
coming along? 

Michael Castle 
South Carolina 

► FRAN: Hey, Michael, it's nice to 
hear from a fellow RPG fan. 

1. At the moment, Square seems to 
be hard at work on a string of other 
titles that don't include Secret of 
Mana 4, unfortunately. At the begin
ning of the year, there had been 
rumors in the Japanese press that 
Square was working on it, but those 
rumors haven't been proven with an 
official announcement. The minute 
we hear anything, we'll be sure to let 
our readers know. 
2. Suikoden II is coming along nicely. 
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the only place an earth ta buy _cool affic!al psm 
shirts, hats, and other special collectibles 

Welcome to Otaku Station, the official PSM 
gift shop! Here you can find high-quality 
PSM-branded clothes and gear. Each item is 
personally deemed cool by PSM staff before -
the make this a e. Take a look around! 
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"AKl,/STAT/i 
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PSM Baseball Cap: .. .. ... .... ... .......... ....... ... Quantity: ___ X $19.50 = $ ___ Navy blue only 

I PSM Ski Cap: ...... .. .......... .... .. .. .. .... ... ........ Quantity: ___ X $19.50 = $ ___ Black only 
I Short-Sleeve PSM Buttons T: .. .......... ..... Quantity: ___ X $14.50 = $ ___ Blue only 

Short-Sleeve PSM D-Pad T: ........... .. ....... Quantity: ___ X $14.50 = $ ___ Black only 
I Short-Sleeve Banzai Chi bi-Chan T: ........ Quantity: ___ X $14.50 = $ ___ Specify: _ White _ Orange 

acc111111■•1r:. ______ _ 

EIDlr■tlll D•te: _ _____ _ 
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S1111tu11: 

Size: M L XL 
Size: M L XL 
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I SHIPPING & HANDLING: ............................................ United States .. .. .... add $5.00 $__ ~ 

Canada .. ............... add $7.50 $ __ 
I lnternational ........ .. add $15.00 $ __ 
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Don't let evil ninjas stop you from owning a 
complete collection of PSM! Strike a blow 
for freedom by buying all the back issues you 
need to round out your collection of the best 
PlayStation mag ever! 

lud hipping and handling) 
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staff sticl-lers and stuff 
l'::::a ince PSM is America's best 
1::.1 selling PlayStation magazine, 
I'm sure you guys won't have any 
problems answering my questions: 

issue but that doesn't mean they 
have to be stickers. Some will be 
posters, some will be Tip Sleeves, 
others will be something else. We 
try to vary it up so that it doesn't get 

1. Why don't you include as many Lid too boring or predictable. 
Stickers and Memory Card stickers in 2. We took out the Flashback and 
your mag as you used to? There used Yaroze sections so that we could 
to be some kind of sticker in every have more space to cover more rel-
issue, but now it is rare to see them. I evant PlayStation news. That's not 
know it's already tough to put an entire to say that those sections are gone 
issue together in a month, but at least for good, though. We may eventual-
try to put them in there when you get ly bring them back, but in a different 
a chance. form. Readers can also expect some 
2. Besides Otaku Station, which is very new sections showing up in later 
cool, you guys should include even issues. BTW, I'm glad you like the 
more new sections. 
Maybe you should 
bring back Flashback 
or Yaroze Update. 

""'.""r---:::::===::::---,--1 Otaku Station. 
·: 3. H the Otaku 

3. Speaking of Otaku 
Station, will you be 
including other stuff 
besides shirts and 
hats? Accessories 
would be good. You 

Station contin
ues to grow in 
popularity, 
which we hope 
it will, you can 
e><pect a bunch 
of new and even 
cooler PSM gear. 

know, watches ..i. 1s this lid sticker a good idea? Yes. Some of your 
ideas are pretty 
good, and may 
end up in the 

and sunglasses Do we how any of these things? No. Sorry 

with the PSM smi- about that, Kenneth. -------------
1 e y face or Banzai 
Chibi-chan on them would be so cool. 
4. A majority of your Fan Art section 
has art from the Internet. Do you visit 
these sites and find pictures to use, or 
do the people send art to you? Also, do 
you put all the art that you get in the 
mail in the magazine? 
5. Do you think that you can send me 
a Lid Sticker with Banzai Chibi-chan or 
one with the entire PSM crew on it? 

Kenneth Azurin 
Los Angeles, CA 

► STI:VE Hey Kenneth, thanks 
for writing in. 

1. We try to include a freebie each 

Station later on. 
4. Chris is the man-in-charge when 
it comes to Fan Art. He searches the 
web and looks through all the let• 
ters that we get, in order to find 
those few PSM-quality artworks. 
We unfortunately can't run every 
piece of art that we receive but we 
try to run as many as possible each 
issue. Perhaps, in the future, we 
may even e,cpand the Fan Art sec
tion so that we can include even 
more submissions. 
5. Well, if we had a Lid Sticker with 
Banzai or the staff on it, then maybe 
we could have sent it to you. Since 
we don't, there is not much that we 
can do. Good idea, though. 
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"SCREWED-UP X-MAS STRIP" 

We haven't been able to see anything 
playable from Konami just yet, but 
we have seen all the latest screen
shots of the game. It looks like it fol
lows much in the same stead as the 
first game, but e,cpect the graphics to 
be upgraded greatly. It's still on target 
to release in the US sometime at the 
beginning of next year. Keep your fin
gers crossed! 

I have a few questions and I hope you 
can answer them. 

1. In your April issue, under your release 
schedule, the game Fly By Wire was 
listed as TBA. It said that it was an 

Airplane Simulation. I was wondering if 
this meant a game like Ace Combat or 
the computer game Microsoft Flight 
Simulator. Since then, the game has not 
been on the release schedule. Could 
you tell me if this game is still coming to 
the PlayStation? 
2. What's up with the X-Files game? 
Every time I look in the release schedule 
it goes back a month. Do you know why 
this game keeps on being delayed? 

Frankie Mandarino 
Lynchburg, VA 

► STEVE: Here is the deal with Fly 
By Wira. The name of the game is 
now RC Copter and it is currently 
scheduled to be released later this 
year. It is basically a remote con
trolled helicopter simulation that has 
very realistic physics. 

Fox Interactive is still uncertain of 
whether it wants to bring the X-Fi/es 
game over to the U.S. or not. I think 
the company first wants to see how 
good the game fares in Europe. H it 
does well, then we can expect a U.S. 
release shortly after. If it does bad, 
then we may not get the game at all. 
Could be a bummer. 

I have only recently gotten a PlayStation. 
Its been hinted, in your mag, that the 
PlayStation 2 will be out in about two 
years. Will I be able to use my 
PlayStation for another two years before 
it becomes obsolete? I mean, if this hap
pens we can expect more and better 
games, but the current PlayStation will 
eventually fall in the new console's shad
ow. Next, I have heard a rumor that 
Sony will give you $100 off if you turn in 
your old PlayStation. Is that true? Also, 
do you know of any Gundam games 
coming out in the U.S.? 

Adrian Batres 
San Jose, CA 

I browse the WWW to find the latest 
PlayStation gossip, and quite recently I 
have come across some interesting info. 
Supposedly, Sony is going to release the 
next PlayStation console in April of next 
year. Is there any truth to this? You 
would think that Sony would milk the 
current PlayStation for as long as contin
ues to be profitable. I think it would be 
foolish for Sony to bring it out so soon. 
What are your thoughts on this? 

Leon Schmidt 
Austin, TX 

► BLAKE: We've heard all of the 
rumors on PlayStation 2 as well guys 
and we have to tell you that there's 
no way to tell what is true and what 
isn't at this point. What we all need to 
realize, though, is that even if the 
PlayStatlon 2 comes out it doesn't 
mean your PlayStation is obsolete. 
Come on, you can still leave your 
PLayStation 1 plugged in and your 
house won't e><plode II promise!). 
While we're hoping for backwards 
compatibility, there's no reason that 
we can't just keep enIoy1ng 
PlayStation games as they continue 
to come out through 1999. 
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Each month, we put together three tough tests of skill-if you're good enough to meet 
the PSM challenge, you can win cool prizes and see your name in print! Only one win
ner will be selected from each challenge, so get your entry in early. Send in your entries 

I 
to PSM Top This!, c/o Imagine Media, 150 North Hill Drive, Brisbane, CA 

~ 9~. Include ~our return address. No e-mail entries allowed! We can't return I HJJE, ~ any p,<ture, o, vod-pe, you semi. Ente, today! 

this month's prize: a whole bunch of nuby 
stuff, including a cooling station, a light gun 
and foot pedal, and some wireless controllers. 

Challenge #1: Metal Gear Solid 
Get Big Boss ranking 

By now you've probably gone through Metal Gear 
Solid several times. We wouldn 't be suprised to see 
that you've found the secret items and even man
aged to beat the game in record time. Do you have 
what it takes, however, to get the ranking of Big 
Boss? If you manage to complete this herculean 
feat and get the correct ranking, send us a polaro1d 
or videotape showing us. If you 're the first correct 
entry, you win! 

Challenge #2: Brave Fencer 
Get all of the action figures 

As you play through the epic quest of Brave Fencer 
Musashi, you'll notice that you can purchase Brave 
Fencer action figures at the Toys Toys Toys store. 
There are also a few action figures that you will find 
in other places as well . If you can find all 43 action 
figures (7 sets total), you are truly a master. Take 
a polaroid or videotape to prove your accomplish
ment and send it to us. The first correct entry will be 
the winner. 

Oh no-we're almost at 
the end of the issue! 
These things sure go by 
fast ... Before we go, here 
are a few parting shots: 

H y 1omebody took our 
amel Actually this was foun 
n one of the building 

nt1 in Mollorca. 

Challenge #3: Test Drive 5 
Fastest time on the drag strip 

We did this event with Test Drive 4, making it the 
first time we've ever had a Top This for a sequel to a 
previous challenge. This time it's virtually the same 
as last. We want to see what your fastest time is on 
the drag strip. We don't care what car you use. Send 
in a polaroid or videotape of the fastest time you can 
get and the entry with the best time will be our win
ner. Last time we did this with TD4, competition was 
fierce and we got a lot of entries, so good luck. 

► One of the 
top new toys 
in the office is 
the Dave Perry 
voodoo doll. 

The president of 
Shiny entertain

ment II now at 
our mercy. Now 

how about a worlc· 
ing rev of, Messiahl 

◄ Don't look for these 
PSM Holiday lights in 

stores or even our 
Otoku Station. They 
were made up special 

for us by our old buddy 
Bill Paris Soni 

r Solid 
ge (issue #15) so much, they bar· 

t for a promotional t-shirt. Sorry, fan 
another item not for sole in stores! 
to pre-order the game to get It. 

A Our new staff me mber, Francesca, jumps right into 
the action, PSM·style. Here she is taktng the curves 
like a pro. That's really her under that helmet! Really! 

.ol. Something happened to Noah in Spain. When he got back to the office he 
covered his e'!ti,. TV with stickers and began ta eat lots of banana bread. 
We stopped h,m before he 1tickered up the screen. He needs to be arrested. 
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Got some old games lying around just col
lecting dust? Maybe you've already tried the 
old "I got these by mistake for my birthday" 
excuse at every shop in town, but no one will 
trade them? Then get rid of 'em here, for free! 

► Richard Watkins 
hestasretort@worldnet.att.net 
Lake Hopatcong, NJ 
Trade Type: Trade.Sell 
Item: Console System 
Description: I'm a budding programmer looking 
for a Net Yaroze. $750 for a console is way too 
high. If anyone has any info or if you want to sell 
(or trade for something else) your Net Yaroze. 
then please e-mail me. 

► Dileep Monie 
moni0017@tc.umn.edu 
6024 Olinger Circle 
Edina. Minnesota 55436 
Description: I have several popular PlayStation 
games (NFL GameDay, NBA Live. Twisted Metal 
2, etc.) and demo discs, along with a couple other 
consoles and their respective games. They are 
ALL in mint condition. I am mainly looking to sell. 
but willing to trade in certain cases. Prices range 
from $1 to $70 or best offer. E-mail me for details 
and to make an offer. 

► David Bell 
davidbell@syd.auracom.com 
16 View Street 
North Sydney, Nova Scotia 
Canada, B2A 1 ES 
Description: Wanted: import playstation games. 
mostly RPGs Ale the Lad 1 or 2, or any other 
import RPGs. Will accept other types of imports. 
Will trade Tekken 2, Twisted Metal 2, Wild Arms, 
Toshinden 2, Overblood, Primal Rage, or X-Com. 
Please e-mail me if interested. Also, if anybody 
has Virtual Pro Wrestling for import N64, will 
trade one or two of the above games for it. 

► Sephiroth 
French's@wdni.com 
16363 85th ave #27 
V4N-3K1 
Description: I'm talking a Game Shark, 
Controllers, a four player adaptor and memory 
cards. I'll go for the best price! I'm selling a 
game called Resurrection: Rise 2. Mint condition. 
$20-30. 

► Kaylon Blackburn 
packfan@bigfoot.com 
PO. Box 244 
Moroni, Ut 84646 
Description: I have: Blood Omen, NBA Live '97, 
Madden '97, Gameday '97. Triple Play '97 and 
'98, Alea 51 , Warhawk, Ridge Racer, Tekken, Top 
Gun. Need for Speed, Loaded. Doom, Road 
Rash, Agile Warrior, Twisted Metal, Kings Field, 
Gameshark, and I have a Controller. I will trade or 
sell any of these. I will sell for 25.00$ or less 
(depending on the game). E-mail me and give me 
an offer. 

► ShatterStar 
shatterstar1@hotmail.com 
Description: Playstation+ 2 controllers+ connec
tions + 360 block card + 9 Fabulous Games: Final 
Fantasy 7, Resident Evil 2, Resident Evil Directors 
Cut, Ghost In The Shell, Colony Wars, Almored 
Core. Wild Alms. Warhawk. and Ridge Racer. 
Ready to go for one low price of $300. Take it or 
leave itl 

pilotb@ms 
1589 Euclid 
St. Paul, Minnesota 
Descrjption: I want anything 
with Resident Evil. I want 

► Goalkeeper 
Goa1keep78@aol.com 
137 Emerson Cir 
Cortland Ohio 44410 
Description: I am looking for Worms. Please 
respond A.S.A.P. 

► Adam Tresidder 
1190 Fawn Land 
Meadow Vista, CA 5722 
Description: I am looking for these games: Area 
51. Die Hard. Fighting Force. and Critical Depths. 
They are somewhat hard to find. 

► Don Lechien 
legacy@viaduct.custom.net 
RR1 Box 308 Linton, IN 47441 
Description: I am looking for Castlevania: 
Symphony of the Night for Playstation.lf you are 
interested in selling it. e-mail me with what you 
want for it I prefer COD. but I may try other 
ways. Thanks. 

► Jeff Hua 
lczer18@aol.com 
Description: Willing to trade or sell the following 
games for RPGs or any other type of game 
except sport games. Battle Alena Toshinden 2, 
Jet Moto. Mega Man X4, NBA Live '98, Almored 
Core, Rampage World Tour. Twisted Metal, Beast 
Wars, Need For Speed 2. Fighting Force, 
Resident Evil Director's Cut, Independence Day, 
in good condition with boxes and Instruct10ns. 

► Joey Potoczky 
joey1022@yahoo.com 
Description: I'm selling NBA Live '97 for $15, Jet 
Mota for $20, 2Xtreme for $20. I will trade Final 
Fantasy 7 for any of these games (Nascar '98, 
NBA Shoctout "98 or any other games that you 
own. Please E-mail me if you are interested. 

► Levi F. 
PO. Box 1218 
Cathedral City, CA 92235 
reiko6565@aol.com or levifuri@hotmail.com 
Description: I'm selling Rage Racer and Tobal 
No.1 for Sony Playstation. I ask $25 for Rage 
Racer. and $18 for Tobal No.1 Both of these 
games are in •· Perfect Condition" Both of the 
games have the instructions. I will also trade 
Rage Racer for any gooc PSX game. Please e
mail me if you are interested in these games. 
Thanks for your time. 

► Michael G. 
ChopsDawg@aol.com 
202 Southland Road 

rel, 
am 
for 

have a sick, sick ad i!:tion to 
· If you ha~e' a"n'ytlling 

I want it. 

Huntersville, NC 28078 
Description: I have the following games to sell: 
Return Fire, MLB Pennatt Race, NHL Powerplay 
'96, NHL 2 on 2 Open Ice Challenge, Primal Rage, 
Bottom of the Ninth. Doorn and Destruction 
Derby. /IJI are in good condition. Most have orig
inal boxes and instruction booklets. $25 dollars or 
best offer for any game. 

► BlakeH 
Minneapolis, Minnesota 
BUD21369@aol.com 
Description: I am selling Crash Bandicoot, Felony 
11-79, Twisted Metal, Tokyo Highway Battle. 
Burning Road, Nascar Racing. Make reasonable 
offer. E-mail me. 

► Luis Ledesma 
FOOTLEWIS@AOL.COM 
810-i N. Kalaheo St 
Kailua, Hi, 96734 
Destription: I have Final Fantasy VII, Rage Racer; 
Dynasty Warriors, /IJien Trilogy, Pandemonium 1, 
Jet Moto 1, and Gex 1. I'm looking 4 Colony 
Wars. NBA Live 98, Fighting Force. MLB 98, 
Bushido Blade, Ace Combat 2, G-Police. MOK. 
Test Drive 4. I'll consider every offer. 

► Josh Bradley 
bradboy@hotmail.com 
Description: I want a Game Shark for Sony 
Playstation (of course) for a reasonable price. If 
you have one on you let me buy it of you 
and e-mail me if you want to sell it to me. 

► Eric Hunter 
42 Leha Ave. Jewett City, Connecticut 06351 
Ignition 1@hotmail.com 
Description: I have Courier Crisis for $25(bought 
it for $35) I have NFL Gameday 98 in great corr 
dition for $25-$30. I have Clock Tower for $20. /IJI 
of my games listed here are non scratched and 
fun to play. I will trade any of these games for 
Resident Evil 1. 

► Joshua Valk 
Dunn28@compuserve.com 
PO Box295 
Linwood, MA 01525-0295 
Description: I am looking for the following titles: 
Suikocen, Wild Alms, Vandal Hearts. Beyond the 
Beyond, Alundra, and Final Fantasy Tactics. I also 
would like a multHap. I am willing to trade or buy. 
E-mail or write me for details. 

► Grant Spencer 
nspen@edumaster.net 
Description: I have a Sega Genesis with a bundle 
of games, including Eternal Champions, Madden 

90 something, NBA Live 95, and a couple of oth
ers, plus 2 normal Sega Controllers and one 6 
button arcade pad. I also have the Sega CD with 
all the games it comes with and a few others, 
some college football game, and Prize Fighter. I 
would like to trade this for a Nintendo 64 with 1 
or 2 controllers, and if you have games, you might 
as well give them to me, since you wouldn't have 
a N64. 

► Lance 
CharleMayne@webtv.net 
Description: Want copy of Romance of the 
Three Kingdoms IV Will buy for reasonable price 
or trade one or two of the following: Jet Moto 2, 
Tomb Raider 2, Test Drive 4, or Bushido Blade. 
Will also consider selling for reasonable offers. 

► David Heston 
DBallZ16@aol.com 
Description: I want an import of Bushido Blade 
2, Minna No Golf, Dead or /\Jive, and Tenchu. I 
would also like 2 dual-analog shock controllers. 
Willing to pay around $30 for the games and $20 
for the controllers. 

► Chris Miller 
DeGenX709@aol.com 
709 N. Cypress St. 
Boonville. IN 47601 
Description: I have Resident Evil DC in mint 
condition, no marks or scratches on it! Selling for 
$25 or best offer. I am also selling Triple Play '97, 
Tekken 2, Mega Man X 4, Tomb Raider, and 
Twisted Metal 2 all for $15 EACH. /IJI games are 
in good condition. No Trades! 

► DannyPark 
DiesalDick@aol.com 
1756 Hancock St. 
Hewlett NY. 11557 
Description: Want to sell FFTactics($35). Crash 
Bandicoot 2 ($35), Crash Bandicoot ($10). instruc
tion manuals for PS and N64 games(2 for a dollar), 
anolog controller($25). 3 demos that include 
FFVII, FFTactics. Bushido Blade,TombRaiderll, 
Crash Bandicoot 2, Fighting Force, Parappa the 
Rappa, CooIBorders2, Almored Core. RageRacer, 
Crash Bandicoot, Tekken 2, and more. 

u-E:. 
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If you'd like to place your own, totally free 
ad in PSM, just jot down your name, 
address and/or e-mail; tell us whether 
you're looking to trade, sell, or both; and 
give us a brief description of what you're 
offering or want. Be sure to include your 
city and state. Send al l of that info to: 

PSM Marketplace, 
c/o Imagine Media 
150 North Hill Drive 
Brisbane, California 94005 

You can also send e-mail to: 
psm@imaginemedia.com. (Be sure to 
put "marketplace" in the subject heading.) 
B1W, we can't vouch for the credibility of 
any of the people who place ads here, so 
swap at your own risk! 

□ ECEMBEf'I: 1!3 !3 8 

www • .PSM □NL1NE . c □m 

Legacy of Kain: Soul Reaver 
It's been a long wait, but Kain 2 is finally set to hit the street 

in January! Of course, for a game as big as this, 
you know PSM is going to roll out the red 

carpet and blow all those other guys 
away with unbeatable coverage. We'll 

have everything you ever wanted to know (and 
even some stuff you didn't) in just 30 days! 

The IATEST PlayStation headlines 
The NEWEST PlayStation codes 

The MOST PlayStation games 
UNBEATABLE Japanese coverage 
The most HONEST reviews 
EXCLUSIVE interviews 

The most IN-DEPTH strategies 
And a spankin'-good LETTERS section I 
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So ••. that game has your world turned 
upside down, huh? Don't let it get the 
better of you! Show it who's boss! 1 

For the most PlayStation News, the best 
Strategies, and the largest list of codes 
in existence for the PlayStation, call ..• 
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and wormholes 
(All the reasons you love to ride) 
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